
 
 
 
 
 
 

Tel: 0118 974 6054 
E-mail: democratic.services@.gov.uk 
 
 
 
To:-  All Committee Members 
 
 
 

 

LICENSING AND APPEALS HEARINGS SUB COMMITTEE - MONDAY, 22ND JULY, 2019 

 

I enclose, for consideration at the next Monday, 22nd July, 2019 meeting of the Licensing and 

Appeals Hearings Sub Committee, additional documents (appendix H) that were submitted by the 

applicant afther the agenda was published. 

 
 
Agenda No Item 

 
 
 Hearing Procedure 

 
 1. Election of Chairman   

 
   
  To elect a Chairman for the meeting. 

 
 2. Declaration of Interest   

 
   
  To receive any declarations of interest. 

 
 3. New Premises Licence Application - Henley Royal Regatta  (Pages 5 - 10) 

 
   
  To receive a report and appendixes in relation to an application for a new 

premises licence for the Henley Royal Regatta, Lion and Blandy Meadows, 
Riverside Fields, Henley-on-Thames. 
 

 Appendix A - Application for new premises licence 
 

 Appendix B - Location/layout plans 
 

 Appendix C - Site notice 
 

 Appendix D - Current licence PR0242 
 

 Appendix E - Responsible Authorities responses 
 

Civic Offices 
Shute End 

Wokingham 
RG40 1BN 

Public Document Pack
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 Appendix F - Representations objecting the application 
 

 Appendix G - Representations in support of the application 
 

 Appendix H - Additional documents submitted by the applicant 
 

 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Susan Parsonage 

Interim Chief Executive 
 
 
 
 



HEARING PROCEDURE – APPLICATION FOR A PREMISES LICENCE 
 

1. Sub-Committee to elect a Chairman for this Hearing only. 
2. Chairman to welcome all Parties and introduce the Members of the Sub-

Committee. 
3. Chairman to ask Sub-Committee if they have any interests to declare. 
4. Chairman of Sub-Committee to outline procedure and reaffirm that only 

information relevant to representations can be considered and that such 
information must be relevant to the Licensing Objectives.  Chairman to confirm 
that all parties understand this.  The four Licensing Objectives are:  

  - The Prevention of Crime and Disorder; 
  - Public Safety; 
  - The Prevention of Public Nuisance; and 
  - The Protection of Children from Harm. 

5. The Licensing Officer will introduce the Hearing report and update the Sub-
Committee on any developments following publication of the report whenever 
required. 

6. The Applicant to present application, including any witnesses.  All parties will 
be given equal time to put their case. 

7. Responsible Authorities that have made representations and any Interested 
Parties that have made representations may, with the permission of the Sub-
Committee, question the Applicant and witnesses. 

8. Each Responsible Authority that has made representations to present their 
representations including any witnesses.  All parties will be given equal time to 
put their case. 

9. The Applicant may ask questions of each Responsible Authority if permitted to 
do so by the Sub-Committee, but will, in any event, be given the opportunity to 
respond to comments made by other parties at the end of the Hearing. 

10. Any Interested Parties that have made representations to present their 
representations including any witnesses. All parties will be given equal time to 
put their case. 

11. The Applicant may ask questions of each Interested Party if permitted to do so 
by the Sub-Committee. 

12. The Sub-Committee can question any Party at any stage. 
13. In order to facilitate effective Hearings, Interested Parties making similar 

representations will be asked to nominate a spokesman to present their 
representations.  At the conclusion of a spokesman’s representation, the 
Chairman will ask the other Interested Parties if they have any other points to 
raise.  

14. Questions by the Sub-Committee and, when permitted, by the Applicant, will 
be directed to the nominated spokesman in the first instance. 

15. The Applicant will be given the opportunity to respond to comments made. 
16. After hearing the application and all representations, the Sub-Committee will 

ask any further questions of any party that it may have. 
17. The Chairman will ask all parties if they have any further relevant points that 

have not been covered in the Hearing and to give a brief summary of their 
evidence and information with the Applicant going last in order. 

18. All parties other than the Sub-Committee and support staff from Wokingham 
Borough Council’s Legal and Democratic Services team to leave the Hearing. 

19. The Sub-Committee shall determine the application.  The decision will be 
notified in writing to all parties after the Sub-Committee has reached its 
decision. 
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TITLE Henley Royal Regatta 

Lion And Blandy Meadows 
Riverside Fields, Henley On Thames 
Application For New Premises Licence  

  
FOR CONSIDERATION BY Licensing and Appeals Sub-Committee on 22 July 

2019  
  
WARD Remenham, Wargrave and Ruscombe 
  

LEAD OFFICER Karen Court - Licensing Officer 
Julia O’Brien – Principal Officer  
Sean Murphy – Public Protection Manager 

 

PURPOSE OF REPORT 

 
To provide relevant information for the Sub Committee to consider and determine the 
application from Henley Royal Regatta for a new premises licence for Lion and Blandy 
Meadows, Riverside Fields, Henley on Thames RG9 2LY 
 

 

OUTCOMES 

 
In accordance with S18 of the Licensing Act 2003 and the Wokingham Borough Council 
Licensing Policy, the application is referred to the Licensing and Appeals Sub 
Committee for determination as representations have been made. 
 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
The Sub Committee to determine the application to grant or refuse the application, with 
conditions and/or amendments as appropriate. 
 

 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION  
 

 
Background 
 
The application was received on 28 May 2019. 
 
The application was checked and confirmed to be correctly made.  The 28 day 
consultation period ran from 28 May to 25 June 2019.  The responsible authorities,  
ward members and town council were advised by email on 30 May 2019. 
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Summary details of the application are as follows:  
 

 Extracted from applicant’s general description: 
 

The proposed licensed premises is the existing licensed area under 
premises licence PR0242 used annually for the Henley Royal Regatta, 
namely Riverside Fields at Lion and Blandy Meadows as delineated in red 
on the plan served with the application, supplementary plans are provided 
to show the different bar areas within the proposed area, again identical to 
those relating to premises licence PR0242 
 
This application is to apply for a one day premises licence, applicable 
every year for the Tuesday of Henley Royal Regatta week.  If issued the 
premises licence would be in exactly the same terms and subject to the 
same conditions as PR0242 for the five days of Regatta week each year 
(Wednesday to Sunday).  The one day licence would sit alongside and run 
consecutively to the existing licence PR0242 
 
The rationale behind the proposed extension of the Henley Royal Regatta 
and the need for this additional “one day” licence is to enable the Regatta 
to hold new rowing events especially for women’s crews but also to allow 
for a greater breather between existing races. 

 
 

 live music (outdoors) Tuesday 1100 to 1930 hours 
 

 supply of alcohol (on the premises) Tuesday 1000 to 2000 hours  
 

 opening hours Tuesday 0830 to 2000 hours    
 

 
The application has been advertised correctly, with site notices displayed at the 
premises and a notice placed in the Henley Standard on 31 May 2019. 
 
During the statutory consultation period of 28 days, representations were received from 
numerous parties, both in support of and objecting to the application.  
 
 
Responses Received from Responsible Authorities 
 
Thames Valley Police – “no objection” response 
 
Fire Authority – “no representation” response  
 
Planning “applicant advised to check if they require planning permission” response 
 
Environmental Health – no response received 
 
Health & Safety/Food Safety Team – no response received 
 
Trading Standards – no response received 
Children and Young People’s Services – no response received 
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Public Health – no response received 
 
 
 
Representations Objecting to the Application Received from Remenham Parish 
Council, Remenham Farm Residents Association (RFRA) and local residents 
 

1. Mr John Merkel (as Remenham resident and Chairman of Remenham Parish 
Council) 

2. Mr Paul Sermon for Remenham Parish Council 
3. Mr Michael Dudley for Remenham Farm Residents Association (RFRA) 
4. Mr Michael Dudley of Remenham (personal objection) 
5. Mr Anthony West of Remenham  
6. Mr John Halsall of Remenham 
7. Mr Ron Emerson of Remenham 
8. Mr Neil Brown of Remenham 
9. Mr Nigel Gray of Remenham 
10. Mr David Law of Remenham 

 
Representations Received in support of the application 

1. Grace Johnson of University of Nottingham Rowing Club 
2. Juliette Stacey, Henley resident 
3. Mr Davies, Headmaster of Shiplake College 
4. David Gillard of Wargrave 
5. Antony Narula of Wargrave 
6. Richard Spratley of Bix, Henley on Thames 
7. Guin Batten of Women’s Head of the River Race 
8. Henley Town Council 
9. Jack Beaumont, international rower and Henley resident 
10. Jane Lunnon, Head of Wimbledon High School 
11. Suzie Longstaff, Head of Putney High School 
12. Anne Buckingham, resident of Henley on Thames 
13. David Goodhew, Head of Latymer Upper School 
14. Phil Gray of University of London Boat Club 
15. Thomas Garner, Headmaster of Pangbourne College 
16. Peter Jacobs of Remenham 
17. Henley Town Council town and community events committee 
18. Henley Town Council Town and Community Manager 
19. George Hammond, Chairman of National Schools’ Regatta 
20. Daniel Grist, Secretary and Chief Executive of Henley Royal Regatta (via Blandy 

and Blandy Solicitors) 
21. Annemarie Phelps CBE, Vice Chair of British Olympic Association (via Blandy 

and Blandy Solicitors) 
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Other Relevant Information 
 
For clarification and as referred to by the applicant and objectors, the operating 
schedule conditions on the existing licence PR0242 are as follows.  The applicant has 
included these conditions in their proposed operating schedule included with their 
application. 
 

Annex 2 – Conditions consistent with the operating schedule 
a) General  
1. The Regatta has operated its enclosures for nearly 100 years and has put in 
place appropriate measures to achieve all 4 licensing objectives.  
 
b) Prevention of Crime and Disorder  
1. The Regatta employs qualified security staff (with appropriate SIA licence) and 
also engages the services of Thames Valley Police to prevent crime and 
disorder. The bars and restaurants are operated by an international catering 
company of repute which employs properly qualified staff who also are trained to 
prevent crime and disorder.  
 
c) Public Safety  
1. The Regatta liaises with Thames Valley Police and all other emergency 
services and the local authority to ensure public safety. Furthermore gate 
keepers, security staff and attendants have specific roles in this regard as well.  
 
d) Prevention of Public Nuisance  
1. The profiles of those attending our facilities lessen the likelihood of public 
nuisance and the precautions referred to in b) and c) above reinforce this view. 
The hours of operation are not conducive to those leaving the site causing public 
nuisance.  
 
e) Protection of Children from Harm  
1. Within 90% of the area seeking a licence, children are not admitted.  Where 
they are, the trained security and bar staff ensures they are kept protected from 
harm.  
 
Annex 3 – Responsible Authority Conditions 
Health and Safety  
1. A current certificate of electrical safety in a form prescribed in the Institute of 
Electrical Engineers Wiring Regulations, signed by a competent person, should 
be submitted for the electrical installation in connection with your licence prior to 
the start of each year's events.  
2. Arrangements should be made for the first aid treatment of members of the 
public who are attending the event in connection with your licence.  
 
Annex 4 - Conditions attached after a Hearing by the licensing authority 
Not applicable  
 
Annex 5 – Plans 
Plans of premises attached 
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Analysis of Issues 
Promotion of the four licensing objectives: 

 the prevention of crime and disorder 

 public safety 

 the prevention of public nuisance 

 the protection of children from harm 
The operating schedule section of the application details how the applicant proposes to 
address these. 
 
Requirement of Licensing Act 2003 to determine an application and achieve the four 
licensing objectives – prevention of crime and disorder, public safety, prevention of 
public nuisance and protection of children from harm.  
 
Wokingham Borough Council’s licensing policy – operating hours – the council 
recognises that one important aspect of the Licensing Act 2003 is the abolition of 
national opening hours for premises selling alcohol and will only determine the opening 
hours of any licensable activity if there is the belief that by limiting the operating hours 
one or more of the licensing objectives will be met. 
 

 
 

 
List of Attachments 
 

 Application for new premises licence 

 Location/layout plans 

 Responsible authority responses 

 Representations objecting to the application 

 Representations in support of application  

 Current licence PR0242 for reference 
 
 
 

 

Reasons for Decision 

In accordance with legislative requirements 

 

Alternative Options considered, if any 

None  

 

List of Background Papers 

Attachments List as Detailed above 

 

Contact  Karen Court Service  Public Protection Partnership 

Telephone No  01635 519791 Email  karen.court@westberks.gov.uk 

Date  2 July 2019   Version No.  1 
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Karen Court

From: Sue Dowling <Sue.Dowling@Blandy.co.uk>
Sent: 28 May 2019 11:46
To: Licensing; ‘licensing@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk; centralhubfiresafety@rbfrs.co.uk’;

Environmental Health; Environmental Health; Development Control; BWSCP; Julie
Hotchkiss; tsadvice; ‘alcohol@homeoffice.gsi.gov.uk’

Cc: Karen Court (Karen.Court@westberks.gov.uk); Luciane Bowker; Julia OBrien; Daniel
Grist (dgrist@regattahq.co.uk); Belinda McCarty

Subject: Application for a new Premises Licence for Henley Royal Regatta - for Tuesday each
year of the Regatta ‘week”

Attachments: HRR One day (Tuesday) Licence application.pdf; Licensing Plan; consent of DPS;
Draft Conditions and Letter from Henley Women’s Regatta.pdf; supplementary
plans for infomation only.pdf; Existing licence for HRR.pdf

‘This message is subject to the confidentiality noUce at the end of this ccmmunication

Dear Sirs

Application for a new Premises Licence for Henley Royal Regatta - for the Tuesday each year of the Regatta
“week” from 2020.

We write further to our recent email to the Licensing Authority concerning the above application. We now attached
by way of service:

1. Copy LIC 2 Application Form
2. Copy proposed licensing plan; DPS Consent; draft conditions and copy letter from Henley Women’s Regatta

of 8 February 2019;
3. Copy supplementary plans (for information only)
4. Copy existing Premises Licence 0242 (which relates to the proposed Premises from Wednesday through to

Sunday)

We confirm that we have just paid the issue fee for the attached application (L190; Reference 43867
ENV139R3). This fee has been calculated using the same premise applicable to the main licence.

Rationale for the Application
As you will note from the Application Form, the rationale for and the nature of the attached application are of
fundamental importance — Henley Royal Regatta wishes to operate the existing licensed Premises on exactly the
same terms and subject to the same conditions (to promote the Licensing Objectives) as provided under Licence
0242, on the Tuesday of Regatta “week” each year — a) to start to address gender imbalance by introducing new
rowing events especially for women’s/junior women’s crews and b) also to allow for a greater “breather” between
existing races. If granted, this new Licence (for one day each year — being the Tuesday at the start of the Regatta
“week”) would sit along-side the main licence (0242) and would be identical to it save that it will relate to the
Tuesday (with the main licence continuing to apply from Wednesday through to Sunday).

In view of the indisputably correct rationale behind the application (to start to address gender imbalance at the
Regatta); the fact that if issued, the Licence would be subject to the same conditions which apply to Licence 0242
and the fact that Henley Royal Regatta has operated its event professionally and safely for a very many years — it is
not anticipated that this proposed licensed operation (which would use the same infrastructure and would not
extend the build-up/take down time) will have any adverse impact on the promotion of the licensing objectives, and
indeed it is hoped that the Responsible Authorities will be able to confirm that it has no objections to this particular
application.

1
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Supporting Documentation
For now we have only attached a letter supporting the application from Henley Women’s Regatta; we shall be
lodging further letters of support from other significant organisations including from British Rowing; Rowing
Australia and the National School’s Regatta to name but a few.

We also confirm that our clients have already met with local residents (from Remenham) to explain the nature of
this application and to obtain their constructive feedback, and they were reassured that they are fully supportive of
the Regatta both in terms of its current and proposed expanded operation.

Display Requirements
We confirm that the application will be advertised in the appropriate way in the local newspaper and Site Notices
will be erected as per the Regulations imminently.

Kindly confirm safe receipt of this application and confirm that you have no objections to it. An email to the writer
is perfectly acceptable.

Kind regards

Sue Dowling
Partner
rmpln.!n’—nt’ P,ISinflr mm2rtOn; \Ioni.p Vrersinn

Fror and on behalf of Biandy & [3landy LLP
3; 0118 952 6822 3118 9S 6S17I

Excellence I Integrity I Approachabiity

IMPORTANT SECURfTV ALERT

www.blandy.co.uk

This alert relates to scams, fraud and cyber•threats, which are becoming increasingly common. We have not changed our bank account for many years, and we
are not intending to do so.

The details of our bank account are set out in our terms of business, In any event, we will never notify you of a change in our firm’s bank details by email or text
message.
If you receive any communication purporting to come from anyone at Blandy & Alandy LIP asking for funds to be transferred to another account, please contact
us at once (using a telephone number from cur website, not from the communication you have received) and on no account send the funds requested.

We will not accept liability If you transfer the money to an Incorrect bank account In these or similar circumstances.

Notice Information in this message and any attachments is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the person to whom it is
addressed.
Access and/or use by others is unauthorised and may be unlawful. If you receive this message in error please notify the sender and delete/destroy all copies of
the message immediately.

Blandy & Blandy LLP

BLANDY & BLANDY

2
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Application for a premises licence to bc granted

under the Licensing Ad 2003

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Before completing this form please read the guidance notes at the end of the form, If you are
completing this form by hand please write legibly in block capitals. In all cases ensure that your
answers are inside the boxes and written in black ink. Use additional sheets if necessary.

You may wish to keep a copy of the completed form for your records.

1/We HENLEY ROYAL REGA]7A
(insert naineft ofapplicant)

apply for a premises licence under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003 for the premises
described in Part I below (the premises) and I/we are making this application to you as the
relevant licensing authority in accordance with section 12 of the Licensing Act 2003

Part I — Premises details

Part 2- Applicant details

I as a limited company/limited liability
partnership

ii as a partnership (other than limited liability)

iii as an unincorporated association or

iv other (for example a statutory corporation)

Postal address of premises or, ifnone, ordnance survey map reference or description

LiON AND BLANI)Y MEA1)0VS
RIVERSIDE FIELDS

Post town 1-IENLEY ON TI lAMES Postcode RG9 2LY

Telephone number at premises (if any) 01491 572153

Non-domestic rateable value of premises £ 30 000

Please state whether you are applying for a premises licence as

a) an individual or individuals

b) a person other than an individual *

Please tick as appropriate

E please complete section (A)

please complete section (B)
Li
fl please complete section (B)

Q please complete section (B)

Q please complete section (B)

O please complete section (B)e) a recognised club

d) a charity C please complete section (B)
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e) the proprietor ofan educational establishment fl please complete section (II)
a health service body C please complete section (B)

g) a person who is registered under Pan 2 of the C please complete section (B)
Care Standards Act 2000 (cl4) in respect ofan
independent hospital in Wales

ga) a person who is registered under Chapter 2 of Part please complete section (B)
I of the Health and Social Care Act 2008 (within
the meaning of that Pan) in an independent
hospital in England

h) the chief officer of police ofa police lbrce in C please complete section (B)
Engiand and Wales

* If you are applying as a pcrson described in (a) or (b) please confirm (by ticking yes to one bo>below):

(
I am carrying on or proposing to carry on a business which involves the use of the
premises for licensable activities; nr

I am making the application pursuant to a

statutory’ fUnction or H
a f.:nrju: d c:ngc h) \flc oH icr s arcrogat.

(A) INDWIBUAL APPLICANTS (fill in as applicable)

Mr C Mrs C Miss Ms Otl:er Title (for

__________________________________________

_jxmple. Rt)
Surname First names

Date of birth I am 18 years old or over C Please tick yes
Nationality

Current residential
address if different from
premises address

Post town I I PostcodeI —

Daytime contact telephone number

E-mail address I
(optional)

SECOND INDIVIDUAL APPLICANT (if applicable)

Mr C Mrs C Miss C Ms c Other Title (for

J example, Rev)

Surname First names
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Date of birth

Nationality

I am 18 years old or over Q Please tick yes

Current postal address if
different from premises
address

!ostco
Daytime contact telephone number

E-mail address
(optional) I

(B) OTHER APPLICANTS

Please provide name and registered address of applicant in full. Where appropriate please
g!vc ::nyrcgktcrcd nt:wlie. h: the CU%L of:: nannesNH or (:t croirL Venture (otner tha:;
body corporate), please give the name arid address of each party concerned.

Part 3 Operating Schedule

DD MM YYYY
I I 1° 12 1° 12 J

Nan, e
HENLEY ROYAL RLGNrIA
Address
REGATTA I IEADQUARTERS
lIENLEY ON TI lAMES
R09 2LY

Registered number (where applicable)
10755921

Description of applicant (for example, pannership, company, unincorporated association etc.)
LIMITED COMPANY

Telephone number (if any)
01491 572153

E-mail address (optional)

When do you want the premises licence to stan?
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If you wish the licence to he valid only for a limited period, when DD MM YYYY
do you want it to end? j j ‘

1)

Please give a general description of the premises (please read guidance note 1)
The proposed ]icensed ‘TreTnises” is the existing licensed area (under Premises Licence 0242)
used annually for the Henley Royal Regatta namely Riverside Fields at Lion and Blandy MeadowsHenley on Thames RG9 2LY, as delineated in red on the plan served with this application.(Supplemental plans are also provided to show the different bars areas within the proposed area —

these plans are again identical to those relating to Premises Licence 0242).

This application is to apply for a one day Premises Licence; applicable every year; for the Tuesdayof the Henley Royal Regatta “week”. II’ issued, the Premises Licence (and the licensable
activities operated thereunder) will be in exactly the same terms and will be subject to the samestringent conditions as the existing Premises Licence (PR0242), applicable for the same
“Premises” for the five days of the Regatta “week” each year (i.e. from Wednesday to Sunday)save that it will relate to the preceding Tuesday only, each year. The one day licence will “sit
along-side” (and run consecutively to) the existing licence number PR0242.

The rationale behind the proposed extension of the Henley Royai Regatta (and the need for thisadditional ‘one day’ licence to support that extension) is to enable the Regatta to hold new rowingevents especially for women’s crews, but also to allow for a greater “breather” between existingmces fl\ c’’ ca he Rcaa;ta ha b c ne mci e too; cio p cw1c( the uu:ta s :sh beabie to build in greater space beteen races, along with integrating more women/junior womencrews/competitors.

If 5.000 or more people are expected to attend the premises at any
one time, please 5ta:c the number expected to attend. I I

What licensable activities do you intend to carry on from the premises?

Provision of regulated entertainment (please read guidance note 2)

a) plays (if ticking yes, fill in box A)

b) films (if ticking yes, fill in box B)

ej indoor sporting events (if ticking yes, fill in box C)

d) boxing or wrestling entertainment (if ticking yes, fill in box D)

e) live music (if ticking yes, fill in box B)

0 recorded music (if ticking yes, fill in box F)

g) performances of dance (if ticking yes, fill in box 0)

h’
anything of a similar description to that falling within (e), (I) or (g)
(if ticking yes, fill in box H)

(please see see:ions I and l4 and Schedules I and 2 to the Lieensfng Act 2003)

Please tick all that
apply

U

El

El

0

U

U
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Provision of late night refreshment (if ticking yes, fill in box I)

Supply of alcohol (if ticking yes, fill in box J)

In all cases complete boxes K, Land 1W
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A

Will the performance of a play take place
indoors or outdoors or both — please tick
(please read guidance note 3)

Outdoors

Both fl
Please uive further details here (please read guidance note 4)

State any seasonal variations for peHbrming plays (please read
guidance note 5)

Plays
Standard days and
timings (please read
guidance note 7)

Indoors

C

Fri

Sat

Sun

Non standard timings. Where vn intend to use the premises for
the performance of piavs’aI different Eirnes to those listed in (he
column on the left, please list (please read guidance note 6)
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B

Films Will the cihibition of films take place indoors
Standard days and or outdoors or both — please tick (please read lors
timings (please read guidance note 3)

—

guidance note 7)
Outdoors C

Day Start Finish Both

Mon Please aive further details here (please read guidance note 4)

l’uc

Wed State any seasonal variations for the exhibition of films (please
---—--—-——- read guidance note 5)

Thur

-.

Fri j Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for

Ii:e exhibition of films at dilferenc times to those listed in the

-

column on the Left, please list (please read guidance note 6)
Su:

Sun
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C

Indoor sporting events Please give further details (please read guidance note 4)
Standard days and
timings (please read
guidance note 7)

Day j_Stan Finish

Mon

Cue State any seasonul variations for indoor sporting events (please
———-——-

—---— read guidance note 5)

Wed

Thur Non standard timings. Where von intend to use the premises for

L --———-—---

indoor sporting events at different times to those listed in the
-

column on the Jeft, please list (please read guidance note 5)
Fr -

H
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D

Boxing or wrestling Will the boxing or wrestling entertainment —

entertainments take place indoors or outdoors or both — Indoors
Standard days and please tick (please read guidance note 3)
timings (please read

Outdoors flguidance note 7)

Day Start J Finish Both Q
Mon Please give further details here (please read guidance note 4)

Tue

Wed State any seasonal variations for boxing or wrestling
.-——-— entertainment (please read guidance note 5)

Thur

Fri Non standard timing. ‘herc you intend tn use the prem!ccs P
-—-—-—

— boxing or wrestling entertainment at different times to those listed

— I - in the column on the left, please list (please read guidance note 6

H’i_________
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E

Live music Will the performance of live music take place —

Standard days and indoors or outdoors or both — please tick Indoors
timings (please read (please read guidance note 3)

—

guidance note 7)
Outdoors

Day Start Finish Both
Mon Plea.ce give further details here (please read guidance note 4)

The hours sought for this licensable activity on Tuesday match
the hours for this activity for Wednesday to Sunday of the Henley
Royal Regatta “week” under Premises Licence PR0242. The nature

of

the live music will again be of the same nature as currently opemles
1930

each year under Licence PR0242 (for example military bands playing
from time to time).

Wed State any seasonal variations for the performance of live music
• -

- (pease read guidance nole 5)

Thur

Fri I Non standard timinas. Where you intend to use the premises for
— the perThrmance of live music at different times to those listed in

—

—— the column on the left, please list (picase read guidance note 5)Sat
--—H
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F

Recorded music
Standard days and
timings (please read
guidance note 7)

Will the playing of recorded music take place
indoors or outdoors or both — please tick
(please read guidance note 3)

Both

Please give further details hcrc (please read guidance note 4)

State any seasonal variations for the playing of recorded music
(please read guidance note 5)

Indoors C

Outdoors C

Sat

Non stnndard timings. Where mu intent’ to use the nrvniises for
the playine of reeordcd music at different times to those listed in
the column on the left, please list (please read guidance note 6)

Sun H
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C

Performances of dance Will the performance of dance take place —

Standard days and indoors or outdoors or both — please tick Indoors Q
timings (please read (please read guidance note 3)

—guidance note 7)
Outdoors Q

Day Start I Finish Soth
Mon Please give further details here (please read guidance note 4)

Tue

Wed State any seasonal variations for the performance of dance (please
—----——-—

——-——- read guidance nole 5)

Thur

T1 T — Non standard timings. Where von intend to use the premises for
,

—. I lit çcrform net of dance at different limes to those listed in theI column on the left, please list (please read guidance note 6)
Sal

ER
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H

Anything of a similar Please give a description of the type of entertainment you will be
description to that providing
falling within (e), (fl or
(g)
Standard days and
timings (please read
guidance note 7)

Day Stan Finish Will this entertainment take place indoors or IndoorsI outdoors or both — please tick (please read -—- —

— H—Mon guidance note]) Outdoors G
Both C

Tue Please give furtber details here (please read guidance note 4)

‘/ed

—-—+--—-

Thur State any seasonal variations for entertainment of a similar
..—.- deeription 10 that fafling ‘5th:: ct. lfl e. jg (e.L

guidance able 5)
— 1

—

Fri

Sat Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for
the entertainment of a similar description to that falling within

(ci,

(fl or ( at different times to those listed in the column on the
left, please list (please read guidance note 6)

Sun
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Late night refreshment Will the provision of late night refreshment
Standard days and take place indoors or outdoors or both

—
Indoors Ctimings (please read please tick (please read guidance note 3) — —guidance note 7)
Outdoors C

I-Day Start Finish Both
Mon Please &ve further details here (please read guidance note 4)

Tue

Wed State any seasonal variations for the provision of late night
—-—-— refreshment (please rend guidance note 5)

Thur

-: Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for
--- the provision of late night refreshment at different times, to those

listed in the column on the left, please list (please read guidance
‘—

-
— note6)

Sun

U
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State the name and details of the individual whom you vislj to specify on the licence as
designated premises supervisor (Please see declaration about the entitlement to work in the
checklist at the end of the form):

Supply of alcohol Will the supply of alcohol be for consumption On the —Standard days and — please tick (pleasc read guidance note 8) premises X
timings (please read

—

guidance note 7) Off the
I premises —

Day Stan Finish Both

Mon State any seasonal variations for the supply of alcohol (please read
—— {——-———‘- guidance note 5)

j The hours souglil for this licensable activity on Tuesday match the
Tue 000

hours for this activily for Wednesday tn Sunday of the Henley RoyalI
. Regatta “week” under Premises Licence PR0242, The nature of the

20.00 provision of alcohol/hospitality will again be of the same nature as
currently operates each year under Licence PR0242. In practice theWed bars close prior to 20:00 so that there can be orderly wind-down
before guests are invited to leave,

Thur Non standard timings. Where you intend to use the premises for
—

—---- the supply of alcohol at different times to those listed in the
column on the left, please list (please read guidance note 6)

Fri I I

:
--Sat

n T

Name
Mr Philip Roberts

Date of birth

Address
43 Downton Road
Rumney
Cardiff

Postcode CF3 3BJ
Personal licence number (if known)
CCC]/00668

Issuing licensing authority (if known)
Cardiff City Council
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K

I—

Fri

Sat

Please highlight any adult entertainment or services, activities, other entertainment ormatters ancillary to the use of the premises that may give rise to concern in respect ofchildren (please read gLudance note 9).

N/A

Flours premises are
open to the public
Standard days and
timings (please read
guidance note 7)

Day Stan Finish

Mon

Tue 08.30

20.00

State any seasonal variations (please read guidance note 5)

Henley Royal Regatia is an annual rowing event and the Regatta
currently operates for 5 days from Wednesday to Sunday, in early July
each year. It has an esisting Premises Licence 0242 which enables
licensable activities to take place (to support the event by providing
limited live music and to provide refreshments to the spectators)
during limited hours.

1-lenley Royal Regatta wishes to extend the Regatta by one day so that
there can be less of an imbalance between women’s and men’s races,
and also to create more space in the rowing programme between
existing races. To support this expansion, the Applicant is applying
for a one day Licence for the Tuesday of the Regatta “week’.Wed

Thur

Non standard timings. Where you intend the premises to be open
to the public at different times from those listed in the column on
the left, please list (please read guidance note 6)

Sun
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M Describe the steps you intend to take to promote the four licensing objectives:

a) Gencral — all four licensing objectives (b, e, d and c) (please read guidance note 10)
The licensable activities under Premises Licence PR0242 have been conducted at the “Premises”
since the licence was issued in Fcbnrn0’ 2006 (and prior to that lime for very many years, under a
liquor licence under the 1964 Licensing Act). This application is seeking an identical licence
save that ii will apply for the Tuesday of Regatta “week” each year.

The ‘Premises” are operated to a high degree of professionalism. with the requirement 10 mcet the
Licensing Objectives being paramount. The Premises Licence Holder enjoys an excellent record
in terms of meeting its obligations under the Licence PR0242 (and its wider obligations under
other health and safety/events legislation and regulation). The current Licence (PR0242) is
subject to conditions relating to the promotion of all four licensing objectives and the Applicant
volunteers that if the new (one day) licence is granted it would be subject to the same conditions
(10 ensure that the Licensing Objectives are promoted but also to ensure consistency across the
two licences). A draft of the conditions is attached to this application.

Please note that in addition tn the conditions offered (replicating the conditions on PR0242). the
Applicar.t has full event planning/operational procedures in place (relating to the various
procedures as recommended in the Green Guide/Purple Guide (as relevant). These procedures
involve (amongst other measnres fbI! consultation and linicon wit” Reconsil’Ie .\ trhor::c’ “ d
otii!Ad’.hOr:t,eS Se:vrces.

In view of the excellent nature of the current licensing operation under PR0242 during \Vednesday
to Sunday of Regatta “week”, which is fully supportive of the promotion of the four Licensing
Objectives, there are no reasonable grounds to believe that the proposed identical licensing
operation or: Tuesday of the same week, would have any ncga:ivc impact on the promotion of the
Licensing Objectives — particularly as the infrastructure for the Regatta is in place weeks in
advance of its start.

[he significant benefit that will be achieved by the extension of this prestigious rowing event
(namely allowing for more wonien’s racing to start to be integrated into the Regalia) is
unquestionable and indeed any objection to the principle that taking steps to start to address
gender imbalance at the Event, would be inherently wrong. The Applicant has received
significant support for this proposed extension of the Regatta including from Henley Women’s
Regatta (copy support letter attached); British Rowing; Rowing Australia; international Stewards;
US Rowing (from the Head Women’s coach for the US Olympic rowing team); National Schools’
Regatta and from Henley Rowing Club.

b) The prevention of crime and disorder
See section (a) above which has equal application to this Licensing Objective. For the reasons
stipulated above, it is not anticipated that this “Tuesday” licence will have any negative impact on
the promotion of the licensing objectives — the proposed licensing operation will be conducted in
the same manner as that successfully operated for many years during Wednesday to Sunday of
Regatta “week”.
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c) Public safeçv
See section (a) above which has equal application to this Licensing Objective. For the reasonsstipulated above, it is not anticipated that this “Tuesday” licence will have any negative impact onthe promotion of the licensing objectives — the proposed licensing operation vill be conducted inthe same manner as that successfully operated for many years during Wednesday to Sunday ofRegatta “week”.

d) The prevention of public nuisance
See section (a) above which has equal application 10 this Licensing Objective. For the reasonsstipulated above, it is not anticipated that this “Tuesday” licence will have any negative impact onthe promotion of the licensing objectives — the proposed licensing operation will be conducwd inthe same manner as that successfully operated for many years during Wednesday to Sunday ofRegatta “week”.

C) The protection of children from harm
See sec:h’; (:1bvc w :ic]. ins tunt appL;catlc)n in this iJeensing Objective. or the reasonsstipulaled above. it is not anticipated that this “Tuesday” licence will have any negative impact onthe promotion of the licensing objectives

— the proposed licensing operation will be conducted inthe same manner as that successfully operated for many years during Wednesday to Sunday ofRegalia “veeV’.

Checklist:

Please tick to indicate agreement

• I have made or enclosed payment of the fee.
• 1 have enclosed the plan of the premises.
• I have sent copies of this application and the plan to responsible authorities and others r’where applicable.

I have enclosed the consent form completed by the individual I wish to be designatedpremises supervisor, if applicable.
• I understand that I must now advertise my application.
• I understand that if I do not comply with the above requirements my application willbe rejected.
S

[Applicable to all individual applicants, including those in a partnership which is not alimited liability partnership, but not companies or limited liability partnershipsl I haveincluded documents demonstrating my entitlement to work in the United Kingdom(please read note 15).

IT IS AN OFFENCE, UNDER SECTION 158 OF THE L1CENSRG ACT 2003, TO MAKEA FALSE STATEMENT IN OR IN CONNECTION WITH THIS APPLICATION. THOSE
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WHO MAKE A FALSE STATEMENT MAY BE LIABLE ON SUMMARY CONVICTIONTO A FINE OF ANY AMOUNT.

IT IS AN OFFENCE UNDER SECTION 24B OF THE IMMIGRATION ACT 1971 FOR APERSON TO WORK WHEN THEY KNOW, OR HAVE REASONABLE CAUSE TOBELIEVE, THAT THEY ARE DISQUALIFIED FROM DOING SO BY REASON OFTHEIR IMMIGRATION STATUS. TIJOSE WHO EMPLOY AN ADULT WITHOUTLEAVE OR WHO IS SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS AS TO EMPLOYMENT WILL BELIABLE TO A CIVIL PENALTY UNDER SECTION 15 OF THE IMMIGRATION,ASYLUM AND NATIONALITY ACT 2006 AND PURSUANT TO SECTION 21 OF THESAME ACT, WILL BE COMMITTING AN OFFENCE WHERE THEY DO SO IN TIlEKNOWLEDGE, OR WITH REASONABLE CAUSE TO BELIEVE, THAT THEEMPLOYEE IS DISQUALIFIED.

Part 4—Signatures (please read guidance note II)

Signature of applicant or applicant’s solicitor or other duly authorised agent (see guidancenote 12). If signing on behalf of the applicant, please state in what capacity.

I Applicahle to individual applicants oniy, including those in apartnership which iv not a hi’.itcd il’ palnDrsll!:fl I unersta:;cant 1101 entitled to be issued with a licence 111 do not have theentitlement to live and work in the UK (or it I am subject ton conditionpreventing mc from doing work relating to the carrying on ofalicensable activity) and that my licence vill become invalid if I cease tohe entitled to live and work in the UK (please read guidance note 15).Declaration

The DI’S named in this application form is entitled to work in the UK(and is not subcc1 to conditions preventing him or her from doing workrelating to a liccsablc activity) and I have seen a copy of his or herproof of entitlement to work, if appropriate (please see note 15)

Signature
S. E DUDLtJ’3 6

Date 2. -&ecaok9 Pijt cLjL
Capacity Lkt”S ; A’eptcaLd -

Forjoint applications, signature of2’ applicant or 2nd applicant’s solicitor or otherauthorised agent (please read guidance note 13). If signing on behalf of the applicant, pleasestate in what capacity.

Signature

Date

Capacity Solicitor for the Applicant
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Contact name (where not previously given) and postal address for correspondence associated withthis application (please read guidance note 14)
Sue Dowling — Partner
Blandy & Blandy LLP
One Friar Street

Post town Reading Postcode RC1 IDA
Telephone number (if any)

—

__________________

If you would prefer us to correspond with you by e-mail, your e-mail address (optional)Sue. dowling’blandy.co. uk

Notes for Guidance

I. Describe the premises, for example the type of premises. its general situalion and layoutand any other information which could be relevant to the licensing objectives. Whereyour application includes off-supplies of alcohol and you intend to provide a place forconsumption of these off-supplies, you must include a description of where the place willhe and itc proximity to the premises.
2. In terms of specific regulated entertainments please note that:

o Plays: no iiccncc is required for performances between 08:00 and 23.00 on anydrn’. orovided that the :it’dicnce dccc not exceed 500.
o ?ilnis: no licence is required lbr not-lbr-prot5I’ film exhibition held incommunity premises between 08.00 and 23.00 on any day provided that theaudience does not exceed 500 and the organiser (a) gets consent to the screeningfrotti a person s’ho is responsible for the premises; and (h) ensures Ihat each suchscreenine abides by age classification ratings.
o Indoor sporting events: no licence is required for perfonnances between 08.00and 23.00 on any day, provided that the audience does not exceed 1000.o Boxing or Wrestiing Entertainment: no licence is required for a contest,exhibition or display of Greco-Roman wrestling, or freestyle wrestling between08.00 and 23.00 on any day, provided thai 11w audience does not exceed 1000.Combined fighting sports — defined as a contest, exhibition or display whichcombines boxing or wrestling with one or more martial arts — are licensable as aboxing or wrestling entertainment rather than an indoor sporting event.o Live music: no licence permission is required for:

o a performance of unamplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 onany day, on any premises.
o a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on anyday on premises authorised to sell alcohol for consumption on those

premises, provided that the audience does not exceed 500.
o a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.0000 anyday, in a workplace that is not licensed to sell alcohol on those premises,provided that the audience does not exceed 500.
o a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on anyday, in a church hall, village hail, community hall, or other similarcommunity premises, that is not licensed by a premises licence to sell

alcohol, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed 500, and (b) theorganiser gets consent for the performance from a person who is
responsible for the premises.

o a performance of amplified live music between 08.00 and 23.00 on anyday, at the non-residential premises of 0) a local authority, or (ii) a
school, or (iii) a hospital, provided that (a) the audience does not exceed
500, and (b) the organiser gets consent for the performance on the
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Proposed Conditions to support application for a new Premises Licence (from 2020) for a one dayindefinite Premises Licence far the Tuesday of Henley Royal Regatta “week”:

It is proposed that the new licence shall be identical to existing Premises Licence PR0242 (whichauthorises licensable activities at Lion and Blandy Meadows, during Wednesday to Sunday ofRegatta “week” on the following conditions) but will apply to the Tuesday of the same week.
Annex 1: Mandatory Conditions will apply as currently applicable.

Annex 2: Conditions consistent with the operating schedule (and identical to PR00242)

a) Genera!

1. The Regatta has operated its enclosures for nearly 100 years and has put in placeappropriate measures to achieve all 4 licensing objectives.

I,) Prevention of Crime and Disorder
1. The Regatta employs qualified security staff (with appropriate SIA licence) and also engagesthe services of Thames VaHey Police to prevent crime and disorder. The bars andrestaurants are operated by an international catering company of repute which employsproperly qualified staff who also are trained to prevent crime and disorder.

c) Public Safety
1. The Regatta liaises with Thames Valley Police and all other emergency services and the localauthority to ensure public safety. Furthermore gate keepers, security staff and attendantshave specific roles in this regard as wall.

d) Prevention of Public Nuisance
1. The profiles of those attending our facilities lessen the likelihood of public nuisance and theprecautions referred to in b) and c) above reinforce this view. The hours of operation arenot conducive to those leaving the site causing public nuisance.

e) Protection of Children from Harm
1. Within 90% of the area seeking a licence, children are not admitted. Where they are, thetrained security and bar staff ensures they are kept protected from harm.

Annex 3—Health and Safety
1. A current certificate of electrical safety in a form prescribed in the Institute of ElectricalEngineers Wiring Regulations, signed hy a competent person, should be submitted for theelectrical installation in connection with your licence prior to the start of each year’s events.

2. Arrangements should be made for the first aid treatment of members of the public who areattending the event in connection with your licence.

The above conditions are offered in support of the application made 28 May 2019. They areidentical to the conditions which apply to licence PR0242. They are in draft only and may, throughconsultation and agreement, change following further input (if any) from Responsible Authoritiesand/or local residents/businesses.
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‘C HENLEY
WOMEN’S% REGATTA

Patrons: Sir Steven Redgrave CBS and Dr Lady Ann RedgraveChairman: Miriam Luke
5th February 2019

9 Chiltern Close,Henley on ThamesO%ordshire
R09 1RH

To Daniel Grist on behalf of Henley Royal Regalia,I am writing to you to show our firm support for the future inclusion of more women’s and

girls’ events in Henley Royal Regatta (HRR). Henley Women’s Regalia (HWR) was

originally set up over thirty years ago to enable women to compete over the iconic Henley

rowing course since no events were currently offered at the Royal Regatta.
Gradually women’s events have started to be incuoed and now HRR offers the full

spectrum o’ events for Onampionship/international standard crews. This enables only very

ew women to compete at HRR however the majority of national level women at UK Clubs,

Universities and Schools do not have this opportunity. The demand for women to race at

HRR in a club, university and junior girl’s event is huge, not only has women’s participation

in rowing grown dramatically over the last two decades but the standard of racing had

improved and is incredibly competitive. The entries for HWR has doubled over the last 20

years and many women’s crews then go onto try and qualify for HRR the following

weekend. However only a very small percentage qualify and for the few places that are

currently offered.

HWR therefore supports the addition of more women’s and girls’ events into HRR so that

they have the same opportunity to race at the pinnacle event for rowing in the UK as the

men and boys at their clubs, university and school. However to expand the number of

events to create this opportunity will mean that the regalia will need to extend to a six day

regatta.

HRR is a highly experienced event owner that has expertise to stage a world-class regatta

and we value how HWR works in partnership with HRR in planning the timing of the build,

use of the course and pontoons for boating. HRR has the expertise to deliver this extension

of the regatta. HWR has worked hard over the last few years to engage the local

community, stakeholders and local residents and we recognise the importance of working

with these important groups. We are pleased to see that HRR is going about this proposed

extension responsibly by engaging with these local stakeholders and considering their

needs along with the increased economic benefit to the town. Crews and visitors bring

additional income to local businesses and householders as most stay locally with families

and eat in local restaurants. They stay in the town and the families and crew hosters feel

part of the regatta and the excitement it brings to Henley.

Henley Women’s Regatta (HWR) Ltd Is regIstered In England — Co. Number 9568093

Registd Mrs do Gardner Leader LLP, First Floor, 7 Frascati Way Maidenhead, Berkshire, SL6 4UY

Registered for VAT — Reg. No 203 3022 80
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We look forward to our continued partnership and supporting you in this proposal to extend
the regatta to provide this equality of opportunity for women and girls who row in the
UK,

Warm regards,

Miriam Luke

Chairman of HWR

Henley Women’s Regatta (HWR) Ltd is registered in England — Co. Number 9568093
Registd Adrs do Gardner Leader LLP, First Floor, 7 Frascati Way Maidenhead, Berkshire, 5L6 4UY

Registered far VAT — Reg. No 203 3022 80
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Wokingham Borough Council - Licensing Act 2003
S17 Application for Premises Licence (from 2020) for a One

day (indefinite) Premises Licence for the “Tuesday” of Henley
Royal Regatta “week”

Name of Applicant

HENLEY ROYAL REGATTA

Postal Address of Premises (or description)

LION AND BLANDY MEADOWS RIVERSIDE FIELDS, HENLEY ON THAMES
RG9 2LY (i.e. the existing Henley Royal Regatta licensed “Premises — as
shown on site plan attached to Premises Licence PR0242)

Proposed licensable activities: on the Tuesday of Regatta “week”:
Live music performances from 11:00 to 19:30 & the Sale of Alcohol by
retail from 10:00 to 20.00, each year on the Tuesday of the “Regatta
week”. [Opening Hours: 08:30 to 20:00].

The proposal is that Henley Royal Regatta will run from Tuesday to
Sunday (instead of Wednesday to Sunday) each year to allow for more
women’s rowing in the competition. Excluding Tuesday, the “Premises”
are already licensed under Premises Licence PR0242. This application
seeks an identical Premises Licence to PR0242 for the “additional”
Tuesday each year. If granted, the new Ucence would be “appended” to
Premises Licence PR0242, so that the Regatta “Premises” would be
operated in the same way, subject to the same measures to promote the
licensing objectives, from Tuesday through to Sunday each year.

Representations (which are open to public inspection) may be made on
or before 25 June 2019 (the application having been given on 28 May
2019) in writing, by any Responsible Authority or interested party to the
Licensing Authority - Licensing Service, Wokingham Borough Council, POB
155, Shute End Wokingham, RG4O 1WW or by email to
licensingwokingham.gov.uk This application has been made to the
Licensing Team at Wokingham Borough Council where a register of
applications is kept and a record of the application may be inspected:
Contact 0118 974 6352. Under 5158 of the above Act, a person commits
an offence if he knowingly or recklessly makes a false statement in
connection with an application. A person guilty of an offence under this
section is liable on summary conviction to an unlimited fine.
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Lk: ricy

BOROUKCOUC!L

Licensing Service
Wokingham Borough Council

Shuts End
Wokingham

Berkshire
RG4O IWW

_______________________

Part I -Premises Detailsiêi,UU4 §fli9ilin c); WtV O;DNM[VR’? 1flsic q I) flIT>flO1’j I[Lfor and Brandy Weadcws
[5jyerside Fie’ds, Henley On Thames, Oxfordshire, RG9 2LY

f Start 8 bwa!y2P06

Live Music
jppjyoLcohoI

I Hr. W: NIN’ ‘U{ c- 3;
—-

Wed 08:30-20:00
• Thu 38:30-2CC
!

Fri 09:00-20:00
Sat 09:30-22:30
Sun 11:00-20:00
Seasonal Variations: These hours only apply for the 1 ie days of Henley Royal

——
Regatta annually.

-:*i i41tt*ttt e. iJ:’ic;L. ,r-:-2:- IJ7 c,:\r:?yh,Ic) -j ii; l4r,’h,F’.::,L
Live Music lWedll:00-19:30

Thu 11:00-19:30
Fri 11:00-19:30
Sat 11:00-19:30
Sun 12:00-19:00
a performance of live musIc
Outdoors
Seasonal Variations:
A mflitary band plays incidental music, which is not amplified. It plays insessions during the stated times only. i.e. not continuously.Supply of Alcohol Wed 10:00-20:00
Thu 10:00-20:00
Fri 10:00-20:00
Sat 10:00-22:00
Sun 11:00-19:30
the sale by retail of alcohol

—a-a,

I jij YPPLWi *) M.CqNOtOn Premises

Page 1 ofT
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Annex I — Mandatory Conditions under the Licensing Act 2003Mandatory Condition — Supply of Alcohol1) that no supply of alcohol maybe made underthe premises licencea. at any time when there Is no designated premises supervisor In respect of the premises ticence, or
b. at a time when the designated premises supervisor does not hold a personal licence or his personal licence Is

suspended: and
2) that every supply of alcohol under the premises licence must he made or authorised by a person who holds a personal

licence

Mandatory Condition — Door Supervisors1) Where a premises licence includes a condition that at specified times one or more individuals must be at the premises
to carry out a security activity, the licence must include a condition that each such Individual must be licensed by the
Security Industry Authority.

2) But nothing in subsection (1) requires such a condition to be imposed-a) in respect of premises within paragraph 8(SXa) of Schedule 2 to the Private Security Industry Act 2001 (c.12)
(premises with premises Ilcences authorising plays or films), orb) in respect of premises In relation to -I. any occasion mentioned In paragraph 8(3)(b) or (c) of that Schedule (premises being used exclusIvely by club

with club premises certificate, under a temporary event notice authorislng plays or films or under a gaming
licence), or

ii. any occasion within paragraph 8(3)(d) of That Schedule (occasions prescribed by regulations under the Act).3) for the purposes of this section-a) security activity means an actMlyto which pararnD’- 2 a) r’t:e Sc:c:.c c;es, &L
t’ r,nraoraz fl(5)o’ ha: Sc;.ecu o (nterpretatio of roterences tc an occasion) applies as it applies In relation to

paragraph 8 of the Schedule.

Mandatory condition: Exhibition of Films4) Where a premises licence authorises the exhibition of films, the licence must include a condition requiring the admission
of children to the exhIbition of any film to be restricted in accordance with this section,

2) Where the film classification body is specified in the licence, unless subsection (3Xb) applies, admission of children
must be restricted in accordance with any recommendation made by that body.3) Where—

a) the film classification body is not specified in the licence, orb) the relevant licensing authority hes notified the holder of the licence that this subsection applies to the film In
question,
admission of children must be restricted in accordance with any recommendation made by that licensing authority.

4) In this section—
‘chiidreC means persons aged under 18; and“film classIfication bod( means the person or persons designated as the authority under section 4 of the Video
Recordings Act 1984 (0. 39) (authority to determine suitability of video works for classification).The Licensing Act 2003 (Mandatory Licensing Conditions) (Amendment) Order 2014 (in force 1 October 2014)

1) (I) The responsible person must ensure that st.aff on relevant premises do not cany out, arrange or participate in any
irresponsible promotions in relation to the premises.(2) In this paragraph, an Irresponsible promotion means any one or more of the following activities, or substantially

similar activities, carried on for the purpose of encouraging the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on the
premises —

a) games or other activities which require or encourage, or are designed to require or encourage, Individuals to —

I. drink a quantity of alcohol within a time limit (other than to drink alcohol sold or supplied on the premises
before the cessation of the pertod In which the responsible person is authodsed to sell or supply
alcohol), or

H. drink as much alcohol as possible (whether within a time limit or otherwise);b) provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol free or for a fixed or discounted fee to the public orto
a group defined by a particular characteristic in a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a
licensing objective;

c) provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other thing as a prize to encourage or reward the purchase and
consumption of alcohol over a period of 24 hours or less In a manner which carries a significant risk of
undermining a licensing objective;d) selilqg or su[yinq alcohol In association with promotional posters or flyers on, or In the vicinity of, the

Page 3 ofT
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IiInj Aa 20C)1

premises which can reasonably be considered to condone, encourage or glamonse ant-social behaviour or torefer to the effects of drunkenness in any favourable mannera) dispensing alcohol drecity by one person into the mouth of another (other than where that other person Isunable to dnnk without assistance by mason of disability)2) The responsible person must ensure that free potable water Is provided on request to customers where It is reasonablyavailable
3) (1) The premises licence holder or dub premises certificate holder must ensure that an age venficaton policy Isadopted In respect of the premises in relation to the sale or supply of alcohol(2) The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must ensure that the supply of alcohol atthe premises is carried on in accordance with the age verification policy.(3) The policy must require Individuals who appear to the responsible person to be under 16 years of age (or sucholder age as may be specified in the policy) to produce on request, before being served alcohol, identificationbearing their photograph, date of birth and either -

a) a holographic mark, or
b) an ultraviolet feature

4) The responsIble person must ensure that -

a) where any of the following alcoholic dnnks Is sold or supplied for consumption on the premises (other thanalcoholic drinks sold or supplied having been made up In advance ready for sale or supply in a securely closedcontainer) It Is available to customers in the following measures -I. beer or cldec 34 pint,
II gIn, rum, vodka or whIsky’ 25 ml or 35 ml; and

lii. still wtne In a glasr 125 ml,
b) these measures are displayed Inc menu, price list or other printed material which Is available to customers on thepremises, and
c) whore a customer does not in relation to a sale of alcohol specify the quantity of alcohol to be sold, the customer ismade aware that these measures are available

5) (1) A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol Is sold or suppiled for consumption on or off the oremises fore micewhich Is less than ‘he oern’i’ted ncr
2, rOt re prposes o no condton hot cut in paragrapi 1 —a) “duty is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979b) ‘permitted pnce’ is the price ford by applying the formue -P D ÷ (Dxv)

Where—
(I) P Is the permitted pnce,
(ii) 13 is the rate of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the duty were charged on the date of thesale or supply of the alcohol, and
(hi) V Is the rate of value added tax chargeable In relation to the alcohol as If the vaLie added tax werecharged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol,c) “relevant person” means, in relation to pem ses in respect of which there is in force a premises licence—(i) the holder of the premises licence,
(ii) the designated premises supervisor (if any) In respect of such a licence, or(iii) the personal licence holder who makes or authonses a supply of alcohol under such a licence;d) “relevant person” means, in relatrnn to premises in respect of which there is in fame a club premises certificate,any member or officer of the club present on the premises in a capacity whIch enables the member or officertoprevent the supply in question, and

e) “valued added tax” means value added tax charged In accordance with the Value Added Tax Act 1994(3) Where the perrnihed pnce given by Paragraph (b) of paragraph 2 would (apart from thIs paragraph) not be a wholenumber of pennies, the price given by that sub-paragraph shall be taken to be the pnce actually given by that subparagraph rounded up to the nearest penny.
(4)

1) Sub-paragraph (2) applies where the permitted pnce given by Paragraph (b) of paragraph 2 on a day (‘the firstday) would be different from the permitted pnce on the next day (“the second day) as a result of a change to therate of duty or value added tax
2) The permitted price which would apply an the first day appllas to sales or supphes of alcohol which take placebefore the expiry of the period of 14 days beginning on the second day.

Annex 2— Conditions consIstent with the operating schedulea) General
I. The Regatta has operated its enclosures for nearly IOU yeats and has put in place appropriate measures to achieve all 4licensing objectives.

b) Prevention of Crime and Disorder
1 The Regatta eplojs quaflfied secur staff (v4th ppropttate SIP. licence) and also enqges the services of Thames Valley

,d

r,

4n:1i,
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e)3 L! iI1N orLr
Pohcc to prevent crime and disorder. The bars and restaurants are operated by an International catering company of reputewhich employs properly qualified staff who also am trained to prevent crime end disorder.
c) Public Safety
1. The Regatta ilalses with Thames Valley Police and all other emergency services and the local authority to ensure pubticsafety. Furthermore gate keepers, security staff and attendants have specific miss In this regard as well.
d) Prevention of Public Nuisance
I. The profiles of those attending our facilities lessen the Ukelihood of public nuisance and the precautions referred to In b) and c)above reinforce this view. The hours of operation are not conducive to those leaving the site causing public nuisance.
c) Protection of Children from Harm
1. WIthin 90% of the area seeking a licence, children are not admitted. Where they are, the trained security and bar staffF ensures they are kepi protected from harm.

Annex 3 — Responsible Authority Conditions
Kealth and Safety

:1. A current certificate of elecfrical safety in a form prescribed in the Institute of Electrical Engineers Wiring Regulations, signedby a competent person should be submitted for the electrical installation in connection with your licence prior to the start of eachyears events.
2. Arrangements should be made for the Urst aid Irealment of members of the public who are attending the event in connectionwIth your licence,

Annex 4 - Conditions attached after a Hearing by the licensing authorityNot applicable

Annex 5—Plans
Plans of premises attached

Page 5 of 7
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Date: 12 June 2019
Application: 191530

West Berkshire and Wokingham
Environmental Health and Licensing
Wokingham Borough Council
Shute End
Wok i ng ham
RG4O 1BN

WOKINGHAM
BOROUGH COUNCIL

Development Management
P.O. Box 157

Shute End, Wokingham
Berkshire, RG4O 1BN
Tel: (0118) 974 6000

Minicom No: (0118) 974 6991

Dear Licensing,

LICENSING CONSULTATION RESPONSE
Application Number: 191530
Site Address: Henley Royal Regatta Site, Near Henley Bridge, Henley-On-Thames,
Oxfordshire, RG9 2LY
Proposal: OTIFICATION OF APPLICATION FOR NEW PREMISES LICENCE -

Tuesday Licence

I refer to your consultation request registered
advised to check if they require planning pe
condition on a previous planning permission.
submits a certificate of lawfulness application
permission is required.

Yours sincerely,
Development Management

on 10 June 2019. The applicant is
rmission or if they need to vary a

It is suggested that the applicant
in order to determine if planning
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Karen Court

From: Dean Andy (Licensing) <Andy.Dean@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk>
Sent: 24 June 2019 09:22
To: Licensing
Cc: Licensing
Subject: TVP Application Response - Premises Licence for Lion & Blandy Meadows

(Tuesdays), Riverside Fields, Remenham Lane: NO OBJECTION

Categories: Representations

On 28/05/2019, we received a Premises Licence application relating to Lion & Blandy Meadows
(Tuesdays), Riverside Fields, Remenham Lane

New single day licence application to run alongside the present licence (PR0242) as part of the Henley
Royal Regatta Women’s Day

Based on the supplied information, the Thames Valley Police response is: NO OBJECTION

Andy

Andy bean C2915 - Licensing Officer (Wycombe, Wokingham & Brocknell);
Address — Police Station, Queen Victoria Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP11 iDE;
Telephone - (Ext) 01865 309275, (int) 312 6077
Headquarters —01865542059
(Hours — Mcii — Thurs 0730 — 1 530. Fri 0730 — 1 500)
NOT RESTRICTED

Thames Valley Police currently use the Microsoft Office 2007 suite of applications. Please be aware of this if you
intend to include an attachment with your email. This communication contains information which is confidential and
may also be privileged. Any views or opinions expressed are those of the originator and not necessarily those of
Thames Valley Police. It is for the exclusive use of the addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient(s) please
note that any form of distribution, copying or use of this communication or the information in it is strictly prohibited and
may be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error please forward a copy to:
informationsecurity@thamesvalley.pnn.police.uk and to the sender. Please then delete the e-mail and destroy any
copies of it. Thank you.

** *************************************************

Click e to report this email as spam.
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Central Hub Fire Safety (Protection)
Wokingham Fire Station. 11-13 Easthampstead Road,
Wokingham, Berkshire R340 2EH
Direct Line 07795 6130? 9 Switchboard 0115 945 2888
Ern&: centralhubfiresafety@rhfrs.co.uk vww.rbfrs.co.uk
Follow us on Twitter @rbfrsolficial

Ms S Dowling Your Ret:
Blandy & Blandy LLP
One Friar Street
Reading
Be kshire
RG1 iDA

LICENSING ACT 2003
REGULATORY REFORM (FIRE SAFETY) ORDER 2005
Premises: Lion & Blandy Meadows, Riverside Fields, Henley-on-Thames, RG9 2LY

Dear Sirs

The Fire Authority has considered your application dated 22 May 2019 and does not
propose to make a representation. This should not be interpreted as meaning that the fire
precautions in the premises are satisfactory. The primary piece of legislation for achieving
satisfactory standards of fire safety in licensed premises is the Regulatory Reform (Fire
Safety) Order 2005. This legislation requires the Responsible Person to undertake a
suitable and sufficient tire risk assessment to identify the general fire precautions which
need to be taken to protect relevant persons.

The Department for Communities and Local Government (CLG) has developed a set
of guides which explain what you must do in order to comply with fire safety law,
help you carry out a fire risk assessment and identify the general fire precautions
which you should have in place. The guides are available via the following link:
http:Iiwww.communities.gov.uk(fire/firesafetyifiresafetylaw

Failure to comply with the Order, irrespective of any requirements which may be imposed
by the Licensing Authority in connection with your application, may result in enforcement
action being taken by this Authority under the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005.
Your premises will be included in our risk based Inspection programme and audited for
compliance in due course.

This letter is without prejudice to the powers of the Licensing Authority and to any
requirements or recommendations which may be made by enforcing Authorities under
other legislation.

Cont’d

ROYAL BERKSHIRE jOdiscbilityI
00 confidentl

Eniblk,gp,opbtok.dnrewdruImHngIIvtS CCMMIflLD

Our Ref: WH/83461

Ask for: William Harfield
Date: 24 June 2019

Trevor Ferguson - Chief Fire Officer
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Any queries regarding this letter should be addressed to the person named above. If you
are dissatisfied in any way with the response given, please ask to speak to the Office
Manager quoting our reference.

Yours faithfully

William Harfield
Authodsed Fire Safety Inspecting Officer
On behalf of Royal Berkshire Fire and Rescue Service
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Karen Court

From: John Merkel <chairman4rempc@gmail.com>
Sent: 17 June 2019 17:41
To: Licensing
Subject: Henley Royal Regatta Tuesday license application
Attachments: Comment on Henley Royal Regatta licence applicationdocx

I have attached my updated comments as a Remenham resident and Chairman of the Remenham Parish
Council following two meetings with representatives of the HRR. On 10 June, representatives of the HRR
attended our Parish Council meeting to listen to residents’ concerns about the Tuesday extension application
after it had been submitted to Wokinaham Council.

Regards, John Merkel
Green Cottage. Wargrave Road
Remenham. Henley on Thames. RG9 3HX

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Henley Royal Regatta Notification of application for new premises licence

https ://www.wokingham.gov.u k/business-and-licensing/licensing-and-trade/licensing
applicationsl?assetdet9lf2b2ff-550d-4cfa-a838-92ef2cb5f83c483845

7*

Summary: Henley Royal Regatta (HRR) Notification of application for new premises licence

I am writing because I feel this new licence application to add a Tuesday to the HRR schedule
represents a Public Nuisance to residents in Remenham. Restricted access and travel delay due to
increased traffic volumes will significantly add yet another day to the obstructions suffered by
residents on Remenham Lane. Problems with slowed traffic flow across the bridge into Henley-on-
Thames also become much worse during the Regatta with long queues forming on Wargrave Road
and A4130. The HRR means “gridlock” for residents. Few Remenham residents attend every day of
the HRR, but we are all increasingly impacted by the traffic and ever-increasing number of races.
The HRR has reached a threshold over which it now risks becoming a nuisance and damaging local
support for a most historic event.

A new assessment of Cumulative Impact seems necessary. Although each licence is assessed
independently, a successful HRR application for another day will produce many additional licence
applications for the other ancillary activities including nightclubs, bars, restaurants and sales. The
whole HRR event, already takes much more preparation time than the days of actual Regatta. The
other licensees will follow the extension application from the HRR, so cumulative impact assessment
should be required in this licensing case.

Furthermore, this year, I note that the river piling for the rowing extends further into the centre of
the river, reaching a maximum at the finish line, Adjusting the alignment of the rowing in the
Thames, provides more mooring space for the HRR, but decreases Environment Agency Thames
licenced use of the river by boat owners. Public access between the piling and the riverbank near
Phyllis Court has become potentially more dangerous to small boats. Therefore, Public Safety needs
to be reassessed, especially for competition on the first day.

Environmental damage is not one of the four licensing objectives. Nevertheless, it should be
reconsidered and assessed within licensing and I will try to support the necessity of recognising risks
to the Thames by overuse. For example, two articles in Henley Standard on Thursday, Friday June 7,
2019, highlights several outstanding and conflicting problems with the proposed licenced extension
by Henley Royal Regatta for more racing on the Thames. It is now proposed that the Regatta wants
to intensify use with a sixth day, starting one day earlier, to the schedule. In my opinion, such a
proposal should be opposed because the event and construction changes to the riverbank now are
clearly damaging the environment. The two articles by David White on page 15 in the Henley
Standard (“Regatta wants to add sixth day” and “Councillors welcome regatta’s plans to strengthen
riverbank”) are linked issues, but also quite contradictory!

A rate of erosion of Fawley Meadows riverbank in Oxfordshire is reported by David White in the
Henley Standard (June 7, 2019), “... lm of land is disappearing into the River Thames every year.”
Three methods of reinforcing the Oxfordshire riverbank are suggested to remedy the problems. All
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three are environmentally interventive as well as costly but presented in the application as “...

environmentally friendly work ... compared with the opposite bank, which is sheet-piled”. The
published rate of erosion is critical and most distressing!

Along with intensive use of the Thames during Regatta, the sheet-piling along the riverbank in
Remenham, in part, relates to the erosion problem. It is important to determine if the sheet-piling
in Remenham contributes to the erosion in Oxfordshire. The river environment is very fragile. The
sheet-piling also disturbs rowing by enhancing waves from the rowing rebounding against the hard
reinforcing. More booms and piling have been added to the Regatta course and the course seems to
have moved progressively toward Oxfordshire over recent years. This impacts the narrowing of
right-of-way for pleasure craft in the Thames and further contributes to erosion in Oxfordshire. In
my opinion, before further environmentally misguided interventions are permitted in Oxfordshire, a
full environmental study of erosion in this beautiful section of the Thames is undertaken; assessing
the Regatta, Thames wildlife, erosion and event licensing. The assessment should include the
Oxfordshire and Berkshire sides of the Regatta Course. The cumulative impact of the many events,
including the Henley Festival and Rewind, are damaging the Thames and now reported in the Henley
Standard. A deteriorating situation along the Regatta environment cannot be fairly presented as a
“marked improvement” or in the application as “Henley Royal Regatta is keen to adopt a softer,
more natural scheme to blend into the landscape as claimed in the application and quoted by
David White in the Henley Standard.

With the existing sheet-piling in Remenham contributing to the increasing problem of erosion, the
proposed scheme for strengthening the riverbank in Fawley Meadows in Oxfordshire would make
this section of the Thames look like the man-made rowing facility at Dorney where the Olympics
took place. The Thames by Henley could not cope with a larger event, such as the Olympics. The
natural environment along the riverbanks is at risk of being changed forever due to overuse and the
existing riverbank ‘improvements’ like the sheet-piling. The existing quality of the natural
environment is being critically degraded as we watch and enjoy the Henley Royal Regatta. We all
need to step back and reassess the damage we are causing to our neighbourhoods! The
environmental damage and other effects in Remenham are not considered sufficiently when the
Henley Royal Regatta wants to expand! This application to intensify HRR use with a sixth day,
starting one day earlier, should also be opposed on environmental concerns and
deterioration/erosion of the riverbank.

John Merkel, Chairman, Remenham Parish Council

17 June 2019
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Karen Court

From: John Halsall <cherwell@btinternet.com> on behalf of clerk4rempc@gmail.com
Sent: 23 June 2019 1958
To: Licensing
Cc: Sarah Clover’; Karen Court
Subject: Remenham Parish Council Henley Royal Regatta Representation
Attachments: 2019 06 23 Remenham Parish Council Henley Royal Regatta Representation.pdf

Categories: Representations

Good evening,
Please find attached,

Please confirm receipt,
Thanks,

Paul Sermon

Click here to report this email as spam.
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APPLICATION FOR PREMISES LICENCE UNDER LICENSING ACT 2003

HENLEY ROYAL REGATTA WOMENS EVENT

LION AND BLANDY MEADOWS

RIVERSIDE FIELDS

REPRESENTATION ON BEHALF OF REMENHAM PARISH COUNCIL

I. The Parish Council, and the residents of Remenham have previously made

representations about the impacts of the Henley Royal Regatta (HRR) in various guises, in

relation to premises licence applications and to the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy.

This representation on behalf of Remenham Parish Council provides a comprehensive

assessment of the inadequacies of the current licensing control over HRR. This is applicable to

the extant licence PR0242, and the application currently before the Licensing Authority. The

necessary enhancement of the licensing control over HRR should be applied to this application,

and thereafter extended voluntarily by HRR to the extant licence by way of major variation;

failing which there should be a review of the licence to reconcile it with this application.

Four Licensing Objectives

2. This representation addresses the four licensing objectives. The necessity or desirability

of the Wome&s Regatta event itself is not a licensing consideration, either for or against it.

Statements in the application to the effect that it would be wrong or discriminatory to refuse

the application on gender equality grounds are not valid in licensing terms. The Council’s

Statement of Licensing Policy (2018) makes it plain that licensing decision making is founded

upon the promotion of the four licensing objectives. The four objectives operate upon the basis

of the “promotion of the prevention” of harm and impact. and are not solely directed at curing

problems once they have happened. The Statement of Licensing Policy endorses this at

paragraph 2.6 in saying:

“In the interests of safety and wellbeing of all users of the facilities it licenses, the Licensing

Authority expects licensees to adopt best practices for their industry”.

1
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The extant licence for HRR is significantly out of date in this regard and so, therefore, is the

new application; and both require updating to meet modem standards.

3. Furthermore, the new application has not taken account of the adoption of a new

Statement of Licensing Policy since the grant of the extant Licence, and the application is

required to address the new policies directly in its operating schedule, but has not done so.

There is, in particular, a new cumulative impact poLicy at paragraph 10 which the application

has ignored.

4. This representation against the application is not purely procedural, but practical, in that

the residents of Remenham have experienced increasing levels of harm and impact over the

years as the scope of the events focussed upon this Parish increases. The pressure placed upon

this small rural residential locality by the cumulative effect of the various events that have been

authorised over the years is now unsustainable, and must be addressed, individually and

together. The continued “creep” of events. without a holistic overview and coordinated control

is not acceptable.

5. The exact number of attendees at HRR is unknown but it is estimated that as many as

250,000 attend on the Friday and Saturday. This is a highly significant number of people. for

which the extant and proposed licences are wholly inadequate. The applicant points to the

absence of past trouble asjustification to perpetuate inadequate licence controls. This approach

is rejected by the Parish Council, both on the basis that the residents do not agree that there has

been no impact arising from the events and also because, even if true, it would be in spite of

the lack of licence controls. and not because of the presence of them. This defeats the object

of licensing regulation.

6. Traffic impact is a major harm suffered by local residents. The majority of the visitors

to HRR arrive by road. It is accepted that traffic management is largely well managed by WBC

and HRR stewards during the events themselves, but not at all during the set up and break down

periods. This must now be addressed comprehensively. The licensee can usethlly provide

information to proposed visitors as to how to travel to and from the event effectively, and where

to park, where to pick up public transport and so on, and this can dovetail with protocols for

traffic management and other issues. The Council and the responsible authorities need to

provide the leadership and the coordination, particularly with an overview of traffic

management, and any knock on effects for public transport, including taxi provision and

protocols with local companies, to avoid disturbance. The licensee needs to provide the

2
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information to the responsible authorities in their applications, relating to their particular event,

and then disseminate information to their visitors. They too can enter into protocols with taxi

providers. Parking provision may be on the event site itself, and will then be the responsibility

of the licensee. These people movements will include the movement of staff and organisers

beyond the days and the hours of the event itself, which should also be taken into account.

7. Noise and nuisance are ongoing issues arising from the events. There have also been

episodes of public disorder during the HRR events, as is almost inevitably the case where there

is alcohol available, and annually, there is some crime. It is acknowledged that the Police have

been vigilant at events and have been the mainstay of crime prevention and creating a safe

environment. This, however, should be the job of the licensee, controlled by the licence and

appropriate conditions which are currently significantly lacking. Police are ffinded by public

resources. The licensee could do far more.

Secretary of State’s S182 Guidance

8. Secretary of State’s 5182 Guidance (updated April 2018):

“Steps to promote the licensing objectives

8.41 In completing an operating schedule, applicants are expected to have regard to the

statement of licensing policy for their area. They must also be aware of the expectations of the

licensing authority and the responsible authorities as to the steps that are appropriate for the

promotion of the licensing objectives, and to demonstrate knowledge of their local area when

describing the steps they propose to take to promote the licensing objectives. Licensing

authorities and responsible authorities are expected to publish information about what is meant

by the promotion of the licensing objectives and to ensure that applicants can readily access

advice about these matters. However, applicants are also expected to undertake their own

enquiries about the area in which the premises are situated to inform the content of the

application.

8.42 Applicants are, in particular, expected to obtain sufficient information to enable them to

demonstrate, when setting out the steps they propose to take to promote the licensing

objectives, that they understand:

• hotspots, proximity to residential premises and proximity to areas where children may

congregate;

3
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• any risk posed to the local area by the applicants’ proposed licensable activities; and

• any local initiatives (for example, local crime reduction initiatives or voluntary schemes

including local taxi-marshalling schemes, street pastors and other schemes) which may help to

mitigate potential risks.

8.43 Applicants are expected to include positive proposals in their application on how they will

manage any potential risks. Where specific policies apply in the area (for example, a

cumulative impact policy), applicants are also expected to demonstrate an understanding of

how the policy impacts on their application; any measures they will take to mitigate the impact;

and why they consider the application should be an exception to the policy.

8.44 It is expected that enquiries about the locality will assist applicants when determining the

steps that are appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives. For example, premises

with close proximity to residential premises should consider what effect this will have on their

smoking, noise management and dispersal policies to ensure the promotion of the public

nuisance objective. Applicants must consider all factors which may be relevant to the

promotion of the licensing objectives, and where there are no known concerns, acknowledge

this in their application.

8.47 Applicants are expected to provide licensing authorities with sufficient information in this

section to determine the extent to which their proposed steps are appropriate to promote the

licensing objectives in the local area. Applications must not be based on providing a set of

standard conditions to promote the licensing objectives and applicants are expected to make it

clear why the steps they are proposing are appropriate for the premises”.

It is always important for an applicant to recognise the nature of the locality into which they

are applying to operate, and to reflect the particular risks and needs of that locality in their

operating schedule. The applicant should provide this information and the licensing authority

should look for it in an application. This exercise forces applicants to focus upon obvious

impacts that already exist from current licences, and the additional effects that their licence

may have, rather than being permitted to ignore it.

9. The applicant has not satisfactorily addressed the requirements of the Secretary of

State’s s182 Guidance. which must be followed, under the terms of the Licensing Act 2003,

unless there are good reasons to depart from it.

4
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Statemdilt of Licensing Policy — September 2018.

10. This application is not prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Council’s

recently adopted Statement of Licensing Policy. Operating schedules are expected to address

the Statement of Licensing Policy. At paragraph 4.1, it is stated that this “should follow a

thorough risk assessment relating to the specific premises and licensable activities proposed to

take place”.

11. The Statement of Licensing Policy states:

“5.3 Applicants will be expected to demonstrate in their operating schedule that suitable and

sufficient measures have been identified and will be implemented and maintained to reduce or

prevent crime and disorder on and in the vicinity of their premises, relevant to the individual

style and characteristics of their premises and event; for example

• Prevention of use, sale or supply of illegal drugs on the premises, and procedures and

provision for storage of seized items.

• Prevention of drunkenness and alcohol abuse such as drinking games and irresponsible drinks

promotions.

• Security features stick as provision and storage of CCTV — capable of retaining recording

images for a period of 31 days from the date of an event and to an identifiable standard (bearing

in mind the need to comply with data protection regulations)

• A prescribed capacity limit

• Use of door staff to control entry to the premises

• Procedures for ejection or dispersal of persons from the premises

• Procedures for dealing with harassment. discriniination and inappropriate behaviour.

• Use of polycarbonate/plastic containers and toughened glass and prevention of persons taking

drinks from the premises in open containers

• Display of crime prevention notices

• An appropriate ratio of tables and chairs to customers based on capacity.”

S
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None of these matters have been addressed in the current application.

12. The Application states at Box J:

“The nature of the provision of alcohol/hospitality will again be of the same nature as currently

operates each year under Licence PR0242”.

There is no way of understanding what this means without cross referencing with PR0242

which is an inappropriate approach. Interested parties should be able to understand the

application on its own terms. The applicant appears to be approaching mailers on the basis that

they will automatically be granted a licence because of the existence of PR0242. This is not

the case.

13. The Application at Box M sets out the Operating Schedule which largely does not

actually contain any proposed controls or limitations on the licence at all, but merely references

how well the operators feel they have done in the past. This is not appropriate. It states:

‘the premises are operated to a high degree of professionalism”

‘the premises licence holder enjoys an excellent record in terms of meeting its obligations

under the licence PRO242 ( and its wider obligations under other health and safety/ events

legislation and regulation”.

These are not conditions, but self-serving statements, as yet unendorsed by the Responsible

Authorities.

14. The Application also states:

“In view of the excellent nature of the current licensing operation under PR242 during

Wednesday to Sunday of Regatta Week which is fully supportive of the promotion of the four

licensing objectives there are no reasonable ground to believe that the proposed identical

licensing operation on Tuesday of the same week would have any negative impact on the

promotion of the licensing objectives, particularly as the infrastructure for the Regatta is in

place weeks in advance of its start”

Local residents do not agree with this analysis, and have repeatedly made their concerns

known, but have not been heard. That is the purpose of this representation.

6
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15. The Application states:

“Please note that in addition to the conditions offered (replicating the conditions on PR242),

the Applicant has full event planning/operational procedures in place These procedures

involve (amongst other measures) full consultation and liaison with Responsible Authorities

and other Authorities / Services”.

These are the measures that need to be reflected in the licence by way of condition, to ensure

that they are suitable and adequate, and to ensure that the licensee is bound to observe them,

and cannot depart from them at will. Without licence conditions, the Licensing Authority is

powerless to enforce any requirements of an event management plan, or to discipline a

licensee, by way of review or enforcement if the provisions are not complied with. The

licensee has carte blanche, in other words, to conduct matters as they please and to depart

from anything agreed with the Responsible Authorities.

16. It is appropriate for the Responsible Authorities to provide feedback to the Licensing

Sub-Committee to comment on whether they feel that the event management to date has been

adequate or not. Representations need not always be negative, and consultation responses

from the Responsible Authorities are particularly important in situations where the licensee is

claiming a close working relationship with them, which has not been confined from their

perspective.

17. There are no substantive entries at all in the application for sections (b) (prevention of

crime and disorder), (c) (public safety) or (d) (prevention of public nuisance) of the Operating

Schedule, only a reiteration of the general comments at section (a). This is not an appropriate

approach.

Conditions.

1 8. There are only five conditions proposed for this licence, mirroring the extant licence,

which is unprecedented for an event of this scale.

19. Annex 2 (a) is not a condition, but a statement:

“The Regatta has operated its enclosures for nearly 100 years and has put in place appropriate

measures to achieve all four licensing objectives.”

The longevity of the Regatta is irrelevant, particularly prior to the modem licensing regime.
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20. At section (b), the entry for prevention of crime and disorder references the employment

of employed security staff, and makes a virtue of the fact that they have appropriate SIA

licences, which is a mandatory condition in any event. The bars and restaurants are operated,

it is said, by an international catering company of repute which employs properly qualified

staff who are also trained to prevent crime and disorder. No details are given of any of the

above, which are completely unverifiable, and subject to discretionary change at any time

without restriction. The nature of the qualifications and the training is particularly important,

as there are many aspects which would need to be covered, from public safety and first aid, to

responsible alcohol sales, to the control of disorder, to the protection of children. The nature of

the training needs to be verifiable and approved.

21. In section c) addressing public safety, the application simply states that:

“the Regatta liaises with Thames Valley Police and all other emergency services and the local

authority to ensure public safety”, but gives no specifics as to what this means, or what is

achieved or how. It is also completely unenforceable. Conditions by their nature should be

clear, specific and enforceable. Breaches of conditions constitute criminal offences.

Generalised statements of intent are not conditions.

22. In section d) addressing the prevention of public nuisance it states:

“The profiles of those attending our facilities lessen the likelihood of public nuisance and the

precaution referred to in (b) and (c) above reinforce this view. The hours of operation are not

conducive to those leaving the site causing public nuisance.”

This is a naïve and unsatisfactory approach. Large numbers of people make noise, particularly

on dispersal, particularly after imbibing alcohol. Traffic and taxis cause impact. The “profile”

of attendees is largely irrelevant.

23. Section e) concerning the protection of children from harm states:

“Within 90% of the area seeking a licence children are not admitted. Where they are the trained

security and bar staff ensures that they are kept protected from harm.”

This is a largely irrelevant statement. The percentage of the premises open to children is not

at all relevant. A bar area takes up a tiny percentage of a total premises area, but it forms the

preponderance of the risk of sales of alcohol to or for children, and there are more than enough

alcohol outlets on this licence to pose risk which must be properly addressed. No specifics are
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given in relation to training, which has been addressed above. Members of staff are transient,

and it must be possible to check at any given point in time that the particular members of staff

on duty are those who have undertaken the approved training.

24. Annex 3 addresses health and safety and appears to have been added by request of a

Responsible Authority at some stage. The first condition is not strictly licensing related and is

covered under alternative legislation. The Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy specifically

states that there xviii be no duplication with other regimes or legislation:

“A current certificate of electrical safety in a form prescribed in the Institute of Electrical

Engineers Wiring Regulations signed by a competent person should be submitted for the

electrical installation in connection with your licence prior to the start of each year’s events

25. The second condition is too vague to be useful, or enforceable as a condition. It is

appropriate to make this requirement much more specific and accountable:

“2 Arrangements should be made for the first aid treatment of members of the public who are

attending the event in connection with your licence”.

Cumulative Impact.

26. The Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy now specifically requires the assessment

of cumulative impact.

27. This application must be assessed in combination with the other events that already

occur in Remenham. These events comprise:

• Henley Royal Regatta

• Henley Festival

• Henley Women’s Regatta

• Rewind South Music Festival

• Henley Oxford and Cambridge Boat Races

• Henley Swim

• Henley Masters Regatta

• Classic FM Concert

• Henley Town and Visitors Regatta

• Henley Sculls Head
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• Henley Fours and Eights head

• UTRC Small Boats Head

• Disabled Regatta

• Thames Traditional Boat Fare

• Other boat rallies

• Weddings and corporate events at Remenham Farn and Temple Island — between ten

and twenty a year.

28. The intensity of these events has increased markedly within the last twenty years. Many

of the residents most significantly impacted have lived in the village prior to this intensification,

and cannot be accused of “coming to the nuisance”. The cumulative impact has undoubtedly

come to them. Over the years, WBC has taken a largely permissive approach to licensing,

without thIly addressing the cumulative impact issues.

29. In the 2018 Statement of Licensing Policy, WBC were persuaded to adopt a general

cumulative impact policy, which is a reflection of the law’ in any event, which always endorses

weight to be given to cumulative impact in licensing decisions.

30. The policy states:

10. Cumulative Impact

10.2 The Council also recognises that where there are several premises providing licensable

activity in the same vicinity, the cumulative impact may have an adverse effect on the

community; in particular from nuisance and disorder. Accordingly, the Council may refuse

additional applications if it believes that to grant a licence would undermine one or more of the

Licensing Objectives, and representations have been received from a responsible authority or

other person. In addition, the Council has to be satisfied that the criteria set out in the legislation

are met. As detailed earlier in this Policy, each application will be considered on its own merits.

10.4 The Council will expect licensees and potential licensees within an area to communicate

with each other and prepare their Operating Schedules so that they complement each other and

collectively meet the Licensing Objectives.

1 Luminar Leisure Ltd v Wakefield Magistrates’ Court and others [2008] EWHC 1002
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As with all other aspects of the new Statement of Licensing, the applicant has not addressed

this policy in any way in the application.

Safety Advisory Group (SAG).

31. It is standard to require large scale events to liaise with a Safety Advisory Group. This

is an express provision of the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy:

3.5 In particular. for large scale events, it is suggested that the event should be referred to

the Safety Advisory Group in advance of submission of an application. It is best practice for

local ward members to be involved in the SAG process for large scale events.

Also:

6.2 The Licensing Authority has a Safety Advisory Group (‘SAG’) and, where appropriate,

applicants are encouraged to seek the group’s advice on issues of public safety. For example,

a licensee who wishes to stage a licensable public event which is not specifically indicated in

the operating schedule may be invited to approach the SAG. When applying for licensable

events on Local Authority property. the applicant may be required to present an event plan to

the SAG”.

There is no indication that thefl Applicant has referred this event, or HRR generally to the Safety

Advisory Group. If they have, there is no description of this liaison in the Application: no

feedback as to what the outcomes of the Group assessment was and no reflection of any

outcomes in the conditions. The Parish Council is under the impression that no SAG meetings

have been he’d in relation to HRR. and certainly nothing to which the Parish Council or

residents have been invited. This should become a fundamental pan of the licence going

forward, with mandatory meetings scheduled, to inform the range of policies that should

control the events. These policies can then be conditioned. Two examples of Operating

Schedules, devised with the input of SAGs and reflected in conditioned policies are provided

at Appendix B and Appendix C of this representation, to give a clear idea as to what a modem

licence for a large scale event should look like. Each application should be determined on its

merits, but the level of control should be significantly enhanced from the current HRR licence.

32. The application itself states that: “Over the years, the Regatta has become more and

more popular ...“ which implies that more and more people attend. This gives rise to greater

impact and more cumulative impact. It is complacent for the Applicant to state in the
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application that the “profile” or demographic of their attendees is such that they can rule out

anti-social behaviour or nuisance issues. There is no demographic in society that is incapable

of giving rise to such issues, particularly after imbibing alcohol.

33. No assessment has ever been conducted of the impact of existing events on

neighbours. No risk assessment for future events has been published.

34. There are no conditions on the extant or proposed licence addressing the key issues

of:

• Set up and break down of events

• Arrival and Dispersal

• Traffic management

• Training policies

• Noise monitoring and control

• Emergency planning.

II is typical for licensees for large scale events to reflect such controls in policies, which

would be agreed in advance by the responsible authorities and conditioned on the licence,

with the lacility to amend policies in a flexible way in the future, by consent with the

responsible authorities.

35. The Parish Council specifically wishes to see the following issues addressed in the

operating schedule and conditions:

• Compulsory Safety Advisory Group (SAG) meetings between licensee and responsible

authorities;

• Protection of children in all situations
• Attention paid to the control of set up and break down of events, which may not be

included within the terms of the premises licence, with a particular emphasis on traffic

control during these periods;

• Restrictions on outdoor music, or the introduction of noise limiters, or acoustic baffles

or other noise restriction measures.

• Noise monitoring during the events for the protection of neighbouring residents with

transparent disclosure of readings and measurements;

• Traffic management plans, during set up, break down and the duration of the events
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• The deterrence and prevention of excessive alcohol consumption

• The deterrence and prevention of crime and disorderly behaviour

• Use of glassware and consideration of the use of safer alternatives. Prevention of people

wandering around with glassware, bottles or open containers and keeping these

controlled within the licensed area, from litter, public safety (broken glass) and

prevention of crime point of view.

• Addressing public nuisance, including the provision of phone numbers / contact details

for the event organiser for local residents to contact in the event of a problem.

• Sufficient public toilet provision

• Control and collection of litter, arranged by the premises licence holder

• Public safety with particular reference to physical safety

• Prevention of drug use, and policies for the safe retention of drugs seized and passing

information to the police.

• Access for emergency services and evacuation procedures, including consideration to

incidents of terrorism

• Training

• Location of smoking areas

• Routes for patron& arrival and dispersal, whether by road vehicle, including public

transport, or on foot.

• Queue control, and entry policies. This may include search policies, to prevent

offensive weapons, drugs, alcohol and other items being brought into the event.

• Waste disposal, and storage, waste collection hours, bottling out and any noise arising

from these activities.

• Deliveries of supplies, and any traffic impacts or noise impacts arising.

• Lighting, particularly external lighting and light pollution.

• Fumes and odours from cooking and other sources.

• Advertising and promotions, including additional litter from flyers and similar.

• Obstruction from facilities on public rights of way. The licensing authority and the

applicant should bear in mind that the provision of facilities (including tables, chairs,

barriers etc.) on the public highway will require a separate permission in accordance with

the Highways Act 1980.

• Deployment of security staff, or patrolling staff to maintain an appropriate level of

control at premises and at events.
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All of these factors should be addressed, as appropriate in applications and, as appropriate,

built into the premises licences themselves, by way of conditions or policies, so that there is an

appropriate level of accountability and enforceability placed upon the premises licensees, and

that they are in breach of conditions if these issues go wrong.

36. It is clear that the time has come for a comprehensive overhaul of the existing licence

for HRR and for this application in particular. It is clearly understood that the Licensing Sub

Committee cannot take action against any other licence than the one in the application before

it. but it is also obvious and common sense that the correct licensing steps should be imposed

upon this application, and then the extant licence amended, voluntarily, or compulsorily, to

match.

37. If the Licensing Authority is not minded to impose conditions and restrictions in line

with those indicated above, and as clearly envisaged by national and Council policy, then the

Sub-Committee will need to give clear reasons as to why they are declining to apply national

and local policy, particularly in relation to a recently adopted Statement of Licensing Policy.

In such circumstances, the obiectors are likely to contend that the Licensing Authority’s

conclusion is wrong.

Dale

Signed
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Date.
St0

Signed
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APPENDIX A - EVENT CONDTTIONS EXAMPLE 1

General

RISK ASSESSMENT

A full risk assessment of the site will be carried out prior to the site opening to the

general public and suitable measures put in place to ensure the safety of customers and staff.

CONSULTATION WITH LOCAL RESIDENTS/BUSINESSES

• There will be a dedicated phone number for local residents and businesses to contact

MIF in the case of any concern prior to or during any event.

SECURITY

• The building will have controlled exit and entrance points. SIA approved security staff

will be on site and on all entrances and exits when the premises are open to the public.

TOILET FACILITIES

• Toilet facilities including accessible toilets will be provided within the boundaries of

the site in accordance with the Purple Guide.

CAPACITY CONTROL

• Dispersal policies for each event to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authorities shall

be in place prior to the carrying out of licensable activities under the licence.

SMOKING

• In accordance with current legislation the whole site will be non-smoking. No Smoking

signs will be clearly displayed within the site including entrance points. A smoking policy will

be in place prior to the carrying out of licensable activities under the licence. This will include

the location of a designated external smoking area agreed in advance.

EVENT PLAN

• Separate event plans for each event will be submitted to the Responsible Authorities

prior to events taking place under the licence

The prevention of crime and disorder
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SECURITY

SIA approved security staff will be employed at all times the premises are open to the

public. A site visit and risk assessment shall be carried out by their security provider, who will

advise on the appropriate number of staff needed to ensure a safe environment. This

information will be included in the event plans which will be submitted to the Responsible

Authorities prior to the events.

CCTV

Any person left in charge of the premises will be trained in the use of the CCTV

equipment and be able to download/bum CCTV images upon request by the Responsible

Authorities.

SALE OF ALCOHOL

• Alcohol Management Plans will be in place prior to the carrying out of licensable

activities under the Licence.

• All sales of alcohol will be authorised by a Personal Licence holder present during

licensing hours. Temporary bars will be situated within the site managed by a catenng

company. Details of the company once appointed will be forwarded to MCC. All catering staff

will be trained in the Challenge/Think 25 policy and its operation. Members of the public will

be asked to produce photo ID if they are believed to be under the age of25 i.e driving licence.

passport, PASS accredited proof of age card. Catering stall will monitor alcohol consumption

and will not serve anyone who they have reason to believe is intoxicated. Notices will be

displayed at the premises entrance indicating the Challenge/Think 25 policy is in operation and

on all exits stating that alcohol cannot be taken out of the building.

• A comprehensive drugs policy will also be agreed in advance with the Responsible

Authorities.

EVACUATION

• A fire evacuation plan is to be fonriulated in advance and will be the responsibility

onsite of the Venue Manager.
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• Prior to opening to the public the premises licence holder will escort a representative

of the Fire Authority around the premises so that they have a full understanding of the

temporary installation/s within the premises boundaries.

• Agreed evacuation procedures in the event of an emergency. which will include the

evacuation of disabled customers, will be included in the separate event plans and

communicated to all staff who will be made aware of their individual roles should an

evacuation become necessary.

• A dispersal policy that is to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authorities shall be in

place prior to the carrying out of licensable activities under the licence.

FIRST AID

• Medics/First Aiders will be onsite at all times the venue is open to the public. The level

of cover will be comparable to the audience size and demographic.

• A comprehensive drugs policy will be agreed with the Responsible Authorities.

PLASTIC GLASSES

• All drinks will be supplied in containers made from non-splintering plastic or paper: all

individual drinks in glass bottles will be decanted into such containers prior to serving.

SMOKING

• A smoking policy will be in place prior to the carrying out of licensable activities under

the licence. This will include the location of a specific designated smoking area agreed in

advance.

The prevention of public nuisance

NOISE

• All noise levels will be monitored by the Event Manager. Noise levels will be controlled

and monitored throughout sound checks and performance. A written record of time and

location of noise monitoring will be kept and made available to any representative of a

Responsible Authority during the event.
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DISPERSAL

Dispersal Policies that are to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authorities will be

written and implemented. Notices vi1l be displayed at exits of the premises requesting

customers to leave the area quietly and as directed by SIA and other staff. Staff ‘viii ensure that

customers do not leave the building with alcohol.

• Details of available car parking! public transport/local taxi services will be displayed

on the Premises Licence Holder’s website. MW xviII inform local taxi firms of the events giving

them the relevant audience sizes.

The protection of children from harm

AGE RESTRICTION

• All persons under the age of 18 will need to be accompanied by a responsible adult.

SALE OF ALCOHOL

• Current licensing legislation will be strictly adhered to. A personal licence holder

present will authorise all sales of alcohol during licensing hours. All catering staff will have

been trained in the Challenge/Think 25 policy and its operation. All staff training wilt also have

included dealing with drugs and drunkenness. Members of the public will be asked to present

appropriate photo ID ifthev are believed to be under the age of 25 i.e driving licence, passport.

PASS accredited proof of age card. Catering staff will monitor alcohol consumption and vill

not serve anyone who they have reason to believe is intoxicated. Notices will be displayed at

the premises entrance indicating the Challenge/Think 25 policy is in force.

• Alcohol Management Plans will be in place prior to the carrying out of any licensable

activities under the licence.

CHILD PROTECTION PLOICY

• The child protection policies of the premises licence holder and its partners will be

shared with the Responsible Authorities in advance of the event.

SECURITY & FIRST AID

• Security and First Aid personnel will on duty throughout the events. MIF will request

their internal child protection policies in advance of the events.
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APPENDIX B - EVENT CONDITIONS EXAMPLE 2

A — General

3. An Event Management Plan (EMP) will be produced by the licence holders a minimum of

12 weeks in advance of The Event for consultation with the responsible authorities. The EMP

must be agreed in writing by the Safety Advisory Group ( “the SAG’) a minimum of 4 weeks

in advance of the Event.

4. All individual policies contained in the EMP must be agreed in writing by consensus by the

Safely Advisory Group (SAG) a minimum of 4 weeks in advance of the Event. The SAG will

have the right by consensus to make additions or alterations to EMP policies prior to agreement

in writing.

The EMP shall contain, unless otherwise agreed by consensus by the SAG at the least a

condition or conditions relating to the following issues:

• Implementation of security

• Effective Queue Management to avoid disorder, excessive noise, discomfort and

inconvenience

• Effective First Aid provision and procedure

• Effective Fire Prevention procedures

• Effective Emergency Procedures in all eventualities of an emergency situation

including effective Evacuation procedures

• Crowd Control in all circumstances in which crowds of people at the Event may gather

• Effective Parking procedures to manage vehicular movement, safe stowing. crime

prevention, and noise minimisation

• Effective procedure for the control of Lost & Found Property on site

• Effective procedures for the control and minimisation of offences of theft on and in the

vicinity of the site throughout the duration of the licence

• Effective procedures for the control and minimisation of crime generally on and in the

vicinity of the site throughout the duration of the licence
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• Effective procedures of the Reporting of any offences which are detected during the

progress of the licence to relevant authorities

• Effective maintenance, storage and disclosure of records relating to staff identity and

training, particularly staff involved in alcohol sales and security staff

• Effective maintenance, storage and disclosure of contractor records

• Effective procedures for patrolling the site and monitoring the Event to control crowds,

disorder, visitor safety, excessive noise. offences. substance misuse and other incidents of note

5.. The licensee will comply with the agreed EMP at all times throughout the duration of the

licence.

6. All officers of the responsible authorities in the course of their duty will be given unhindered

access to all parts of the licensed premises, at all times.

10. No licensable activity will take place without the designated premises supervisor (DPS)

being present on site or contactable by telephonic or electronic means at short notice. A

responsible senior member of the Event management team who is a personal licence holder

and authorised in writing to deputise for the DPS must be on site at all times that the DI’S is

absent from the site.

121. The premises licence holder must produce a Training Policy applicable to all stafi and

contractors utilised at the premises for roles involving direct contact with the public, or the sale

or supply of alcohol to any person. The premises licence holder must be able to demonstrate

upon request at any reasonable time that he has satisfied himself that all such staff and

contractors have been! shall be formally trained in relation to the following matters:

• Prevention of underage sales;

• Recognition and prevention of drunkenness;

• Drug awareness;

• Conflict management;

• Crime prevention.
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The nature of the training must be of a type approved in advance of its deLivery by Police. The

delivery of the training must be recorded and that record must be available for inspection upon

request at any reasonable time by any responsible authority

12. There will be at least one named personal licence holder on site and responsible for each

individual structure, whether permanent or temporary, which is utilised for the sale of alcohol.

13. Any employee or contractor of the licence operators engaged at the premises site to supply

alcohol otherwise than from a fixed structure will be authorised in writing and supervised by a

personal licence holder. No such supervising personal licence holder shall be responsible for

more than five such employees or contractors at any one time.

B — The Prevention Of crime and Disorder

2. A Security Policy will be submitted to the Police for approval in writing, and thereafter

implemented at all times. This Policy may be changed from time to time by written agreement

with Police.

The Security Policy will set out the Licensees proposed methods for :-

• Checking age of visitors entering the venue

• Checking age of visitors consuming/buying alcohol

• Toilet checks

• Ejecting visitors from places supplying alcohol or from the premises

• Dealing with persons who are injured or unwell

• Dealing with vulnerable visitors

• Monitoring intoxication levels of visitors on site

• Recording details of incidents at the venue

• Carrying out searches of persons or places

• Detaining persons believed to have committed offences

• Detaining items seized in searches and handing items over to a responsible authority
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3. All SIA registered security staff engaged at the premises will be provided by an SIA ACS

approved security company.

4. A register shall be maintained of all security staff containing following details :-

• Full Name I date of birth

• Security Company

• Role

• SIA badge number

• Unique identification number / lettering allocated

5. All security staff engaged at the premises with the exception of security staff expressly

deployed for covert duties shall wear hi-visibility jackets/coats at all times that they are on duty

and will have their SIA badge held in a clear arm sleeve. They will be clearly identified by a

unique visible number / lettering.

6. The numbers and ratio of security staff employed, and the times during which they arc

employed shall be proposed to the Police, 6 weeks prior to The Event and approved by Police

in writing. Thereafter, that approved deployment shall be implemented as approved throughout

the duration of the licence. This proposal will also include all the details set out in condition 4

above. Police will have the right of veto of any Security staff on reasonable grounds.

7. A CCTV policy shall be proposed by the licensee and shall be approved by the Police in

writing and thereafter implemented as approved at all times throughout the duration of the

licence. CCTV must be in operation and recording continuously at all times that any members

of the public are on the Premises.

8. No person who is drunk is to be permitted to gain entrance to the premises

9. Alcohol must not be served to any person who is drunk.

10. The licence holder must produce a Drugs Policy, which will be submitted to Police for

approval in writing, and thereafter implemented at all times. This Policy may be changed from

time to time by written agreement with Police.
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11. Incident Handling - There will be bound books held at the central security office on the

premises, under the responsibility of designated Security Manager for the purposes of recording

incidents that take place on the premises. All incidents involving violence, Dmgs, Disorder,

Weapons, illness requiring medical attention and ejections shall be recorded as soon as

practicable in the Incident Book. Any incident book must be made available for inspection to

an officer of a responsible authority upon request.

12. Licence holder must produce a Policy for the Preservation of a Crime or Incident Scene

Handling and Reporting which must be agreed with the Police and thereafter implemented. The

Policy shall detail methods of moving customers a;vay from the scene of an incident, scene

preservation, scene handover and reporting to Police or other responsible authority.

13. No drinks will be served in glassware or splintering plastic containers.

14. No glassware will be allowed anywhere within the public arenas of the event.

C — Public Safety

I. The licence holder must produce a site plan which contains as a minimum the following

requirements:

• Information points for visitors (with clear displays of written information and a steward

/ marshal to provide information including transportation options off-site: accommodation

options oft-site; health and safety information)

• Emergency exits ( clearly marked on a plan; kept clear at all times)

• Access for Emergency Vehicles (to be kept clear at all times)

• First Aid and Visitor Welfare posts ( such as a tent or fixed slmcture)

• Fire Safety Posts ( with strategically located equipment)

• Police post (if applicable)

2. A fire strategy and management control procedure is to be prepared by an Independent fire

engineer. This is to be submitted to the Fire Authority for approval. The premises may not open

to the public until this approval is given. The Strategy and procedure shall thereafter be

complied with at all times.
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3. Fire safety and management is to be the responsibility of the designated premises supervisor.

4. The licence holder must produce an Attendance and Capacity Policy, which will be

submitted to Police for approval in writing, and thereafter implemented at all times. Individual

capacity limits of on site structures. arenas and tents

5. The licence holder must produce a Communication Policy, which will be submitted to Police

for approval in writing, and thereafter implemented at all times. This Policy may be changed

from time to time by written agreement with Warwickshire Police. The policy will set out the

Licensee’s proposed methods for

• Effective radio procedures

• Effective telephone system

• Effective procedures for communication facilities between on site agencies, public and

private sector

• Allocation of radio systems and ratio to Security, First Aid, Management Team etc

6. The licence holder is to submit a traffic management plan, dealing with the arrival and

departure of all vehicles to the site, which is to be approved by the Licensing Authority and the

Police and thereafter implemented.

7. The licence holder shall make provision outside the premises for a taxi rank by agreement

with the Licensing Authority and the Police. This taxi rank must be marshalled.

The Licensee shall enter into a service agreement with one or mole local taxi finns to provide

taxis by way of lawftil pre-booking. The service agreement shall be in writing, and shall

contain provisions to control the noise arising from taxis; to prevent the sounding of horns to

attract attention and to minimise impact on local residents and provide a ring-back service.

Clear notices shall displayed at information points throughout the premises, giving details of

the agreed taxi company / companies

D — Prevention Public Nuisance

1. A Dispersal Policy and plan is to be submitted to the Licensing Authority and the Police for

approval in writing, and thereafter implemented in Ml. The dispersal policy shall include (but

not exclusively), a plan and deployment strategy, demonstrating the numbers and positions of
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security staff and marshals or stewards around the premises and outside the premises, tasked

with moving visitors away from the premises quickly and quietly and with minimum

disturbance to local residents.

2. Free maps will be available for use by visitors detailing preferred walking routes away from

the premises.

3. Clear legible notices are to be placed near the exits requesting visitors to respect local

residents and neighbours and to leave the premises and the area quickly and quietly.

4. The licence holder shall take responsibility for clearing all litter from the site and all roads,

footways that are within the circumference of the premises.

5. An acoustic survey and report must be undertaken by a qualified acoustic engineer in respect

of the premises, whose identity is to be approved by EH in advance. The completed sun’ey and

report must then be served upon ER and the Police. The survey and report must address the

noise likely to arise from the use of the premises for licensable activities and must give

recommendations to control and minimise all such noise. All recommendations contained in

the report must be implemented to the satisfaction of ER, and before the premises may be used

for regulated entertainment.

E — Protection OfChildren From Harm

2. The licence holder must produce an Age Policy. which will be submitted to Police for

approval in writing, and thereafter implemented at all times. This Policy may be changed from

time to time by written agreement with Police.
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Karen Court

From: Michael Dudley <michaelrdudley@me.com>
Sent: 23 June 2019 13:26
To: Licensing
Cc: John Halsall; ron emerson; neil brown; Sarah & Anthony West; Nigel Gray; David

Law; John Merkel; Paul Sermon
Subject: Henley Royal Regatta - objection to licensing application
Attachments: HRR objection 2019 V2 .docx

Categories: Representations

Sirs

Please acknowledge safe receipt.

Thank you

Michael Dudley
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To: Licensing Dept — Wokingham Borough Council

Re: Premises Licence Application — Henley Royal Regatta

This email is submitted by the Remenham Farm Residents Association “RFRA”
as evidence in the consideration of the grant of a licence by Wokingham
Borough Council “WBC” to Henley Royal Regatta “HRR the Applicant” at the
Henley Royal Regatta riverside “the Site”.

The RFRA was formed in May 2007 and is a group of owner-occupiers of
residential properties in Remenham Lane which share a common boundary with
the Site and which also includes a number of other licenses, many within the
Remenham Church Consen’ation Area.

The objectives of the RFRA are to:

Provide a representative in terface wit/i 11’BC and Premises Licence holders.
Monitor and report on licensed activities and associated pith/ic nuisance.
Mamtani the rural environment and secure the rights of ‘quiet enjoyment’.

Their names/addresses/years in residence are:

Mr & Mrs Anthony West — Remenham Manor — 49 years
Mr & Mrs David Law’ — Bamside Cottage — 41 years
Mr & Mrs John Halsall — Chenvell — 37 years
Mr & Mrs Ron Emerson — The Reeds —25 years
Mr & Mrs Michael Dudley - The Reach - 23 years
Mr & Mrs Nigel Gray — Remenham Farmhouse — 20 years
Mr & Mrs Neil Brown — The Old Schoothouse — II years

Three of our number have lived here since HRR was a four day event and now
see yet a further unwelcome increase.

Whilst the RFRA is supportive of HRR, the development of the sport of rowing,
and increasing the number of events for women, we do not believe that the
proposed expansion of the regatta from 5 days to 6 is necessary either to ease
pressure on the existing racing programme or to facilitate the new events for
women commensurate with the improvement in competitiveness of women’s
rowing and HRR’s elite athlete status. We invite WBC to take into account the
cumulative impact of the 5 rowing events currently centred on Remenham, and
in particular the 6 days of rowing already a part of HRR and the thither 3 days
of rowing at the Women’s Regatta which precedes it.
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The Site is situated wholly within the Parish of Remenham a small rural
community (population 524), situated just over Henley Bridge, with no public
transport and apart from limited access by Leander Way can only be reached by
single track roads which are totally unsuitable for the huge numbers of event
traffic which cause extensive traffic prob]ems throughout the Summer months.

During these months of June, July and August four regattas are held on the Site.

Henley Royal Regatta (5 days plus I day time trial)
Henley Women’s Regatta (3 days)
Henley Masters Regatta (2 days)
Henley Town and Visitors Regatta (I day)

plus three other major events

Henley Festival (5 days)
Henley Swims (4 days)
Henley Rewind South Music Festival (3 days)

All of these events, despite being prefixed ‘Henley’, actually take place wholly
within Rernenham Parish and adjacent to Remenham Lane and at a conservative
estimate involves over 250,000 visitors and whilst ‘nuisance from motor traffic’
appears not to be licensable it should nevertheless be noticed and considered.

This is particularly relevant during the extensive set-up and take-down phases
which involve the presence of many huge commercial vehicles which frequently
cause major disruption.

In addition, during HRR, WBC has issued several licences for late night
activities which also affect the village of Remenham.

We invite V/BC also to consider the cumulative impact of these ancillary
licensed events also centred on Remenham, which attach themselves to HRR.

Copas Partnership
Chinawhite Night Club
Upper Thames Rowing Club
Mrs Sly - Old Blades
Remenham Court — Mahiki & The Hidden Garden

Granting this application would have the effect ofextending the Henley Royal
Regatta from 5 days to 6. It also increases the scale of the Qualifying Race on
a 7th day, the preceding Friday.
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We strongly oppose the granting of the license.

We have not seen a persuasive case for any extension to ease current
pressures on the racingprogramme.

The existing HRR programme sees few races on Finals Day and on every day
contains extensive breaksfor lunch and afternoon tea; we have seen ito
evidence that a serious consideration has been given to better accommodate
more racing.

We have not see,: a persuasive casefor an extension to accommodate more
women’s races. Specifically we see no evidence ofmeaningful engagement
with the most closely associated event, Henley Women ‘s Regatta (‘HWR..), to
increase complementarity and minimise the impact on the local community.
HWR was established when HRR had no women ‘s events; it has tripled in size
and has many participants who also seek to qualify for HRR. HWR takes
place two weekends before HRR, uses many HRR riverfacilities, but not the
HRR Regatta Enclosure. As a direct result HWR is centred on Remenham
Village and has a greater adverse impact on the local community (‘notably
through a lack of traffic management). While supportive ofan increase in
women ‘s events, presumably wit/i the aim ofa single inked event, we
understand this is a long ten:? strategy in order to retain HRR ‘s status as air
eventfor elite athletes. In the meanthne,for as long as there are two events,
we would expect in ore to be done to in itigate the impact ofeach event on the
local community rather than simply require us to absorb more disruption.

We have seen ito evidence of a serious attempt to mitigate the impact on
Remenham village of the Friday time trial if it is to be expanded. Since the
HRR traffic order does not cover the Friday Time Trial, instructions to
drivers, whether of trailers or (especially) spectators have no legal effect. This
already causes considerable road chaos at the busiest time ofthe week when
large volumes of traffic use Remenham Lane as a shortcut to avoid
Rem enham Hill.

We can have no confidence that the other licensors who attach late ‘tight
activities to HRR will not seek extensions of their licences expanding the
number ofevents and attendees with their impact on nuisance, public order
and access.

Although the HRR Committee invited several of our number to attend a
preliminary meeting at HRR on 22 May only three members of the RFRA were
able to attend because of the very short notice.
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At that meeting, local concerns were raised and HRR agreed to brief the wider
community at the Parish Council. However just two days later we were
informed by email that the application would be submitted on 26th May.

Please note that the Paris/i council briefing by HRR tookplace on 10th June
after the application had been submitted, indicating a lack ofappreciation by
HRR oft/ic strongfeelings ofthe local community.

It is regretted that meaningful engagement by HRR did not take place prior to
their application, for fit had, and had addressed our concerns as outlined
above, tins application might have achieved our support.

Furthermore, HRR points to a study showing the positive impact on the town in
Oxfordshire which gives HRR its name, but the study made no assessment of
the impact of the event on Remenham in Berkshire where it takes place.

This must be WBCs responsibility.

RFRA fully understands the limitations of the licensing process. In many ways
it is a blunt instrument and although its current format is not particularly well
designed to address the special circumstances affecting Remenham we
nevertheless seek a proper appreciation of the associated public nuisance and its
effect on the ftndamental rights to the ‘quiet enjoyment’ of our homes.

Please acknowledge safe receipt and advise the date of the hearing.

Yours faithfiully

Michael Dudley — Secretary (Remenham Farm Residents Association)

Dated 23 June 2019
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Karen Court

From: Michael Dudley <michaelrdudley@me.com>
Sent: 24 June 2019 13:21
To: Licensing
Subject: Henley Royal Regatta - licence application

Importance: High

Categories: Representations

Sirs

Nothwithstanding the submission made by the RFRA, which I fully support, I wish to personally
object.

As a relative newcomer to the locality, only 23 years, I have nevertheless experienced a very
considerable growth in licensed activities - locally we call it event creep’.

I’ve attended many licensing hearings over the years and have been extremely disappointed with
the manner in which most decisions have been made.

There has been scant regard for the cumulative effect of the associated public nuisance and I
firmly believe that the time has now come to draw a line in the sand and support the local
community by dismissing this application - enough is enough.

Yours etc

Michael Dudley

The Reach, Remenham Lane. RG9 3DD
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Karen Court

From: Michael Dudley <michaelrdudley@me.com>
25 June 2019 14:30
Licensing
Sarah & Anthony West
Henley Royal Regatta - Licence application

Categories: Representations

This is an example of the problems that residents face on a regular basis during the set-up and take down
periods.

Begin forwarded message:

From: J A H West <iahwestaol.com>
Subject: Traffic
Date: 25 June 2019 at 13:47:05 BST
To: Michael & Marilyn Dudley <michaelrdudIey(äme.com>, Nigel & Jayne Gray
<pnigelgrayaol.com>, Ron & Angie Emerson <ronemersonbtinternet.com>,
neiIloganbrownyahoo.co.uk, johnashalsalIgmail.com, David & Jenny Law
<daviddlaw(ämsn.com>, John Merkel <johnmerkeI53(ãaol.com>

131 5 today across Remenham Lane trying to
Surely we can get a weight limit imposed.
I waited over 5 minutes to get by.
Anthony

get into Fraser’s Field (Mahiki).

Sent from my iPhone
jahwest(&aol.com

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

F - - -

-4 -

-
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Click here to report this email as sparn.
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Karen Court

From: jahwest@aol.com
Sent 23 June 2019 19:07
To: Licensing
Subject: Premi5es Licence Application - Henley Royal Regatta (the Regatta)

Categories: Representations

Dear Sir
We wish to oppose this Application.
We are members of Remenham Farm Residents Association, the terms of whose Objection we entirely support.
We believe that the Application is premature as the Regatta is unable to provide any detail as to how the additional
regatta day will be used; until this is made clear, it is impossible for us to form an opinion on the Application. We
would suggest that you invite the Applicant to withdraw the Application but if it is not willing to do so, then you should
reject it.
There are many issues to be clarified, not least the future of the Womens’ Regatta which could possibly he subsumed
by the Royal Regatta, thus relieving the local residents of one weekend of public nuisance.
There is also the question of cumulative impact.
Before the Applicalion is decided, we would invite the Regatta to obtain undertakings from all Licence Holders,
downstream of the Regatta land , that none of them would seek an extra day’s activity, on the back of an extra
Regatta day.
Please acknowledge receipt of this email
JAH and Mrs SH West
Remenham Manor
RG9 3DD

Anthony West
jahwestaol.com

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

From: John Halsall <johnashalsall@gmail.com>
Sent 23 June 2019 21:35
To: Licensing
Cc: Karen Court
Subject Personal Objection Henley Royal Regatta License Application

Categories: Representations

Good Evening,
I have seen the representation of the Remenham farm Residents Association and The Remenham Parish Council. I
agree with those representations.
There is no necessity for the application and it will considerably lead to cumulative impact.
Whilst Henley Royal Regatta (HRR) takes no responsibility for ancillary activities were there no Henley Royal Regatta
there would be no ancillary activities.
There is no amelioration to the residents of Remenham proposed for the disturbance that this proposal would
cause. HRR contributes nothing to Remenham nor to Wokingham Borough.
I oppose this extension,
Kind regards
John Halsall
Cherwell
Remenham
RG9 3DB
01491 576190
07939 041227

Click here to report this email as sparn.
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Karen Court

From: Ron Emerson <ronemerson@btinternet.com>
Sent 24 June 2019 08:00
To: Licensing
Subject: Henley Royal Regatta application for one day extension

Categories: Representations

We are writing to express our support for the recently submitted objection to this application from
the Remenham Farm Residents Association. We are resident at The Reeds, Remenham Lane
and subject to the maximum disruption caused by the continuing expansion of events being held
in this rural area. There has been no effective consultation with local residents by HRR as to how
the impact of this expansion will be mitigated. As such we feel this peremptory submission should
be withdrawn until such consultations can be held. The report by HRR in support of this
application stated that interested parties were consulted. This is not the case.

RV Emerson CBE and AJ Emerson

Sent from my iPhone
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Karen Court

From: Neil Brown <neilloganbrown@yahoo.co.uk>
Sent: 24 June 2019 11:56
To: Michael Dudley
Cc: Licensing; John Halsall; ron emerson; Sarah & Anthony West; Nigel Gray; David Law;

John Merkel; Paul Sermon
Subject: Re: Henley Royal Regatta - objection to licensing application

Categories: Representations

Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing in a personal capacity to formally object to the grant of a license to Henley Royal
Regatta the effect of which would be to extend the regatta by one day.
I would associate myself with the objection lodged by the Remenham Farm Residents
Associations of which I am a member and highlight the following:
The expansion of the Royal Regatta in recent years has not prompted a serious examination of
better ways to contain the racing programme within the current 5 days.
The expansion of the Royal Regatta in part to accommodate more women’s events has not
prompted a serious examination of the relationship between the Royal Regatta (HRR) and
Women’s Regatta (HWR) so as to ameliorate their respective and cumulative impact on the local
community. By way of example HRR allows HWR access to part of its facilities but not the regatta
enclosure or parking so HWR is centred in Remenham with no effective control over parking or
traffic, causing huge inconvenience and effectively preventing emergency access to HWR or
Remenham Village.
We (RFRA) sought engagement with HRR to tackle these issues in a constructive way, and, given
the lack of urgency before an application needs be made ahead of the 0202 event, asked them to
withdraw their application to allow for discussions. HRR have pressed ahead regardless and I
have no choice but to regretfully object at this time.
Neil Brown
Old Schoolhouse
Remenham Lane
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Karen Court

From: Nigel Gray <pnigelgray@aol.com>
Sent: 24 June 2019 13:17
To: Licensing
Subject: Premises Licence Application - Henley Royal Regatta

Categories: Representations

Dear Sirs,

I write to oppose the Application by HRR to add another day to this event. Like most of the other
events prefixed by the word “Henley”, the Regatta activities - and the associated activities of
Hospitality providers - take place in Remenham. Disruption suffered by the local Remenham
community is immense, before, during and after the HRR. Addition of another day is inappropriate
on grounds of Cumulative Impact and Knock on effect of further multiple applications from
Hospitality providers with all the associated increases in disruption.
In justifying their Application, HRR have included reference to a survey by Sheffield Hallam
University assessing impact on the local community during which 7000 people and 97 businesses
were consulted. Tellingly, the community most affected by HRR activities was not even
approached, which would indicate that either HRR have no idea of the disruption caused by their
activities or that they don’t care.
HRR have apparently made no attempt to address the schedule of racing on the existing 5 days,
nor to engage meaningfully with the Women’s Regatta with a view to considering greater
cooperation to lessen the adverse effect on the local Remenham Community.
My wife and I support the representations made by the RFRA and the Remenham Parish Council.
Nigel Gray, Remenham Farmhouse RG9 3DB
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Karen Court

From: David Law <DavidDLaw@msn.com>
Sent: 24 June 2019 14:06
To: Licensing
Cc: John Halsall; Ron & Angie Emerson; Anthony West; Neill Brown; Nigel & Jane Gray;

Mike Dudley; John Merkel; Paul Sermon
Subject: Objection to Henley Royal Regatta Licensing application

Categories: Representations

Dear Sir or Madam,
lam a member of Remenham Farm Residents Association (RFRA) I have viewed and agree with their objection to the
HRR license application for an extra day.
When my wife and I first lived in Remenham, Henley Royal Regatta was a four day event and the Town regatta was,
and remains, a very low key, one day event. There were no other events that impacted Remenham. I will not bore
you with listing all the licensable activities that happen now as they are fully documented by the RFRA objection. It
seems to me that this application could be the final straw to the cumulative impact on the area as it will probably
be accompanied by all the other current licensees who ply their trade long after the rowing activity has ceased.
Kind regards,
David Law
Barnside cottage.

Sent from Mail for Windows 10

Click here to report this email as spain.
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Karen Court

From: Grace Johnson <stygoj@nottinghamac.uk>
Sent: 05 June 2019 18:59
To: Licensing
Subject: Extending Henley Royal

Categories: Representations

Dear Sir I Madam,
I would like to convey my support for the recommendation for the Henley Royal Regatta to be
increased from 5 to 6 days to enable an increase in women’s races.
As an elite athlete and current member of University of Nottingham RC and an alumni member of
the Henley Rowing Club Junior squad, I believe that The Henley Royal Regatta is a world
renowned sporting event and recognised by many as the pinnacle of the sport. The opportunity to
compete in this event would be greatly improved with this additional day and would provide many
women with the chance to compete alongside their male counterparts. As a female in this male
dominated event, I feel passionately that this decision will be welcomed and applauded by all
female athletes.

Yours faithfully,
Grace Johnson
University of Nottingham (BSC Biology)

This message and any attachment are intended solely for the addressee and may contain
confidential information. If you have received this message in error, please contact the sender and
delete the email and attachment.

Any views or opinions expressed by the author of this email do not necessarily reflect the views of
the University of Nottingham. Email communications with the University of Nottingham may be
monitored where permitted by law.
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Karen Court

From: Juliette Stacey <jstacey@mabey.co.uk>
Sent 14 June 2019 10:34
To: Licensing
Subject Licence to enable an additional day of racing for Henley Royal Regatta

To whom it may concern

I write in my capacity as a Henley resident of over 20 years (postcodes RG9 1 DY, 1 DT and 5DH), a local
CEO encouraging women to excel in all areas of life and enjoying the event for corporate hospitality, and
as a supporter of the regatta generally.

I give my wholehearted support to granting a licence for an additional day, to accommodate more women’s
races at the HRR from 2020.

This is an important change of itinerary to encourage women in the sport and I hope the Council supports
it.

Yours faithfully,
Juliette Stacey

Juliefte Stacey
Group Chief Executive Officer

Tel: 01189405530

Mobile: 07584 124523

Email: i.sIacevmabev.co.uk

www.mabey.com

Mabey Holdings Limited, One Valpy, 20 Valpy Street, Reading, RG1 1AR. uk

[:i

Registered in England and Wales at the above address, company No.1892516

Click here to report this email as Spain.
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Karen Court

From: Mrs N Emmett <nemmett@shiplake.org.uk>
Sent: 14 June 2019 13:56
To: Licensing
Subject Henley Royal Regatta - sixth day
Attachments: 20191406 Licensing re HRR.pdf

Please find attached a letter from Mr Davies, Headmaster at Shiplake College with regards to the
application to extend HRR by an extra day.

Kind regards

Nicky

Mrs Nicky Emmett
Headmaster’s PA

Direct Line: 0118 9405 254
nemmettcshiplake.org.uk
www.shipk
3ShiplakeCollege

SHIPLAKE COLLEGE
HENLEY OI-J 1H611t5

Click jigfe to report this email as spam.
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SHIPLAKE COLLEGE
HENLEY-ON-THAMES

From the Headmaster
A US Davies, ilSe Cm Munagcrnen

Licensing Authority
Licensing Service
Wokingham Borough Council
POB 155
Shute End Wokingham
RG4O 1WW

14 June 2019

I write to give my full support to the proposal by Henley Royal Regatta to extend the
event by an extra day in future years.

Rowing features heavily within the Shiplake curriculum and we have been fortunate
enough to nurture a number of Olympic winning rowers amongst our alumni. Over the
years, Henley Royal Regatta has provided our rowers with a fantastic rowing opportunity
and experience for our pupils. Given the exceptional talent amongst our female rowers
and the recognition that women’s rowing is equally important as that of the mens, it
would be brilliant for women to have more opportunities to participate at the Regatta if
an extra day were to be added to the timetable to facilitate exactly that.

INCLUSIVE • INDIVIDUAL • INSPIRATIONAL

SIiph:ke College, Heitle-on-1 iIa,i:es. Oxfordsln,e RG9 411W
Tel: +44 [O i8 9403 a Email: headspa&shiplake.org.uk Wel,: ‘nnvshiplakeorg.uk

Shiplake Court Ltd is a Registered Charity No :409651 and a Company Limited by Guarantee No 612509, kegistered Office: As Above
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Karen Court

From: David Gillard <gillard.david@gmail.com>
Sent: 16 June 2019 17:06
To: Licensing
Subject: Henley Royal Regatta licensing application

Dear Sir/Madam,

As part of the public consultation I wanted to write to SUPPORT the Henley Royal Regatta (HRR)
application for a new premises license for the Tuesday of regatta week (dated 30th May 2019 on the
Wokingharn Borough Council site).

HRR is the preeminent river regatta in the world, bringing great esteem to the local area. The regatta’s
thought leadership, both in its event coverage and equality aims, should be acknowledged and supported. its
anticipated expansion of the programme for thrther women’s events will be supported by the additional
timetabling available from the extra day of the regatta.

Regatta week largely starts with crews arriving for qualifiers on the Friday before the main regatta. My
personal expectation is that the additional congestion caused by spectators from a Tuesday start will be
marginal. The bulk will remain Friday/Saturday.

Warm regards, David

David Gillard
Heather Cottage
Loddon Drive
Wargrave
RGIO SHL

(if possible please remove address if this email is to be placed in the public domain)

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

From: Antony Narula <tony@narula.org.uk>
Sent: 17 June 2019 16:16
To: Licensing
Subject: Henley Regatta Licensing

Dear Sir/Madam,

As part of the public consultation I wanted to write to SUPPORT the Henley Royal Regatta (HRR)
application for a new premises license for the Tuesday of regatta week (dated 30th May 2019 on the
Wokingham Borough Council site).

HRR brings great esteem and of course income to the local area. The regatta’s leadership, both in its event
coverage and equality aims, should be acknowledged and supported. Its anticipated expansion of the
programme for further women’s events will be supported by the additional timetabling available from the
extra day of the regatta.

Regatta week largely starts with crews arriving for qualifiers on the Friday before the main regatta. My
personal expectation is that the additional congestion caused by spectators from a Tuesday start will be
marginal. The bulk will remain Friday/Saturday.

Antony A Narula MA FRCS
Loddon Reach
Loddon Drive
Wargrave
RG1O SHL

Click here to report this email as spain.
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Karen Court

From: Richard Spratley <richardspratley@hotmail.co.uk>
Sent: 18 June 2019 15:06
To: Licensing
Cc: rspratley@rockwelldandb.co.uk
Subject: HRR 6th day licence application

I’m a local resident and Director of Rowing for Oxford Brookes University. My address is Mulberry House,
Bix, Henley-on-Thames, RG9 6BY.

I am aware of the aim of Henley Royal Regatta to extend the Regatta by adding on the Tuesday of the
Regatta ‘week’ each year — firstly to start to address the gender imbalance in the competition (by
introducing more women’s/junior women’s events) and secondly to ease the congestion in the existing
format.

In times of greater equality in all walks of life, extending the Regatta to allow more women to compete in
this prestigious event should be supported. In terms of the already-busy rowing programme, it must also
make sense to create more into the timetable.

My understanding is that to make the expansion viable — including making the ‘extra’ day’s rowing
enjoyable for those spectating - HRR has applied for a Premises Licence for the Tuesday each year, on the
same terms as the existing Premises Licence which covers the remainder of the Regatta week.

As the current Premises Licence (for the Wednesday through to Sunday) has been operating successfully
for many years, I wish to lend my support to this application for the reasons set out above.

Regards

Richard Spratley

Mulberry House
Okl Bix Road
Bix
Henley-on-Thames
RG9 ÔBY

M: 07836 235020

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

From: Gum Batten <guinbatten@btinternet.com>
Sent: 18 June 2019 19:00
To: Licensing
Subject: Henley Royal Regatta

Dear Sir/Madam
As chair of the Women’s Head Head of the River Race, I would like to offer my support of the
expansion of Henley Royal Regatta to an additional day and the extension of their license. The
Women Head of the River Race is nearly 80 years and is the largest women rowing race in the
world. We believe that women have the same right to race in the same stadium’s as men and
believe this is an important step forward in equality. We work closely with the Men’s Head of the
River Race to ensure panty for men and women.
Best wishes Gum
Chair of the Women’s Eights Head of the River Race
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Karen Court

From: Kirsty Waterman <K.Waterman@henleytowncounciLgov.uk>
Sent: 19 June 2019 11:12
To: Licensing
Cc: Cath Adams
Subject: HRR extended licence - SUPPORT from HTC

Dear Wokingham Licencing Authority

Henley Town Council is in full support of the extended days licence for the Henley Royal Regatta to sit alongside the
existing licence with exactly the same terms as currently exists. The extended day being Tuesday.

This was ratified by Full Council on 18 June 2019.

Henley Town Council are happy for HRR to email the above and enguiries@henleytowncouncil.gov.uk
to be used for any licence Committee hearing.

Kind Regards
Kirsty
Kirsty Waterman

Planning Administrator

Henley Town Council

Town Hall
Market Place
Henley on Thames
Oxfordshire

RG9 2A0

B 4 :imi

Email: k.watermani’henleytowncouncil.rov.uk
Website: www.henleytowncouncil.gov.uk

Office: 01491 576982

Twitter: HenleyClerk

consider the environment before printing this e-maiH

Click jre to report this email as sparn.
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Karen Court

From: jack.beaumont@britishrowing.org
Sent: 20 June 2019 12:07
To: Licensing
Subject: License Application for Henley Royal Regatta

Dear Sir or Madam,

My name is Jack Beaumont. I am a current international rower, Olympian, Henley Resident and
Board Member at British Rowing.

I am writing to express my support for Henley Royal Regatta’s application to extend their premises
licence for an extra day. I think it’s a fantastic event which brings top athletes to England, and
brilliant business to my local area.

Thank you,

Jack Beaumont

Sent from my iPhone

Follow us: chttps://goo.gl/V7e5m 1> <https://goo.gllg74eru>
<https://goo.gl/YrwdL4> <https://goo.gl/3r4XBy> <https://goo.gI/hKU7Wc>

<hffps://goo.gl/EKcxy>

This email may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Please
see www.britishrowing.org/disclaimer <http://www.britishrowing.org/disclaimer> for our policy on
its use.
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Karen Court

From: Lunnon, Jane (WIM) Staff <Jane.Lunnon@wim.gdst.net>
20 June 2019 14:07
Licensing
Jones, Jane (WIM) Staff

Subject: Henley Royal Regatta - Licence Application

Dear Sirs,

lam writing on behalf of Wimbledon High School and in particular our Rowing Section, which is certainly gaining in
momentum and becoming more and more popular and successful with each passing season.

I understand that Henley Royal Regatta have recently submitted an application for a licence to increase their event,
by adding a sixth day of racing. We wholeheartedly agree with and support this application as we believe that the
introduction of a new junior women’s 8+ event will benefit so many young women, who are involved in this popular
sport. We feel that:

1. The number of races and events over the five days has reached capacity, but there are still girls wishing to
compete (8+ event), who, if it is not extended, will be denied this opportunity. An additional day would
provide more opportunity for more female competitors to enjoy, participate and compete, with the obvious
benefit on their health, wellbeing and team camaraderie, whilst also meaning that the sport will grow
further and reach more girls.

2. We believe that the additional day will be fully supported by spectators/sponsors etc., thus making it
commercially viable, whilst also enhancing the reputation and appeal of Henley.

If you would like any further information, please let me know.

Kind regards,
Jane Lunnon

Important Notice

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Jane Lunnon
Head

C”
‘VYi MBLEDON

HI G H SCH OOL Mansel Rd, London.
ti HUMLIDUS CXcttsA D20 8971 0902

www.win, hiedonhich gdstnel
Twitter Facebook Inslagram
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This message and any files transmitted with it are confidential to the addressee.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure copying or distribution is
prohibited and may be unlawflal.You should notifS’ the sender immediately
and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy.

Please note that any views or opinions expressed in this message are solely
those of the author and may not represent those of the Company or School.
No liability is accepted by The Girls’ Day School Trust for any loss or damage
incurred through use of this e-mail.

The Girls’ Day School Trust. A limited company Registered in England No. 6400
Registered Charity No. 306983. Registered Office: 10 Bressenden Place, London SWIE 5DH

Click to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

From: Gordon-Smith, Helen (PUT) Staff <h.gordon-smith@put.gdst.net>
Sent 20 June 2019 15:12
To: Licensing
Subject Henley Royal Regatta’s application for a new Premises Licence
Attachments: Wokingham Licensing Authority.pdf

Dear Sirs

Please find attached a letter from Suzie Longstaff, Headmistress of Putney High School, in support of Henley Royal
Regatta’s application for a new premises licence.

Yours faithfully

Helen Gordon-Smith

Helen Gordon-Smith
PA to the Headmistress

HIGH SCHOOL
Putney 1-ugh School (GDST) 35 Putney Hill London SWI 5 6BH

0 ST Tel: 020 8788 4886 (ext. 27946) Direct line: 020 8266 3946
h.zordon-smi1h(put.gdst.net www.putneyhigh.gdst.nel

Important Notice

This message and any files transmitted with it are confidential to the addressee.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure copying or distribution is
prohibited and may be unlawfiil.You should noti& the sender immediately
and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy.

Please note that any views or opinions expressed in this message are solely
those of the author and may not represent those of the Company or School.
No liability is accepted by The Girls’ Day School Trust for any loss or damage
incurred through use of this e-mail.

The Girls’ Day School Trust. A limited company Registered in England No. 6400
Registered Charity No. 306983. Registered Office: 10 Bressenden Place, London SWI E SDH

Click here to report this email as spam.
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U

20sF June 2019 P u -r ti E ‘y’
Wokingham Licensing Authority H G H SCHOOL
Wokingham Borough CouncH
ShuteEnd GD ST
Wokingham, Berks RG4O 1BN
Iicensino@wokingham.oov.uk

Dear Sir/Madam,

Re: Henley Royal Regatta’s application for a new Premises Licence
For Tuesday each year of the Regatta weelC.

I am writing in support of Henley Royal Regatta’s application for a new Premises Licence for the Tuesday of
the regatta week each year.

I am Heaomistress of Putney High School, a girls’ school in Putney, South West London, which educates
over 1000 girls from the age of 4 to 18. in the last few years, I have seen the numbers of girls rowing in
schools and clubs across the whole country burgeon. Rowing was traditionally a male sport at school age.
However, four years ago, Putney High School opened its own boathouse on the Putney embankment after
years of sharing the Wandsworth council boathouse at Barn Elms. We are seeing many other girls’ schools
attempting to expand in a similar way. Putney High School is part of the Girls’ Day School Trust of 25
schools and at least half of these schools row. In my local area many girls’ schools and clubs have either
introduced rowing or significantly increased their provision for girls. Increased participation for girls in
rowing is fantastic on many different levels (health, fitness, recreation, confidence) and at many events I
now see more girls’ crews entered than boys’.

We are moving to a time when women’s success in sport (eg. rowing, rugby, football, hockey) is a: least
equal tc and sometimes exceeding that of their male counterparts. Adding a day to the Henley Royal
Regatta schedule would enable equality in this world leading, prestigious and visible even: as HRR does
not currently have an equal number of schccl age aihs’ and boys’ events. I also know t:na: their :iietable is
congested and so the option of introducing a new girs’ event into the existing schedule is not possible.

In order to ease the congested timetable and add additional categories for women and girls, they need to
operate an additional day. It is my understanding that the introduction of a Junior Women’s Eight (JW8+)
for school age girls who row either at school or for their local clubs is being considered and I am fully in
support of this move to address equality at the regatta. This would be the ‘icing on the cake’ for the school
aged girls’ rowing in schools and clubs. It would encourage even more girls to row and aspire to compete
at the top level and fit very well with other events in the regatta schedule, particularly Henley Women’s
Regatta and National Schools Regatta.

I understand that the event must remain commercially viable and HRR needs to be able to provide the
spectators with hospitality, hence the need to apply for the new licence for the Tuesday, to sit along-side
the existing Licence wnich has been operating successfully for years.

You aithfuIIy,

Suzie Longstaff
Headmistress

Putnoy High School The Girls Day School Trust is a Limited company
Headmistress: Mrs Susie Longstaff BA MA PGCE Registered in Eng:and No. 6403
35 Pusney Hit London swis 68H Registered charity No.306983
putneyhjch@put.gdst.net wAwpunneyhigh.gdn.net Resiswred Office: 10 Bressenden Place
Senior School 020 8756 4886 London swi E 50H

________

IQSM I 0Hoed cfiunior School: Mrs Pippa Pogc.Robcrts BEd (Hens) jLJt4’ ASSCCY.en se..e.
Junor School: 020 8788 6523 Pert oftheGD5Tnctworkww,.gdst.net
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Karen Court

From: Anne Buckingham <goannego@gmail.com>
Sent: 20 June 2019 23:32
To: Licensing
Subject: Henley Regatta - New Premises Licence for the Tuesday of each year of Regatta

“week

Dear Sir/Madam:

My name is Anne Buckingham, and I am resident at 63 Gainsborough Hill, Henley-on-Thames RG9 155. I
am actively involved in the rowing community, including with the board of Leander Club, as a training
member of Upper Thames Rowing Club, and a volunteer with Henley Women’s Regatta.

I noticed the publicity surrounding Henley Royal Regatta’s application to add a Tuesday to the Regatta
“week” each year. I write in full support of the plan, as it will first increase the access of women’s evenEs in
the regatta, and secondly as it will relieve pressure on many aspects of the regatta and consequently the
town of Henley.

As someone deeply committed to women in the sport of rowing, I could only be enthuisastic about the
proposal to add more women and more women’s events to Henley Royal. The Royal has made great
strides since the days requiring founding of Henley Royal, and their drive to equality is to be admired. I
naturally support that application. On a practical level, the very tight timetabling now required to support
the substantially increased uptake of women in racing already requires expansion to increase the margins
of safety.

I understand that in connection with the expansion to another day, a Premises License has been applied
for by HRR. I presume the terms are identical to the other days. Given that the previous Premises License
has been fine and functioning for decades without issue, I would fully support such an application.

Yours faithfully,

Anne Buckingham

Anne Buckingham, LL.M.
Tel: (07805) 456 901

Be well, do good work and keep in touch. - Garrison Keillor

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

From: Tobi Clifton-Brown <acb@latymer-upper.org> on behalf of Head <head@latymer
upper.org>

Sent: 21 June 2019 09:44
To: Licensing
Subject Henley Royal Regatta

Dear Sirs,

I write to support the licence application for a sixth day of racing at Henley Royal Regatta. A
sixth day would bring many benefits to the event including easing the current timetable,
which is currently very squeezed, and the opportunity to introduce extra categories for
women rowers. Both these things would be positive steps for the Regatta and a licence for an
additional day would allow the provision of hospitality for spectators, thus making the extra
day commercially viable.

I understand that one of the new events being considered is a 3W8+ and I fully support this
proposal for several reasons. To begin with, this would help to create gender parity and equal
opportunity at the Regatta, two concepts very much at the heart of the Latymer philosophy
(we are a fully co-educational school) and of 2V’ century thinking generally. I feel sure that
the introduction of this event would also lead to an increase in the number of junior rowers in
the UK, as was seen when the Fawley and Diamond Jubilee events introduced new junior
events. It would create more opportunities for girls to train and compete at the highest level
of their sport which would be beneficial for their development, and an event such as this at
Henley would support the increasing public profile which women’s sport is now receiving.
Overall, the introduction of this as a new category at Henley would boast not only Women’s
Henley but other important rowing events such as the National Schools Regatta. For all these
reasons I am in full support of the proposal.

Yours sincerely,

David Goodhew
II [Al)

020 3004 0491 I @latymerhead I www.IatyrnflpeRoJg
LA1YMER UPPER SC HOOL KING STREET I LONDON WE, 9LR

This message contains information that is confidential and may also be privileged. Ii is for the exclusive use
of the intended recipient(s). Please note that any distribution, copying or use of this communication or the
information in it without the authority of Latymer Upper School or Latymer Prep School is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and then delete the
message & any copies of it.

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

From: Phil Gray <phil@ulbc.co.uk>
Sent: 24 June 2019 11:17
To: Licensing
Subject: Support for Henley Royal Regatta license application

Categories: Representations

Jam the Chief coach of the University of London Boat Club and our address is 81 Hartington Road, Chiswick, W4
3TU.

lam aware of the aim of Henley Royal Regatta to extend the Regatta by adding on the Tuesday of the Regatta week’
each year - firstly to start to address the gender imbalance in the competition (by introducing more women’s/junior
women’s event) and secondly to ease the congestion in the existing format
In times of greater equality in all walks of like, extending the Regatta to allow more women to compete in this
prestigious event should be supported. In terms of the aiready busy rowing programme, it must also be necessary to fit
more into the timetable.

As one of the leading university rowing programmes in the country, particularly developing women’s rowing over the
past few years we would strongly encourage any initiative to grow the sport for all. Having ran our men’s and
women’s programmes together for almost a decade now we have been desperate for the Regatta to include women’s
events to match the men’s so that both our squads can race on the same stage and build our season around the same
event.

My understanding is that to make the expansion viable - including making the ‘extra’ day’s rowing enjoyable for those
spectators - HRR has applied for a Premises Licence for the Tuesday each year, on the same terms as the existing
Premises License which covers the remainder of the Regatta week.

As the current Premises License (for the Wednesday through to Sunday) has been operating successfully for many
years, i wish to lend my whole support to this application for the reasons set out above.

If i can provide any more details to help support this application please don’t hesitate to contact Inc.

Regards

Phil

Phil Gray
Chief Coach
University of London BC
07939 043776

Click to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

From: Thomas Gamier <tjcg@pangbourne.com>
Sent 25 June 2019 10:17
To: Licensing
Subject: Henley Royal Regatta - extension to Premises License

Categories: Representations

Dear Sir/Madam

1 am writing in support of Henley Royal Regatta’s application for an additional day’s Premises License, for
Tuesday of Regatta Week, which will allow the Regatta to increase the number of events for women.

I am Headmaster of Pangboume College, a coeducational school which has a strong tradition of rowing.
Approximately one third of our pupils, boys and girls, take part in the sport. For the boys, competing at
Henley is, for most of them, the pinnacle of their athletic ambitions. This is undoubtedly because of the
global reputation of the Regatta, the very special atmosphere which the course and town affords, and the
consistently high quality of racing. To win an event at Henley is something which is never forgotten and the
College is proud to have won the Princess Elizabeth Challenge Cup four times.

In recent years, and particularly since the 2012 Olympics, there has been an explosion in the number of
women taking part in rowing. This has been seen especially at junior level and as a committee member of
the National Schools Regatta, I speak with first hand experience of the changes we have had to make to
accommodate them. The point for Henley is that it can reasonably be expected that many of these girls will
want to continue competing in the sport as they move on to university or to clubs as adults. Women’s
Henley, which takes place two or three weekends earlier, has always felt like the poor relation to Henley
Royal Regatta and it is greatly to be welcomed that the HRR Committee is intent on increasing the
opportunities for women to compete at the Regatta. This will benefit the sport greatly, will help drive
standards In women’s rowing even higher, and will provide the same aspiration for girls at my school (as at
others) that the boys already enjoy.

In order to accommodate their plans for more events for women, the Regatta needs to add one
more day’s racing, on the Tuesday. But in order to make this financially viable, a Premises
License for Tuesday which will enable the Regatta to provide the spectators with hospitality will be
essential. This would sit alongside the existing Licence which has been operating very
successfully for years. I would ask that the License is granted.

Yours faithfully

Thomas Gamier

Headmaster
Direct line: 0118 976 7417
Main switchboard: 0118 984 2101

pangbourne.com

This message contains information that may be privileged or confidential and Is the property of Pangbourne college. It is intended only for the person to wham it is
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are not authorised to read, print, retain, copy, distribute, or use this message or any part thereof. Ifyou receive this
message in error, please notify the sender Immediately and delete all copies of this message.
Pangbourne college is a charitable company limited by guarantee, registered In England and Wales, company number 260104. Registered office: Pangbourne College,
Pangbourne, Reading, RGB SLA.

Click to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

From: Peter Jacobs <peterjacobs62@hotmail.com>
Sent: 25 June 2019 13:51
To: Licensing
Subject <no subject>

Importance: High

Categories: Representations

Peter Jacobs
Dear Sir/Madam,
As part of the public consultation I wanted to write to support the Henley Royal Regatta (HRR) application for a new
premises license (dated 30th May 2019 on the Wokingham Borough Council site) for the Tuesday of regatta week.
Henley Royal Regatta is the world’s leading river-based regatta and brings great esteem to Henley and the locality. Its
anticipated expansion of the programme for further women’s events will be supported by the additional timetabling
available from the extra day of the regatta.
Given that the regatta week starts with crews arriving for qualifiers on the Friday before the main regatta any
additional congestion caused by spectators from a Tuesday start is likely to be marginal.
Best regards
Peter
Peter Jacobs
Matson House
Matson Drive
Remenham
RG9 3118
07711 442419

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

From: Sarah Miller <cllr.sarah.miller@gmail.com>
Sent: 25 June 2019 14:55
To: Licensing
Subject: HRR

Categories: Representations

I would like to support fully Henley Royal Regattas application for a Premises Licence.

An additional day is vital for the event to allow more women rowers to take part as well as other huge
advantages to the town.

Kind regards

Sarah Miller

dIr. Sarah Millerl Henley Town Council Tel: 07909 442 019

Chair - Town & Community
Chair - Events Committee

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to wham they are addressed. This
message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. if you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate,
distribute or copy this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your
system. If you are not the intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this
information is strictly prohibited,

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

Prom: Helen Barnett <H.Barnett@henleytowncouncil.gov.uk>
Sent 25 June 2019 19:27
To: Licensing
Subject: Support for the Tuesday of Regatta

Categories: Representations

As the Town & Community Manager of Henley Town Council; I represent all of the retail, hospitality and commercial
businesses in the town of Henley on Thames.

Henley Town Council fully support an additional day of racing on the Tuesday of the Henley Royal Regatta. This is
also supported by the Henley Business Partnership as it is seen as a bonus to the town.

An additional day will enable the racing to be spread out, and the ladies additional race time. It will be easy to
execute an additional day with the infrastructure and operational logistics already in place for the rest of the
regatta.

The Henley Royal Regatta works incredibly well in and for the town and helps the local business.

The HRR is supported superbly by all the agencies and businesses to ensure that each year it is successful.

Many thanks

Kind regards

Helen

Ms Helen Barnett
Town & Community Manager
Henley Town Council, Town Hall, Market Place, Henley-on-Thames, Dxfordshire, RG9 2A0.
DD: 01492 630082. M: 07702 8S4321

I liii -
- I
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ease consider the environment before prinbnq this e-mail!

Click here to report this email as spam.
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Karen Court

From: George Hammond <gwhammond@dsl.pipex.com>
Sent 25 June 2019 10:23
To: Licensing
Subject: HRR Premises Licence Application
Attachments: HRR Licence support.doc; HRR Site Notice.pdf

Categories: Representations

Dear Sirs
Please find attached support for Henley Royal Regatta’s Premises Licence application
Kind regards
George Hammond
07850 460317

Click to report this email as spam.
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NATIONAL SCHOOLS’ REGATTA
Manor Farm, Rowsham, Aylesbury HP22 40P

25th June 2019
Dear Sirs,

Henley Royal Regatta’s application for a new Premises Licence for Tuesday each year of the Regatta
week”.

On behalf of the National Schools’ Regatta committee I wish to support the addition of an extra
day’s racing at Henley Royal Regatta to enable the addition of more women’s events at the Regatta.

The National Schools’ Regatta have had girls racing for almost 40 years and numbers have grown as
the sport gains popularity. In 2000 there were 560 girls competing and this had grown to 2,300 in 2018,
which in turn means numbers at University and Club level has also increased and at the moment none of
these have an opportunity to race at HRR.

The effect on the International success of GB Junior Sculling when HRR include an event is shown
by the results after the Diamond Jubilee Challenge Cup for Girls’ Quadruple Sculls was introduced. In the 7
years prior to inclusion of this event, seven sculling crews were sent to the Junior World Rowing
Championships but only achieved I Bronze medal. In the 7 years after the event was included, eleven
crews were sent and achieved 2 Gold, 2 Silver and I Bronze.

The need for more Women’s events at HRR is now very pressing and to achieve this, the Regatta
will have to add an extra days’ racing as, in all fairness, none of the present events can be reduced or
removed.

HRR already has the infrastructure in place for racing to start on the Tuesday but the need to be
able to operate its hospitality facilities for spectators and supporters as income from these is vital for the
economics of the Regatta.

Henley Royal Regatta is a most professionally run event and prides itself in working and engaging
with local communities and stakeholders and co-operating with the Town of Henley for mutual benefit and
an additional racing day will benefit all concerned.

The current Premises Licence has been operating successfully for many years and I wish to lend my
support to this application for the reasons stated above.

Kind regards,

George Hammond
Chairman, National Schools’ Regatta

Wokingham Licensing Authority
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Karen Court

From: Sue Dowling <Sue.Dowling@Blandy.co.uk>
Sent: 25 June 2019 17:35
To: Licensing
Cc: Karen Court
Subject: Henley Royal Regatta
Attachments: DG statement.pdf; appendix.1.pdf; Appendix 2.pdt; Annamarie Phelps statement.pdf

Categories: Representations

“This message is subject to the confidentiality notice at the end of this communication”

Dear Sirs

Henley Royal Regatta:
New Premises Licence application for “Tuesday” of Regatta “week”
Hearing: 22 July 2019

Please find two statements/representations supporting the above application from:

1. Mr Daniel Grist, Secretary and Chief Executive of Henley Royal Regatta (with two appendices) and
2. Ms Annamarie Phelps CBE, Vice Chair of the British Olympic Association.

Kindly confirm safe receipt.

Note: In the event that your server will not accept the attachments we will send them individually with the subject
Hearing (HEN1O1/7) 1 of 4 etc...

Yours sincerely

Sue fowling
Partner

Employment; Business Immigration; Venue Licensing
For and on behalf of Blandy & Blandy LLP
ft 0118 951 6822 T: 0118 951 69271 W: www.blandy.co.uk

Bbndy & Biandy LLP BiandyB!andyLLP

BLANDY & BLANDV
C ji V rs

[gelience I Intec tv I Appicachability
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IMPORTANTSECURITY ALERT

This alert relates to scams, fraud and cyber-threats, which are becoming increasingly common. We have not changed our bank account for many years, and we
are not intending to do so.

The details of our bank account are set out in our terms of business. In any event, we will never notify you of a change in our firm’s bank details by email or text
message.
If you receive any communication purporting to come from anyone at Blandy & Blandy LIP asking for funds to be transferred to another account, please contact
us at once (using a telephone number from our website, not from the communication you have received) and on no account send the funds requested.

We will not accept liability if you transfer the money to an Incorrect bank account In these or similar circumstances.

Notice Information in this message and any attachments is confidential and may be legally privileged. It’s intended solely for the person to whom it is
addressed.
Access and/or use by others is unauthorised and may be unlawful. If you receive this message in error please notify the sender and delete/destroy all copies of
the message immediately.

Blandy & Blandy LIP
One Friar Street
Reading RG1 iDA
Tel +44 (0) 118 951 6800
http://www.blandy.co.uk

Blandy & Blandy LIP is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales under number CC 348096. The registered office is at One Friar Street
Reading Berkshire RG1 iDA. References to Partners are to Members and senior employees of Blandy & Blandy lIP, and a list of Members may be inspected at
our Registered Office,

Blandy & Blandy lIP is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority and authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority under registration
number 510051.

If you wish to read our terms of business or our privacy policy then follow these links https://www.blandy.co.uk/legal/ : https://www.blandy.co.uk/privacy

If you wish to see the solicitors’ code of conduct, please follow this link: http://www.sra.org.uk/solicitors/code-of-conduct.page

This e-mail has been scanned for all viruses by Claranet. The service is powered by
MessageLabs. For more information on a proactive anti virus service working around the
clock, around the globe, visit: http://www.claranet.co.uk

Click here to report this email as spam.
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In the matter of a Premises Licence Application

By Henley Royal Regatta

Hon and Blandy Meadows, Riverside Fields,

Henley on Thames

Before Wokingham Licensing Authority

Statement by Mr Daniel Grist

I, Daniel rist, Secretary and Chief Executive, Henley Royal Regatta, of Regatta Headquarters, Henley

on Thames, Oxon, R69 2LY, state as follows:

1. I make thIs statement in support of Henley Royal Regatta’s {HRR) application for a new

Premises licence. This application Is listed before the Licensing Sub-Committee at

Wokingham Borough Council on 22Ju1y.

2. The nature of the application is simple; a new Premises Licence is sought to enable Henley

Royal Regatta to conduct licensable activities on the Tuesday of the Regatta “week” each

year. If issued, this Premises Licence would be in the same terms (allowing the same

licensable activities, during the same hours, and subject to the same measures) as currently

apply to the (same) licensed Premises under HRR’s exi5ting Premises Licence (PROZ4Z) which

authorises licensable activities from Wednesday through to Sunday, each year, for the

Regatta.

3. The existing licensed Regatta site Is at Lion and Blandy Meadows, Riverside Fields, Henley on

Thames. This Regatta site is an area of land just over the bridge from Henley Town centre

to the left of the A4130. The plan at AppendIx 1 shows the general location of the current

lIcensed “Premises” (under Premises Licence PR0242) in relation to Henley on Thames and in

relation to the village of Remenham. If the new Licence is issued, it would relate to exactly

the same site.

4. the Site Notices and newspaper advertisement explained the scope of the proposed

‘Tuesday” licence:
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Proposed licensable actlvTties: on the Tuesday of Regatta “week”:

Live music performances from 11:00 to 19:30 & the Sale of Alcohol by retail from 10:00 to 20.00, each

year on the Tuesday of the “Regatta week”. (OpenIng Noun 08:30 to 20:00].

The proposal Is that Henley Royal Regatta will run from Tuesday to Sunday (Instead of Wednesday to

Sunday) each year to allow for more women’s rowing in the competition. Excluding Tuesday, the

“Premises” are already licensed under Premises Licence PR0242. This application seeks an identical

Premises Licence to PR0242 for the “additIonal” Tuesday each year. II granted, the new licence

wouid be “appended” to Premises Licence PR0242, so that the Regatta “PremIses” would be operated

in the same way, subject to the same measures to promote the licensing objectives, from Tuesday

through to Sunday each year.”

5. The rationale for the new one day (Tuesday) indefinite licence is essentially two-fold firstly

(and crucially) to stad to achieve greater gender diversity in the competition and secondly to

allow the existing races to be spread out to build in a better ‘breathing’ space between them

and/or to relieve pressure especially with regards to the days wIth early starts and late

finIshes.

6. Specifically HRR wishes to add new races to the Regatta, primarily focussed for women and

junior women, to encourage a more inclusive equal opportunity sporting event at thl5

renowned annual sporting event. With the planned expansion of the Regatta (by one day),

this will provide greater access to women and girls with the opportunity to compete at this

prestigious event, It will also help to reheve the pressing need generally to include more

women’s events nationally. There has been considerable support for this initiative from

various bodies Including from Universities both nationally and internationally.

7. The current situation is that there is an imbalance in the top standard opportunities In

competitive rowing available to women as compared to those available to men. With a

view to taking steps to start to address the gender imbalance at its Regatta, HRR reviewed

its existing racIng schedule with a view to including more rowing for women. Unfortunately,

the schedule is currently so packed with races, It does not allow for any additional women’s

races to be added. Hence HRR’s wish to add an “extra day” to the HRR “week”, at the start

of the competition i.e. the Tuesday of each Regatta “week”, with the aim of integrating

additional races for women and junior women into the whole week’s programme.
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8. lIthe Premises Ucence Is granted, It Is anticipated that the extension of the event by one day

will allow female athletes (from Seniors; University students, club rowers to juniors) of

different levels (international level through to club level) to compete with the benefit of

developing these accomplished athletes and provIding part of the pathway, for the most

talented, through to the Olympic team.

9. ThIs i5 a significant opportunity for athletes and one HRR is proud to support and encourage.

From our research in the lead up to thIs application and from the reaction since issue of the

application, there is 5trong support for the rationale behind this extension of the

competition, as demonstrated from the positive representations lodged with the licensing

Authority and by the letters of support attached at Appendix 2 to this statement. As will be

noted from Appendix 2, Henley Women’s Regatta (HWR) (which isa separate organisation to

HRR) is also very supportive of the planned expansion of HRR.

10. The second reason for adding an extra day to the Regatta is to enable the existing races to

be spread out a little more and for the length of the racing day to be better managed. The

current Schedule is very close to Its maximum capacity resulting in the races being scheduled

in close succession and logistically, It makes sense to spread the races over a longer perIod.

Certainly doing this is likely to promote the licensing objective of safety for those competing.

11. It has been suggested that the existing Schedule could be better organised — spreading races

over lunch and afternoon tea breaks but this is not feasible due to a number of reasons

Including the fact that all the volunteers (who play a significant role at the Regatta each

year) also need a break in the Schedule, in 2019 we have seen the highest ever entry of

crews. The previous highest number of crews was 627 in 2016, but thIs year, 660 crews

have entered the competition. This year the Schedule has already been stretched as much

as possIble with races starting earlier and ending later. The Schedule Is consequently

seriously congested and there Is no viable option (to support the aim of introducing more

women’s/junior women’s races) but to add an additIonal day.

12. In operational terms, the ‘extra day’ would be operated In exactly the same way as the

Regatta operates during Wednesday to Sunday. As the Infrastructure for the Regatta has

been erected well In advance, this would not change under the proposed licence i.e. the

build-up/take down times would be unaltered by the extra day’s operation. All the
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measures that currently apply, to ensure that the Regatta Is an excellently run event, (for

example pre Regatta ‘Blue Ught’ meetings; liaison with Wokingham Borough Council for

example regarding the implementation of road closures/one way traffic systems) will also

apply — In short there will be no distinction between the operation (both licensable and non-

licensable) on the Tuesday each year, to that taking place the rest of the week under the

existing Premises Licence.

13. It should also be appreciated that this is not a “money-makIng” exercise by HRR. Indeed, It Is

anticipated that for a number of years, operating HRR for an additional day, will not result in

any increased profit due to the fact that there will be considerable additional expenses

involved (for example in providing security and stewarding staff; hire costs for

infrastructure/facilities etc.). Thus the extra expense In running additional events on

Tuesday will be set off (and In the early years, is highly likely to outstrip) the revenue

generated from the hospitalIty facIlities for the attendees. For at least the first few years, the

additional day’s operation will consequently have to be financially supported out of HRR

reserves.

14. The Regatta has enjoyed an excellent record in terms of its operations both licensable and

non-licensable for many years. The Regatta is not a late-night operation — licensing hours

would again cease by 8pm on the extra Tuesday - again consistent with the current Premises

Ucence for the remainder of the week, Following the Regatta each year, there Is an

extensive de-brief when all aspects of the operation are reviewed to see whether there are

refinements necessary to bring about improvements, Following the Regatta in 2018, all of

the Responsible Authorities agreed that there was nothing negative of note.

15. NotwIthstanding the above and particularly the rationale behind the wish to expand the

Regatta by a day each year, HRR Is not complacent about the fact that those living and

working in/near Henley on Thames (on both sides of the river) wish to be able to go about

their lives without undue inconvenience. Many local residents and businesses are staunch

supporters of the Regatta and this Is perhaps unsurprising In view of the fact that not only is

ft an excellent competition (both to compete in and to spectate at) but also as it brings

considerable benefits to the local community.
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16. in 2017, HRR commissioned Sheffield Hallam University to undertake some research about

the Regatta and its impact on the local community. Around 7,0(X) people were surveyed and

97 busInesses in the town contributed to the research. Some headlines were:

Business contributors:

• 70% of businesses said they were busier during Regatta

• 69% said the overall effect on their business was positive

• Collectively, the spending by visitIng spectators on accommodation and other items

represented additional e?cpendlture In the town of £3.74m.

Visiting spectators:

• 92% saId they would recommend the Regatta to others

• 88% planned to return to the Regatta in 2018

Henley-based spectators:

• 97% were proud that Henley-on-Thames hosted the Regatta

• 95% said the Regatta made a positive difference to where they lived

• 75% thought the event brought the community closer together

Overall, the local economic activity generated by the Regatta in 2017 was estimated to be

just under £10 mIllion.

17. Whilst these finandals are very Important to the area, the appeal of the Regatta is clearly

much wider than this — it’s an inspirational opportunity for rowers to participate in a world-

class event and for spectators to attend a colourful and prestigious occasion. Indeed HRR

makes every effort to balance the event so that it Is as inspiring for spectators and

participants alike.

18. HRR is cognisant of the fact that whilst many of the residents in Remenham are supportive

of the Regatta, the development of the sport of rowing and increasing the number of events

for women, some hold the view that HRR’s aims could be achieved without the addition of

an extra day. Reference has been made to more rowing being squeezed into the FInals Day

or over the breaks for lunch and afternoon tea, but this is not feasible, for the reasons

articulated above and In any event, would still not provIde the capacity in the schedule to
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accommodate the additional women’s events. Further, HRR has to balance an efficient

timetable with due consideration for health & safety issues for all users of the river, not just

those athletes participating in the Regatta.

19. Finally, HRR has met with local residents before and after issue of this application to discuss

their observations relating to the proposed extra Regatta day — with a view not only of

resolving concerns about this particular licensing application, but also looking to the future.

20. I confirm that at a recent HRR Committee meeting, there was genuine recognition amongst

the members of the need to improve communication and consultation, and to engage more

actively with Remenham Parish Council/the residents of Rernenham. To this end, we have

already written to confirm that the HRR Committee will be expecting to discuss, at its next

meeting after the 2019 Regatta, how to take forward the possible establishment of a

constructive and discursive forum. Copy correspondence relating to recent discussions with

local residents is also included at Appendix 2.

21. I confirm that the facts set out In this statement are true. I am content to elaborate on any

specific poInts at the Hearing in July 2019, and may add to this statement (either in writing

or at the Committee Hearing) following consideration of any negative representations

against the grant of the application.

Signed

—

Dated ——---—-
I
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Appendix 2

Contents Page
Number

Letters of Support

Henley Women’s Regatta dated 8 February 2019 1-2

Henley Royal Regatta (“HRR”) to National Schools’ Regatta 18 March 2019 3-4

US Rowing dated 29 March 2019 5

Henley Rowing Club dated 3 April 2019 6-7

British Rowing dated 4 April 2019 8

John Boultbee and Sarah Cook dated 5Apr11 2019 9

National Schools’ Regatta dated 5Apr11 2019 10-11

Rowing AustralIa dated 23 April 2019 12

International Olympic Committee dated 23 April2019 13

Correspondence between Henley Royal Regatta, Remenham Parish
Council and Remenham Residents

Email from HRR to Remenham Parish Council and Remenham residents 14-16
dated 24 May 2019 following residents meeting of 22 May 2019

Email from Remenham resident to HRR dated 29 May 2019 17-18

Letter from HRRto Remenham resident dated 6 June 2019 19-20

Email from Remenham Farm Residents Association to HRR dated 19 June 21
2019 [Draft RFRA objection omitted]

Letter from HRR to Remenham resident dated 21 June 2019 22-23
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HENLEY
WOMEN’S

. REGAHA

Patrons: Sir Steven Redgrave CBE and Dr Lady Ann Redrava
Chahmaw Miriam Lukc

&h February 2019

9 Chiltern Close,
Henley on Thames
Oxfordshire
RG9 IRH

To Daniel Grist on behalf of Henley Royal Regatta,

lam writing to you to show our firm support for the future inclusion of morn women’s and
girls’ events in Henley Royal Regatta (HRR). Henley Women’s Regatta (HWR) was
originally set up aver thirty years ago to enable women to compete over the iconic Henley
rowing course since no events were currently offered at the Royal Regatta.

Gradually women’s events have staled to be included and now HRR offers the full
spectrum of events for Championshiplintemational standard crews. This enables only very
few women to compete at HRR however the majority of national level women at UK Clubs,
Universities and Schools do not have this opportunity. The demand far women to race at
HRR in a club, unIversity and junior girfs event Is huge, not only has women’s participation
in rowing grown dramatically over the last two decades but the standaRi of racing had
improved and is incredibly competitive. The entries for HWR has doubled over the last 20
years and many women’s crews then go onto try and qualify for HRR the following
weekend. However only a very small percentage qualify and for the few places that are
currently offered.

HWR therefore supports the addition of more women’s and girls’ events into HRR so that
they have the same opportunity to race at the pinnacle event for rowing in the UK as the
men and boys at their clubs, university and school. However to expand the number of
events to create this opportunity will mean that the regatta will need to extend to a six day
regatta.

HRR is a highly experienced event owner that has expertise to stage a world-class regatta
and we value how HWR works in partnership with HRR in planning the timing of the build,
use of the course and pontoons for boating. HRR has the expertise to deliver this extension
of the regatta. HWR has worked hard over the last few years to engage the local
community, stakeholders and local residents and we recognise the importance of working
with these important groups. We are pleased to see that HRR is going about this proposed
extension responsibly by engaging with these local stakeholders and considering their
needs along with the increased economic benefit to the town. Crews and visitors bring
additional income to local businesses and householders as most stay locally with families
and eat in local restaurants. They stay in the town and the families and craw hosters feel
part of the regatta and the excitement it brings to Henley.

Henley Women’s Regatta (HWR) Ltd is registered in England — Co. Number 9568093
Registd Adrs c/u Gardner Leader LLP, First Floor, 7 Frascati Way Maidenhead, Berkshire, 5L6 4UY

Registered for VAT — Reg. No 203 302280
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We look forward to our continued partnership and supportin9 you in this proposal to extend
the regatta to provide this equality of opportunity for women and girls who row in the
UK,

Warm regards,

dtQ

Miriam Luke

Chairman of HWR

Henley Women’s Regatta (HWR) Ltd is registered In England — Co. Number 9568093
Reglstd Mrs do Gardner Leader LLP, First Floor, 7 Frascatl Way Maidenhead, Berkshire, 5L6 4UY

Registered for VAT — Reg. No 203 302280
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HENLEY ROYAL REGATTA
Regatta Headquarters, Henley-on-Thames, OxforthMre RC9 2LY

18th March9 2019
C. W. Hammond Esq.,
Chairman,
National Schools’ Regatta
Manor Farm,
Rowsham
Aylesbury HP22 4QP

Dear George,

Confidential - Possible Expansion of HER

Further to our recent conversation, I write to ask for your support in assisting
Henley Royal Regatta (“HRR”) with plans to expand our annual event from five days
to six, primarily to allow us to indude further events for women, reflecting their
increasing participation hi rowing.

Henley Royal Regatta is the pre-eminent, river-based international rowing
regatta that has an unparalleled tradition, and where participation and winning
command pride of place in the hearts of all oarsmen and oarswomen around the
world.

The Regatta has undertaken a review of its existing racing schedule as we very
much want to include new events into our programme, especially new events for
women.

The difficulty we encounter is how to integrate additional women’s events
into an already congested racing programme.

Following the review, we have concluded that this can only be achieved by
adding an extra day to our calendar and we are therefore considering plans to
expand the Regatta by commencing the competition a day earlier - on the Tuesday
rather than on the Wednesday of Regatta ‘week’.

We believe that this expansion would encourage and enable greater
participation of women in the Regatta than is currently the case and provide greater
variety in the rowing programme with obvious benefits for the spectators.

Telephonc 01491 572153 Far 01491 575509 www.lrtco.uk
Henley Royal Regatta is a company limited by guanntee mgistcrcd in England and Waits with Company No. 10755921
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The Regatta, like most professionally-mn sporting events, is heavily reliant on
income received from hospitality offered to spectators in order to meet the
considerable costs involved in staffing and managing the event safely. In context,
this means that expanding the Regatta’s timetable would need to go hand-lit-hand
with our hospitality facilities being fully open to spectators.

[mperative to the proposed expansion would be that HRR can obtain
authorisation under the Licensing Act 2003 for the provision of our hospitality
facilities on the extra day - along the same lines as are currently permitted under its
existing Premises Licence for Wednesday to Sunday of Regatta week.

The purpose of this letter is to ask you if you would be willing to provide
support for this proposed expansion, as this would demonstrate to the various
stakeholders (including the Licensing Authority and Responsible Authorities) that
there is clear backing for the scheme which, in turn, would enable us to champion the
greater participation of women in competitive rowing.

In terms of local support, it is important to stress that Henley Women’s
Regatta is fully supportive of this proposed expansion and 1 enclose, for your
information, a copy of their letter in this regard.

if you consider that wur orgarilsation is able to support this initiative, would
you kindly provide me with a letter or email of support, and confirm that you are
happy for us to disclose your support to the various staktholders, particularly in the
context of consultation concerning any necessary application under the Licensing Act
2003.

On behalf of the Regatta’s Committee of Management, I thank you in advance
for any support you are able to give and if you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to contact me.

Daniel Grist
Secretary & Chief Bxecótive

dgrist@hegatiahg.co.uk

Yours sincerely,

S.
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USRowing
March 29, 2019

Daniel Grist
Secretary & Chief Executive
Henley Royal Regalia
Regatta Headquarters,
Henley-on-Thames,
Oxfordshire,
RG9 2LY, England

Daniel,

I am writing in my capacity as head women’s coach for the US Olympic rowing team to express
enthusiastic support for an expansion of the Henley Royal Regatta so as to enable the future inclusion of
more women’s and girls’ events.

Since being named head women’s coach of the US national team in 2001, 1 have brought my crews to
compete at Henley on four separate occasions, winning the Remenham Challenge Cup for international
level eights three times along with a win in the Princess Grace Cup for quadruple sculls. These
experiences, over multiple quadrennials, very much helped shape and mold my athletes as they prepared
for their respective Olympic games.

Racing at Henley, with its two-lane side by side format and huge crowds on the banks, is unlike any other
race in the world. From the draw in the Henley town hall to the tradition and pageantry of a finals Sunday,
competing at Henley is the experience of a lifrtime and one that neither my athletes nor I will soon forget.

Despite the tradition, much has changed at Henley Regatta since US women’s crews have started to make
our regular visits. In 2001 there were only a scattering of women’s events, all at the open or international
level. Today there is near parity between male and female events from international down through
university and club level. The one remaining gap is for young rowers, especially girls.

Having events for young girls, given Henley Regatta’s visibility and prominence, is critical for continued
development of women’s sports generally and rowing in particular. An American school age girl who has
the opportunity to compete at Henley is more than likely to develop into an accomplished athlete and
student who goes on to row during her collegiate years and may even trial for the Olympic team.

With the five days of racing now filly packed, expansion of the calendar to a six-day format will enable
the Stewards to add these events. As such, I am fintly supportive of the Regatta’s plans and urge that the
necessary regulatory bodies allow this to happen. In reaching out to its US stakeholdem, Henley Regatta
has shown that it has the commitment and expertise to deliver upon this promise. Please enable them to
do so.

Yours sincerely,

Thomas Terhaar

The United States Rowing Association
2 Wall Street Princeton, NJ 08540 609-751-0700 Fax: 609-924-1578

Member: United States Olympic Committee, Federation Intemationale des Societes D’Avimn (FISA)
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HENLEY ROWING CLUB

Daniel Grist
Secretary and Chief Executive
Henley Royal Regatta
Regatta Headquarters
Henley-on-Thames
RG9 2LY 3d April 2019

Dear Daniel

I write to support Henley Royal Regatta’s (HRR) initiative to expand the regatta 1mm five
days to six, primarily to be able to include further events for women.

Henley Rowing Club has seen a rapid growth in women’s rowing, which is minored within
the sport world-wide, not just in the numbers participating in the sport but also in the
standard of racIng. There Is a great demand for national level women’s club, university and
junior competition which was recognised over 30 years ago with the establishment of Henley
Women’s Regatta which has grown into a prestigious event since its inauguration in 1988.
demonstrating the exponential demand 1mm national and international women rowers for
high-level competition.

Henley Royal Regatta is a forward4hinking organisation that wants to offer greater
opportunities to young women rowers as there are few events currently on offer at the
regatta. This expansion of the regatta programme is aligned with the aims and development
plans of Henley Rowing Club to continue to build on the success of our women’s squads and
increase participation in the sport. It also supports the increasing participation world-wide by
women in rowing. In addition, this expansion will provide greater variety in the rowing
programme with obvious benefits for spectators and the wide community as well as bringing
other benefits to the local area, Including local businesses and hasting families.

HRR have undertaken a thorough review of its existing racing schaduie and have concluded
that in order lo achieve this expansion, a sixth day will be needed as the current racing
programme is already congested. We can see that HRR is going about this proposed
expansion responsibly by engaging with its stakeholders and considering their views within
their proposals.

Our president, Miriam Luke, is also Chairman of Henley Women’s Regatta who we
understand are also supportive of HRR’s proposed expansion.

Henley Rowing Club Charitable Incorporated Organisation (Registered Number
1178400)

The Boathouse, Wargrave Road, Henley on Thames, Oxfordshire, RG9 3JD
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HENLEY ROWING CLUB

HRR has shown itself through the many years of regatta organisation to be a highly
experienced operator and Premises Licence holder with experience to successfully organise
a regatta of the highest level and regard world-wide.

We fully support you in your proposed expansion plans to provide increased opportunity for
senior and junior women rowers.

Yours sincerely

Helen Tumell
Chairman of HRC

Henley Rowing Club Charitable Incorporated Organisation (Registered Number
1178400)

The Boathouse, Wargrave Road, Henley on Thames, Oxfordshire, RG9 3.113
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BRITISHROWINC

4th April 2019

Dear Daniel

I am writing in response to your enquiry about what British Rowing’s view is of the proposed
expansion of Henley Royal Regatta to Include a sixth day. I am doing so in the knowledge that
you may wish to use this letter publicly or as part of your application.

British Rowing is wholly supportive of the plans for the Regatta to expand. Indeed, we positively
welcome It

It will be obvious to anyone who attends the current five days that the racing programme is jam
packed to the point of congestion. It is also clear, though, that it merit expansion — not least
because despite the very welcome addition of women’s events in recent years, there are still not
enough of them,

My understanding from Henley Women’s Regatta is that they welcome the expansion of women’s
events at Henley Royal Regatta, and it should go without saying that we, as the National
Governing Body, are very keen to see equal opportunities for competition at the sport’s premier
event of the calendar. Moving towards that aim is clearly possible in one of only two ways: a
contraction of the existing programme, or an expansion of the number of days available. It would
be a great pIty to reduce the number of opportunities for current crews to compete, whIch
leaves only one option: for the Regatta to grow. We hope to see this happen as soon as
possible.

I suspect and hope that a sixth thy will be broadly welcomed elsewhere. Having attended myself
for more than twenty-five years, I can attest to the lct that the Regatta is expertiy run and
wonderfully managed. I would imagine that the economIc benefits it brings to the town are clear.
and facilities are obviously in place from well before the week that it starts. All those things
considered, it would seem perverse not to kick off a day earlier, particulady when in doing so It
can be such a huge positive to the sport of rowing.

If It is helpful for me to speak to anyone dIrectly on this matter, please do not hesitate to ask

With best wishes

Yours sincerely

Mark DavIes
Chair

6 Lower Mall, LondonWó 9DJ
020 8237 6700 www.brItishmwlng.org Info©bridshrowlng.org

Brld,h Rowing Llmlted.A Company LimIted by Guarantee, Registered In England No. l7D627LReglntnd Qfflce: Lower Mall, LondonWó 9DJ’ ‘
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Mr Daniel Grist 88 Milson Road

Regatta Secretary Cremorne Point NSW 2090

Henley Royal Regatta Australia

Regatta Headquarters,

Henley-on-Thames

5 April 2019

Dear Mr Grist,

We are two Stewards who are based in Australia. There has been a huge spike of interest in the
Regatta in Australia over the last years since the live streaming has made It visIble and accessible to
rowers from all over the world. Every young rower now aspires to be able to compete in the Regatta
as one of the peaks of his or her rowing career. A rower’s career is not complete without a Henley
experience. We are seeing more and more Australipn rawers and scullers enquiring about the
possibility of racing at Henley, and expect that this is happening in other rowing nations around the
world.

The proposal of the Stewards to expand the regatta to a sixth day will allow for some more events to
be added to the program, to cover some areas not covered by the current events, but possibly also
to increase th number of crews who are able to enter in some existing events. This is of great
importance to overseas rowers who would welcome the increase in the number of opportunities to
compete at the regatta proper, rather than simply the qualification races, which are difficult for
overseas rowers to attend. Of course, there will be added opportunities for British rowers as well
and overseas rowers will have to earn their places, but the extra day of racing means that there will
be more opportunities offered for rowers from all over the world.

Recognising Henley Royal Regatta’s importance in the world of rowing, we are very supportive of the
expansion of the regatta, from the point of view of all rowers.

Kind regards,

p

John Boultbee Sarah Cook
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NATIONAL SCHOOLS’ REGATTA
from: Chairman, Manor Farm, Rowsham, Aylesbury, Bucks 1W22 4QP

Daniel Grist
Henley Royal Regatta
Henley on Thames
RG9 2LY

5t April 2019

r

On behalf of the National Schools’ Regatta committee I wish to support the
addition of extra Women’s Events at Henley Royal Regatta.

The National Schools’ Regatta have had girls racing for almost 40 years and
numbers have grown as the sport gains popularity. In 2000 there were 560 girls
competing and this had grown to 2,300 in 2018, which in turn means numbers at
University and Club level has also increased and at the moment none of these have
an opportunity to race at HER.

The effect on the International success of GB Junior Scuthng when HER
include an event is shown by the results after the Diamond Jubilee Challenge Cup
for Girls’ Quadruple Sculls was introduced. In the 7 years prior to inclusion of this

C’ event, seven sculling crews were sent to the Junior World Rowing Championships
but only achieved 1 Bronze medal. In the 7 years after the event was included, eleven
crews were sent and achieved 2 Gold, 2 Silver and 1 Bronze.

The need for more Women’s events at HER is now very pressing and to
achieve this, the Regatta will have to add an extra days’ racing as, in all fairness,
none of the present events can be reduced or removed.

HER already has the infrastructure in place for racing to start on the Tuesday
but the need to be able to operate its hospitality facilities for spectators and
supporters as income from these is vital for the economics of the Regatta.

Henley Royal Regatta is a most professionally run event and prides itself in
working and engaging with local communities and stakeholders and co-operating
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with the Town of Henley for muttal benefit and an additional racing day wifi
benefit all concerned.

We look forward to HRR being part of the continued and future success of
Women’s Rowing.

Kind regards,

George Hammond
Chairman NSR

n

n
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ROWING

Daniel Grist
Secretary and Chief Executive
Henley Royal Regatta
Regatta Headquarters
Henley-on-Thames
Oxfordshire, UK
RG9 ZLY

By email: dgrist(regattahg.co.uk

Dear DAt
£L

fl

-

t,!IAECTlNGP!.TD % MS

23 April 2019

On behalf of Rowing Australia, I am writing to express our support of the Stewards’ proposal for Henley
Royal Regatta to expand its event to be over six days.

Over the last few years there has been a large spike in interest in Henley Royal Regatta herein Australia,
particularly due to the enhanced live streaming, and also due to our country’s rich history of racing at the
event — including of course the AIF No. 1 crew that raced, and won the King’s Cup, back In 1919 at the
Henley Royal Peace Regatta.

Many rowers from across Australia now aspire to be able to compete at the regatta, with numerous
athletes considering it to be the peak of his or her rowing career. We are seeing more and more Australian
rowers and sculiers travelling to Henley to compete and our own Men’s and Women’s Eights thoroughly
enjoyed the racing experience in 2018, when they won the Grand Challenge Cup and the Remenham
Challenge Cup respectively.

The proposal of the Stewards to expand the regatta to a sixth day will allow for more events to be added
to the program and possibly Increase the number of crews, both domestic and international, that enter
into existing and new events. This is particularly of great importance to rowers from Australia who would
welcome the increase in the number of opportunities to compete at the regatta proper, rather than
simply the qualification races, which are sometimes difficult for Australian rowers to attend.

Of course, there will be added opportunitIes for British rowers as well and Australian rowers wili have to
earn their places, but the extra day of racing means that there will be more opportunities offered for
rowers from all over the world.

Recognislng Henley Royal Regatta’s importance In the world of rowing, we are very supportive of the
expansion of the regatta, from the point of view of all rowers.

Yours-si rei

Ian Robs n
CEO, Rowin us Ia

RU. B 7147, Yarralumla. ACT 2600
-

P +61 26100 1115 F +61262813910 __.—

W www.rowingouaCrahn.com.au
,. -

ABN 49 125 080 519
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23 April 2019

Mr Daniel Grist
Regatta Secretary

fl Henley Royal Regatta
Regatta Headquarters
Henley-on—Thames 11C9 2LV

Dear Mr Grist,

I am writing to support the increase in the number of days of the Henley Royal Regatta
from five to six.

I do so with my background as a Pinner President of Rowing AUStY&iU. Honorary Life
Member of Sydney Rowing Club, long-serving Council member of NSA and current
President of (he Australian Olympic Committee.

I have also bad the unique honour of being a prize-giver at the Regatta,

I am sure you will have noted the great increase of interest horn schools and clubs in
Australia to compete in the Regatta audi expect this phenomenon is not just in my country.

To row in the Henley Royal RegaLia is an opportunity that all serious mwers covet.

The proposal of the Stewards to offer an additional day’s racing will allow far some more
events, thereby increasing the opportunity for overseas rowers who cannot always Und time
for the qualification races. Obviously this will also help British rowers.

I sincerely hope that the proposal of the Stewards can be accommodated.

Kind regards,

JoHN COATES

ct .\ Mr C;-. p: .-,i-;:rlc-: 1, cf fly A - 1.., Ui teu. Si,’ r NS3’A’
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From: Daniel Grist
Sent: 24 May 2019 17:42
To: ‘Richard.fletch@btconnect.com’ <RichardMetch@btconnect.com>; ‘billronald@aoi.com
<billronaldaoi,com>; neilloganbrown@yahoo.co.uk’ <neilloganbrown@yahoo.co.uk>; Felicity
Rutland (felicitymrutland@gmail.com) <felicitymrutbnd@gmail.com>; ‘jahwest@aol.com’
<jahwest@aol.com>; ‘johnmerkel53@aol.com’ <johnmerkel53aol.com>;
‘rrmurdoch@btinternet.com’ <rrmurdoch@btinternet.com>
Subject: HRR Meeting with Remenham residents

Dear All,

Thank you very much fortaking the time on Wednesday to come to talk to us about the Regatta’s
future plans and for approaching the discussions in such a constructive way.

It was good to have the opportunity to properly explain the rationale behind HRR’s plans to expand
the Regatta to include the Tuesday each year, to take steps towards addressing the gender
imbalance at the event and crucially to allow more breathing time within the existing events.

As we explained, there is significant support from Sport England to include more opportunities tor
women and girls and also from many other respected individuals and organisations from the rowing
world. I thought I would enclose just two such letters of support - from British Rowing and Henley
Women’s Regatta — particularly as the latter was mentioned on Wednesday.

As also mentioned, the expansion of the Regatta to include Tuesday each year is unlikely to generate
any profit for HRR; indeed it is anticipated that we will need to support the expansion from financial
reserves for a number of years) but we firmly believe this is the right thing to do for the Regatta and
the sport.

in terms of your views, although we know that you are supportive of the Regatta, it was good to
hear this reiterated around the table on Wednesday. We also appreciate that your reservations do
not relate to the operation of the Regatta per se, whether as currently operated or as anticipated for
the extra day.

We understand that you have concerns relating to “event creep”, specifically in terms of the late
night activities of licensed venues, not under the control of HRR.

A few specific matters were raised at the meeting and as we did not have all the information to hand
I wanted to respond on these points:

Research:
As Annamarie mentioned, in 2017 HRR commissioned Sheffield Haliam University to undertake some
research about the Regatta and its impact on the local community. Around 7,000 people were
surveyed and 97 businesses in the town contributed to the research. Some headlines were:

Business contributors:

• 70% of businesses said they were busier during Regatta
• 69% said the overall effect on their business was positive
• Collectively, the spending by visiting spectators on accommodation and other items

represented additional expenditure in the town of £3.74m.
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Visiting spectators:
• 92% said they would recommend the Regatta to others
• 88% planned to return to the Regatta in 2018

Henley-based spectators:

• 97% were proud that Henley-on-Thames hosted the Regatta
• 95% said the Regatta made a positive difference to where they lived
• 75% thought the event brought the community closer together

Overall, the local economic activity generated by the Regatta in 2017 was estimated to be just
under £10 million.

Whilst these financials are clearly important to the area, the appeal of the Regatta is clearly much
wider than this — it’s an inspirational opportunity for rowers to participate in a world-class event and
for spectators to attend a colourful and prestigious occasion.

Traffic:
We talked about traffic during Qualifying Races on the Friday before Regatta and It was mentioned
that it might be beneficial to use a 1-way system in Remenham on that day. On reflection, given the
high density of Boat Trailer traffic on that day, we suspect that this might make matters worse rather
than better for local residents — with trailers aggravating the situation in the lanes.

At the moment we give instructions that:

• ALL Boat Trailers to go in and out through Leander Way rather than use Remenham Lane or
Remenham Church Lane.

• Cars are instructed to do the same or enter the HRR Car Parks via the Little Angel end of
Remenham Lane - we do not encourage them to go through Remenham village.

We will strengthen those instructions [or this year and look at what we can do to get the vehicles off
the road speedily but any further thoughts from you on this subject are most welcome.

The formal application:
We mentioned that although the Tuesday would not form part of the Regatta until 2020 at the
earliest, HRR is keen to progress with the application for the one day license, hopefully allowing the
crews plenty of time to start planning for the Regatta next year.

Accordingly, we have decided to issue the formal application next week so that the statutory 28 day
consultation period will start to run. During that time, we would welcome the opportunity to
continue consulting with you to further allay any concerns about our application.

At the meeting it was mentioned that some residents might feel the need to object to the
application as a matter of principle. We would ask that, before you do so, to reflect again on the
overriding principle of our plans, namely the aim of starting to address the current gender imbalance
at the Regatta and provide more competition opportunities for women and girls.

We hope you can conclude that it is not necessary to object to this particular application, whilst
perhaps still confirming to the Licensing Authority that you would present strong objections to any
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unrelated applications which will clearly not have the same overriding sports-equality purpose. I
think at the meeting Sue suggested that by adopting this specific approach the strength and
credibility of your objections to any subsequent applications may be taken more seriously by the
Wokingham Licensing Authority.

Once again I would like to thank you for your time and I remain happy to discuss these matters
should you so wish.

With all be5t wishes,

Daniel Grist
Secretary & Chief Executive
Henley Royal Regatta

Direct: +44(0)1491 571001

C
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From: Neil Brown Fmailto:neilloganbrownEyahoo.co.ukJ
Sent: 29 May 2019 23:28
To: Daniel Grist <dgrist@regattahg.co.uk>
Cc: anthony West Rememham; <iahwest(aoI.com>; David Law <davldDlaw@msn.com>; Felicity
Rutland <feIicitymrutland(&gmail.com>
Subject: HRR Remenham Meeting

Dear Daniel

Thank you for your letter which I am afraid I read with some dismay.

It says that you properly explained the rationale for the proposed extension. That is
just about fat. You set out the broad aims of increasing women’s events (a
laudable intent) but told us that thinking on what events was not mature. Indeed I
was left unclear as to whether the aim of the expansion was to provide a pathway
or pinnacle.

It does not adthess the relationship between HRR and HWR. Whatever the legai
niceties, this is the reality. Miriam Luke’s letter shows the close relationship
between them, from the original purpose (when HRR was closed to women), to the
common senior officials of both, and the ‘many’ HWR participants who also seek
to qualify for BRR. We explained the significant traffic impact and note from her
letter that HWR has doubled in size.

You set out the broad aim of easing pressure on the racing programme but you
were unable to say how many more events, races, competitors
or spectators. So my question is why, before you have
determined the scale of the increases (except in days) and
therefore the impact of the expansion, you intend to proceed
with the application now?

I asked you to look to steps to mitigate the impact on the village of the Friday time
trial, especially if it is to be expanded. I mentioned boat trailers but this is only one
aspect of the traffic for that event. You know that your instructions to drivers,
whether of trailers or (especially) spectators have no legal effect. You should know
that on Friday evenings large volumes of traffic approaching Henley already use
Remenham Church Lane when White Hill is busy. We would be happy to continue
to discuss this issue because your response does not begin to address the current
problem never mind the impact of an increased Friday event which must follow if
HRR is expanded. But you intend to proceed with the application now?

Your proposed course of action makes the recent meeting look like a box ticking
exercise to clear the way for an application you were ready to
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send anyway, rather than meaningful engagement. That is the same modus
operandi of the commercial applicants which we routinely have to deal with.
Meaningful engagement is key, not rushing through an application while so many
questions are still unanswered, and ceftahily not having your lawyer effectively
flying advise us on whether we should object to your application. Your haste in
applying now when your thinking is so immature makes no sense. You have an
opportunity to engage constructively with the local community but last week’s
meeting at short notice which most of us could not attend should have been the
start of a process cuhninathg in an application. indeed we asked that that
you meet with the whole of the community and especially the
Parish Council; your haste to submit an application now
implies that the meeting was designed to give WBC a
perception of engagement with the local community.

Given that HRR is not a commercial event and indeed is a
world class sporting event which, as a former rower, a
member of HRR and someone who is still involved in rowing,
I am proud to support, but your proposal to proceed in this
way is a real disappointment.

Regards

Neil
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6’ June, 2019
N. L. Brown, Esq.,
The Old School House,
Remenham Lane,
Remenhant RG9 3DD

cm

Dear Neil,

Thank you for your email of 29th May and my apologies for the delay
in replying but I was on leave when it arrived.

I am glad the residents understand that the Regatta’s intention to
expand to allow for more women’s events is laudable; indeed we believe it is
imperative in order to underline our commitment to equality and
inclusiveness, as well as to allow more breathing space in the existing
programme. I thought Annamarie outlined clearly our aspiration to add two
or three new events for women at the appropriate time.

As far as we are aware, 1-lenley Women’s Regatta is not about to
expand, but I would urge residents to engage directly with the Chairman of

fl 1-flVR as we are not the same organisahon arid cannot speal for them.

The seeking of an extra day’s licence is just one part of our overall
investigations and because of the lead time in attaining a licence, we felt we
needed to proceed with the application to get an answer, one way or the
other, so we know where we stand.

Even if the application is successful, the Regatta’s Committee will still
not be in a position to confirm the timing of any extension without further
considerable work.

Regatta representatives will be pleased to attend a future Parish
Council meeting to listen to the residents’ views, and we will do whatever is
within our power to help address any concerns, including looking at traffic-
related measures.

Continued overleaf
Teleplione 01491 572153 Fsx: 01491 575509 www.hxr.co.uk

Henley Royal Regartn s a company limited byguuantee rcgiareted in England and Wales with Company No. 10755921
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HENLEY ROYAL REGATTA
Regatta Headquarters, Henley—on-Thames, Oxfordshire R09 2LY
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Turning to your remarks regarding our lawyer, Sue Dowling, I think
you have misinterpreted what she said. From the outset she made it very
clear that she could not represent the residents and merely suggested that in
her view alternative tactics might be employed to make the residents’ position
stronger.

Thank you, again, for taking the time to engage over these matters and
I remain happy to discuss them further, should you so wish.

With all best wishes,

Youfs sincerely,

D.G.M,Gri
Secretary

fl
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Sue Dowling
-.

From: Daniel Grist <dgrist@regattahq.co.uk>
Sent: 19 June 2019 16:34
To: Sue Dowliny
Subject FW: RFRA HRR objection
Attachments: HRR objection 2019 V2 .docx

From: Neil Brown jrnailto:nelFtaàpifrowtjCyahoo.co.uk]
Sent: 19 June 2019 16:29
To: Daniel Grist <dgristregattahg.co uk>
Cc: Anthony West Rememham <iahwast@laol.com>; michaelrdudley@me.com: Nigel Gray Remenham
<Pnigelgray@aoi.com>; John Halsall Rememham <iohnashalsall@grnail.conm; ronemerson@btinternet.com: David
Law Rememham <daviddlaw@msn.com>
Subject: Fwd: RFRA HRR objection

Dear Daniel

We are grateful that your colleagues attended the last Parish Council Meeting. We hope
that as well as a better understanding of the impact ofHRR and associated events own the
community hi which it takes place, thej’ got a sense that we do wish to work together in a
constructive way. Put simply, we seek a long term voluntary relationship wit!: HI?)? and
HWR to be part of the long term planning to ensure that it takes account of the impact of
the two events on Remenham.

Your lawyer will not doubt tell you that against narrow (icensing criteria your application
will succeed and that may be right Site willprobably also tell you that our concerns are
not all to do with HRR or legitimate licensing issues and that may also be right But ([you
wish to co-operate we would ask that you withdraw the current application, to engagefirst,
and iii a meaningful way ,vith us. We would like to arrive at the point ,t’here we can
support changes to the license because have confidence hr a sustainable long icr,;; plan.

Please let me know by close ofplay 21st how you intend to proceed so that we can submit
our RFRA objection (drafi attached) and individual objections before the deadline. We
would rather it did,: ‘t come to that, and would be happy to discuss ((that would assist

Best wLshes

Neil

This e-mail has been scanned for all viruses by Claranet, The service is powered by
MessageLabs. For more information on a proactive anti-virus service working around the
clock, around the globe, visit; iiUp:f/www.daranet.co.uk
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HENLEY ROYAL REGATTA
Regatta Headquarters, Henley-on-Thames, OxforthMre R09 2LY

21st June, 2019
N. L. Brown, Esq.,
The Old School House,
Remenh.am Lane,
Remenham. RG9 SOD

Dear Neil,

Thank you very much for your email of 19 June. i’m grateful to you for
sharing your proposed response to the licensing committee with me.

By way of update, the Regatta’s Committee of Management met the
night before last arid while this meeting is primarily reserved for the sole
purpose of reviewing the entries, there was extended discussion about our
recent meetings with you, your fellow residents and the Remenham Parish
Council.

As regards the Premises licence application, the outcome will only be
known once the licensing authority has fully considered the application,
together with any notes of support and of course, any objections and
delivered its verdict. Clearly, in submitting the application, the Committee is
hopeful for approval but certainly does not take this for granted at all.

There remains muth detailed work to be done by HRR with respect to
the possible ‘extra day’s’ programme/operations and consequently we
believe it unwise to invest too much time and resource on a future Regatta
format on an assumption that an application to an independent licensing
body will be certain of success. it is against this background that the
Committee was reluctant: to withdraw its application as, from the
Committee’s perspective, it is highly desirable to know the outcome of it.

However, whether the Regatta continues in its existing format or
expands to inctude an extra day, there is a genuine recognition of the need to
improve comfrunication and consultation regarding points raised by the
residents of Renenham.

Continued overleaf.,.
Telephone: 01491 572153 Fax: 01491 575509 www.hn.co.uk

Henley Royat Regatta is • company limited by gn.mntec registertd in England and Wales with Company No. 10755921
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There is a usiazthnous view amongst Committee members that we need
to be more deliberate and engaged on these matters than we. have been in the
past which I trust are sentiments that you will receive in the spirit with which
they are expressed.

We are not in the position of being able to make grand promises at the
outset; that would be imprudent on our part and you would be unlikely to
believe them anyway. We see the benefit though, as you too suggest, in
convening a forum with appropriate representation that can müe a start to
consider matters h-i a more discursive, collaborative way.

The Committee is expecting to discuss this possible forum again at its
next meeting after this year’s Regatta and determine its own arrangements for
taking this whole initiative forward constructively with you and other parses.
I will write again at that time.

You will, of course, reach your own conclusion about how you respond
to our licence application before next week’s deadline. So that you are aware,
depending on your submission, I am likely to write somewhat more formally
to you in response to any points that you may choose to raise.

With all best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

DG.M.Gris/ -

Secretary
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In the matter of a Premises Licence Application

By Henley Royal Regatta

Lion and Blandy Meadows, Riverside Fields,

Henley on Thames

Before Woklngham Licensing Authority

Statement by Mrs Annamarie Phelps

CBE

I, Annamarie Phelps, do The Regatta l-eadquarters, Henley on Thames, Oxon RG9 2LV, state as

follows;

1. I am Vice Chair of the British Olympic Association and I was non-executive Chairman of

British Rowing from 2013 to 2018. As well as having been on the board of the British

Paralympic Association, I have extensive knowledge and experience, as a sportswoman and

rower, including having been an Olympic Rower competing at the 1996 Summer Olympics,

and since retiring from professional rowing, as an advocate and supporter of the sport of

rowing, particularly women’s rowing.

2. I was elected as a Steward of Henley Royal Regatta in December 2002 and I have since

been involved in the organi5ation of the Regatta.

3. I make this witness statement in support of Henley Royal Regatta’s application for a new

Premises Licence for the Tuesday (each year) of the Regatta “week’ partly to

accommodate more races for female rowers and crews, and partly to enable the current

race programme to be spread out — giving the crews more time between races.

1
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4. Over the years, rowing has developed considerably and there is now a more even balance

between male and female athletes wishing to take part in the sport, across the different

levels i.e. from rowing as a leisure activity; sports at schools; college5, universities and

clubs, to those who wish to compete at the major competitions (including at Henley Royal

Regatta) possibly with a view to one day rowing at the Olympics.

S. For many, Henley Royal Regatta will be the pinnacle of their achievements in sport. Henley

Royal Regatta is perceived to be the most prestigious event In the British Rowing calendar,

and it drives investment into the sport at school, university and club level. This has been

shown through academic research such as that by Alison Maitland, (2012)’. It is therefore

imperative that we cultivate an inclusive environment across rowing, especially for women

and girls, allowing them a greater opportunity to participate in the most prestigious events

and that HRR take steps to address gender imbalance.

6. We also know from experience of introducing both the Junior Boys and Junior Girls events

(the Fawley and Diamond Jubilee) that opportunities to race at the highest level at the

Royal Regatta can influence the investment, culture and profile of the sport.

7. As the premier rowing event of its kind globally, I believe Henley Royal Regatta has a duty

to provide opportunities for the very best female rowers to compete on the biggest stage

for high performance rowers alongside their male equivalents.

8. At the Regatta, in 2018, 16 events for male rowers from open races to junior races took

place compared to only 7 events for female rowers mostly open (international level) races

with only one junior girls race. The current rowing schedule is however highly congested

and the only feasible way to interleave more women’s/junior women’s races into it is to

add on an extra day. The aim however is to integrate the additional races throughout the

whole Regatta “week” rather than all the races for women being on the Tuesday of the

week, making it a truly Thciusive event.

9. By incorporating more rowing events for women and girls this will also allow for more

international competitors as well as a healthier representative of diverse cultures in the

sport — a priority for the sport and National Governing Body.

a Dr. Alison Maitland, Brunel University, Director of Research and Product at Lane4

2
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10. I am aware (from attending a meeting with a number of local residents) that some

residents very local to Henley on Thames but living Just across the Thames in Remenham,

further dawn the river from the Regatta site, are concerned with ‘event creep’ however It

should be remembered that Henley Royal Regatta 5 distinguishable from other events

being a prestigious, internationally recognised, sporting event that has been running for

over 150 years. It is an organisation with impeccable event expertise that would not seek

an extension unless it was necessary, beneficial and safe to do so.

11. In these times of greater equality in all walks of life, it is undesirable for there to be such a

disparity between the competitive rowing opportunities available to men and women at

the Regatta (or indeed nationally) and one would hope that the Regatta is supported in its

efforts to start to address this imbalance.

12. confirm that the facts set out in this statement are true.

yMWVfl

Signed

Dated 25 june 2019

3
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Application	for	a	Premises	Licence	for	“Tuesday”	of	Regatta	“week”	
Lion	and	Blandy	Meadows	
Henley	on	Thames	
Before	Wokingham	Licensing	Authority	

	

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	

Bundle	in	Support	of	Application	for		
one	day	(“Tuesday”)	Licence		
for	Regatta	“week”	annually	

Sub-Committee	Hearing:		22	July	2019	

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	

	

1. Written	Submissions	in	Support	with	Annexures	
	

2. Annex	2:				 Regatta	Site	Layout	Plan		
	

3. Annex	3:				 Wokingham	Borough	Council	Highways		
	 	 Maintenance	Management	Plan	(partial)	
	

4. Annex	4:				 WBC’s	Henley	Royal	Regatta	Traffic	Management	Plan	2019	(partial)	
	

5. Annex	5:				 Henley	Royal	Regatta	Event	Safety	Plan	(Contents	index	only)	
	

6. Annex	6:			Miscellaneous	documents:	
(i) Email	from	Environmental	Agency	
(ii) Minutes	from	Licensing	and	Appeals	Committee	4	September	2018	(partial)	
(iii) Letter	WBC	Traffic	Manager	to	Applicant		-	Regatta	2019		

	
7. Annex	7:		Articles	from	the	local	Press.	

	
	

Schedule	A:		 Summary	of	Representations	(Positive)	
	 	 		 Summary	of	Representations	(opposition)	
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Application	for	a	Premises	Licence	for	“Tuesday”	of	Regatta	“week”	
Lion	and	Blandy	Meadows,	Henley	on	Thames	
Before	Wokingham	Licensing	Authority	
22	July	2019	

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	

Applicant’s	Submissions		

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------	

INTRODUCTION	

1. This	is	an	application	by	Henley	Royal	Regatta	seeking	a	Premises	Licence	to	permit	licensable	

activities	(sale	of	alcohol	and	live	music,	to	8pm	only)	for	the	existing	Regatta	licensed	site	for	

the	“Tuesday”	each	year,	of	the	Henley	Royal	Regatta	“week”	which	currently	runs,		and	has	

run	for	very	many	years,	from	Wednesday	to	Sunday	in	early	July.		

	

2. In	these	Submissions,	unless	stated	otherwise,	page	numbers	are	to	the	page	numbers	in	the	

Agenda	Papers	as	available	on	the	Licensing	Authority’s	website.			Any	reference	to	the	

Annexures	is	to	those	documents	annexed	to	these	Submissions.	

	

3. The	 Sub-Committee	 will	 note	 that	 the	 Applicant	 is	 seeking	 a	 Premises	 Licence	 in	 identical	

terms	(for	its	planned	Tuesday	Regatta	operations)	to	its	current	Premises	Licence	(PR0242),	

which	 has	 been	 very	 successfully	 operated	 for	many	 years,	 for	 the	 Regatta	 “week”.	 	 	 The	

licensable	 activities	 proposed	 are	 (as	 under	 the	 existing	 licence)	 fairly	 limited	 in	 scope	 i.e.	

they	 are	 restricted	 to	 live	 music	 (which,	 in	 practice,	 is	 a	 military	 band	 playing	 on	 a	 few	

occasions,	 for	 relatively	 short	 periods,	 on	 the	 bandstand,	 during	 each	 day)	 and	 the	 sale	 of	

alcohol	(in	eight	areas	–	three	of	which	are	restaurant	based,	and	all,	save	one,	being	areas	

for	members	 (and	 their	 guests)	 only.	 	 	 A	 plan	 showing	 the	 layout	 of	 the	 Regatta	 site	 is	 at	

Annex	2	to	these	Submissions.		

	

4. The	Sub-Committee	is	respectfully	reminded	at	the	outset	that	the	licensing	application	only	

relates	to	the	proposed	licensable	activities	on	a	single	day	each	year	–	being	the	Tuesday	of	

the	current	Regatta	“week”.					

	

5. As	 the	 Sub-Committee	will	 recognise,	 the	 scope	of	 the	proposed	 licence	 (as	 defined	 in	 the	

application)	 is	 of	 paramount	 importance	 as	 it	 is	 for	 the	 Sub-Committee	 to	 consider	 that	
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proposal	on	its	merits1,	and	determine	that	application	(exercising	its	discretion)	having	taken	

into	 account	 any	 “relevant	 representations”	 (both	 supportive	 and	 negative)	 relating	 to	 the	

Tuesday	proposed	licensable	activities.				

	

6. “Relevant	 representations”	 for	 the	 purpose	 of	 this	 application	 consequently	 means	

representations	(positive	and	negative)	regarding	the	likely	effect	of	the	grant	of	the	premises	

licence	sought	on	the	promotion	of	the	four	licensing	objectives2.			

	

7. It	 follows	 from	 the	 above	 (and	 the	 application	 of	 section	 18	 Licensing	 Act	 2003)	 that	 this	

application	 does	 not	 relate	 to	 (and	 the	 Sub-Committee	 should	 not	 take	 into	 account	 of	

factors	relating	to)	the	period	in	the	run	up	to	the	5-day	Regatta	(for	example	when	qualifying	

races	take	place	-	which	take	place	on	the	Friday	afternoon	of	the	previous	week)	nor	to	the	

period	of	 the	Regatta	 -	Wednesday	 to	 the	Sunday	of	 the	Regatta	“week”-	 (which	 is	already	

licensed	under	Premises	Licence	PR0242)	unless	those	factors	relate	to	the	promotion	of	the	

licensing	 objectives	 on	 the	 proposed	 Tuesday	 of	 the	 Regatta	 “week”;	 to	 do	 so	 the	 Sub-

Committee	would	be	acting	outside	of	its	statutory	powers.		

	

8. Further,	 the	 Sub-Committee	 will	 note	 that	 there	 is	 frequent	 mention	 of	 Henley	Women’s	

Regatta	 in	 the	 opposition	 representations.	 	 	 The	 activities	 of	 Henley	Women’s	 Regatta	 (be	

they	 licensable	 or	 not)	 are	 not	 relevant	 to	 this	 application	 –	 this	 Regatta	 being	 an	 entirely	

separate	event	which	does	not	take	place	on	the	Applicant’s	site	and	is	not	operated	under	

the	 authority	 of	 the	 Applicant.	 	 Whilst	 in	 terms	 of	 promoting	 the	 sport	 of	 rowing,	 the	

Applicant	 and	 Henley	 Women’s	 Regatta	 are	 supportive	 of	 each	 other,	 and	 whilst	 Henley	

Women’s	 Regatta	 is	 fully	 supportive3	 of	 the	 Applicant’s	 proposed	 extended	 operation,	 the	

Applicant	does	not	have	authority	 to	 interfere	with	 the	operation	of	 the	Women’s	Regatta	

and	vice	versa.		

	

	

	

	

	

	

																																																													
1	Paragraph	2.3	Wokingham	Borough	Council’s	Statement	of	Licensing	Policy	(September	2018)	(“Policy”)		
2	Section	18(6)(a)	Licensing	Act	2003	(“Act”)		
3	Letter	of	support	8	February	2019	at	page	174.	
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THE	LAW;	REVISED	GUIDANCE	TO	THE	LICENSING	ACT	AND		

WOKINGHAM	BOROUGH	COUNCIL’S	STATEMENT	OF	LICENSING	POLICY	

	

RATIONALE	FOR	THE	APPLICATION		

9. The	 rationale	 for	 the	 application	 is	 succinctly	 set	 out	 in	 the	 evidence	 of	 Mr	 Daniel	 Grist	

(Secretary	 and	 Chief	 Executive	 of	 the	 Applicant)	 and	 Ms	 Annamarie	 Phelps	 CBE,	 in	 their	

statements	at	pages	165	to	199	of	the	Agenda	papers.						

	

10. In	simple	terms,	as	Mr	Grist	confirms	in	paragraph	5	of	his	statement/representation	on	

behalf	of	the	Applicant	(page	166)	the	rationale	for	the	new	one	day	“Tuesday”	indefinite	

licence	is:	

	

	 “	essentially	two-fold,	firstly	(and	crucially)	to	start	to	achieve	greater	gender	diversity	in	the		

competition	and	secondly	to	allow	the	existing	races	to	be	spread	out	to	build	in	a	better	

“breathing”	space	between	them	and/or	to	relieve	pressure	especially	with	regards	to	the	

days	with	early	starts	and	late	finishes”	

	

11. Ms	Annamarie	Phelps	CBE	expands	in	her	statement	on	why	it	is	imperative	that	an	inclusive	

environment	across	 rowing,	 especially	 for	women	and	girls,	 is	 cultivated	 to	allow	a	greater	

opportunity	for	participation	in	the	most	prestigious	events	in	sports,	and	that	Henley	Royal	

Regatta	 leads	by	example,	by	 taking	steps	 to	address	gender	 imbalance	 (paragraph	6,	page	

198).	

	

POSITIVE	REPRESENTATIONS	SUPPORTING	APPLICATION		

12. To	 assist	 all	 concerned,	 at	 Schedule	 A	 to	 these	 Submissions,	 the	 Applicant	 has	 provided	 a	

summary	 of	 the	 Representations	 (in	 support	 and	 in	 opposition)	 in	 order	 to	 identify	 any	

common	themes.	

	

13. In	 support	 of	 the	 Application,	 there	 are	 some	 21	 Representations,	 with	 some	 additional	 9	

letters	of	support	included	in	Mr	Grist’s	Representation.			The	Sub-Committee	will	note	that	

those	supporting	the	Application	come	from	all	walks	of	society,	with	some	from	individuals	

and	others	from	schools	and	organisations	both	national	and	international.	
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14. The	Common	themes	that	emerge	from	the	letters/emails	of	support	are	as	follows	(set	out	

in	summary	form):	

	
• Encouragement	of	gender	diversity;	
• Provision	of	a	great	opportunity	to	compete/enjoy	a	prestigious	event;	
• Generation	of	Income;	business;	enjoyment	to	the	Henley	area;	
• Assist	in	the	improvement	of	health/fitness/confidence	of	female	competitors;	
• Ease	congestion	in	the	current	programme;	
• The	Regatta	infrastructure	is	already	in	place	so	no	impact	on	build/take	down	
• Any	additional	congestion	caused	by	spectators	attending	on	the	Tuesday	will	be	
	 marginal.	
	
				

15. The	 first	 theme	 listed	 above	 is	 crucial	 and	 this	 aim	 falls	 squarely	 within	 the	 Licensing	

Authority	and	Wokingham	Borough	Council’s	Public	Sector	Equality	duty.	

	

16. 		The	Licensing	Authority	must	exercise	 its	 functions	 (in	determining	 the	application)	having	

due	 regard	 to	 its	 Public	 Sector	 Equality	 duty	 (PSED)	 under	 section	 149	 Equality	 Act	 2010.				

This	section	provides:	

149	Public	sector	equality	duty	

(1)	 A	public	authority	must,	in	the	exercise	of	its	functions,	have	due	regard	to	the	need	
to—	

	 	 (a)		 eliminate	discrimination,	harassment,	victimisation	and	any	other	conduct	that	is	

	 	 	 prohibited	by	or	under	this	Act;	

	 	 (b)	 advance	equality	of	opportunity	between	persons	who	share	a	relevant	protected	

	 	 	 characteristic	and	persons	who	do	not	share	it;	

	 	 (c)	 foster	good	relations	between	persons	who	share	a	relevant	protected		

	 	 	 characteristic	and	persons	who	do	not	share	it.	

	

Under	sub-section	149(7),	“protected	characteristics”	include	sex	(gender).			
	

17. Wokingham	Borough	Council	and	its	Licensing	Authority	are		clearly	recognisant	of	its	Public	

Sector	 duty,	 it	 being	 expressly	 provided	 in	 clause	 1.10	 of	 its	 Policy	 that	 “The	 Council	 is	

conscious	of	 the	need	 to	promote	equality	and	when	considering	 licensing	matters	will	give	

due	regard	to	the	prevention	of	discrimination	and	promotion	of	equality	of	opportunity”.			
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18. The	need	to	promote	equality	is	similarly	included	in	the	Home	Office	Statutory	Guidance	at	

paragraph	14.664.	

	
19. The	Sub-Committee	will	also	appreciate	that	the	Licensing	Act	2003	is	a	permissive	piece	of	

legislation	i.e.	where	no	representations	are	lodged	to	a	new	licence,	the	Licensing	Authority	

must	 grant	 the	 application5.	 	 	 Where	 “relevant	 representations”	 are	 lodged,	 the	 licence	

should	 be	 granted	 (subject	 to	 such	 steps	 as	 listed	 in	 section	 18(4)),	 if	 any,	 as	 it	 considers	

appropriate	for	the	promotion	of	the	licensing	objectives6.				As	is	evident	from	section	18(3)	

LA,	what	steps	the	Sub-Committee	may	or	may	not	consider	“appropriate”	must	relate	to	the	

promotion	of	the	four	licensing	objectives	being	proposed	in	the	application	before	it.			

	
20. This	 primary	 rationale	 is	 fully	 explored	 by	 the	 Representations	 lodged	 in	 support	 of	 the	

application	 (at	pages	119	 to	199)	 including	 the	Representation	 from	Annamarie	Phelps	CBE	

(at	pages	197	to	199).			

	
21. The	 second	 main	 rationale	 for	 the	 application	 is	 to	 build	 in	 greater	 space	 in	 the	 already	

packed	Regatta	rowing	programme.			Again	Mr	Grist	explains	the	reasoning	in	his	statement	

(for	example	at	paragraph	11,	page	167).	

	
22. The	other	“common	themes”	listed	in	paragraph	14	above	(and	set	out	in	Schedule	A)	are	not	

less	valuable	–	the	overall	aim	being	to	open	up	this	renowned	and	prestigious	Regatta	up	to	

more	 athletes	 whilst	 clearly	 maintaining	 its	 exemplary	 operational	 (including	 licensing)	

record.			

REPRESENTATIONS	AGAINST	THE	APPLICATION	

23. In	 relation	 to	 the	 10	 opposition	 representations	 against	 the	 issue	 of	 a	 licence,	 the	 Sub-

Committee	may	find	it	helpful	to	consider	these	in	two	subcategories:	

	

(i) The	(largely)	technical	objection	lodged	by	Remenham	Parish	Council	(“PRC”)	at	

pages	69	to	82	(with	an	appendix),	and		

	

(ii) Those	 lodged	 by	 ten	 Remenham	 residents	 and/or	 Remenham	 Farm	 Residents	

Association	(RFRA)	(comprising	the	same	residents)	at	pages	63	to	66,	97	to	117.	

																																																													
4	Revised	Guidance	to	the	Licensing	Act	2003	paragraph	14.13	
5	Section	18(2)	Licensing	Act	2003	(LA)	subject	to	application	of	sub-section	(a)	and	(b)	
6	Section	18(3)	LA	2003	
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Remenham	Residents’	Representations:	

	

24. The	common	themes	that	emerge	from	the	Representations	at	pages	63	to	66	and	97	to	117	

appear	to	be	concerns	relating	to:		

	

(i) Travel	inconvenience	particularly	relating	to	Friday	before	Regatta;	Women’s	Henley	

Regatta	and	other	(non	HRR)	events	in	the	Summer;	

(ii) A	“Floodgates”	argument	relating	to	non-HRR	venues	which	may	make		

	 future	applications	to	the	Licensing	Authority	at	Wokingham	Borough		 	

	 Council	for		licensing	authorisation	for	the	“Tuesday”;	

(iii) Lack	of	need	to	expand	the	rowing	Schedule	to	include	more	women’s/junior	

women’s	races/more	space	between	races;	

(iv) Lack	of	sufficient	pre/post	consultation	with	RFRA/Remenham	residents;	

(v) “Cumulative	Impact”	relating	to	the	Remenham	Parish.		

		

25. With	 respect	 to	 the	 Remenham	 Residents,	 the	 Applicant	 submits	 that	 their	 objections	 are	

based	on	a	false	premise	and	cannot	be	taken	into	account	by	the	Sub-Committee	(under	its	

powers	under	section	18(3)	LA	2003)	for	the	reasons	set	out	below.	

	

Travel	inconvenience	to	(some)	Remenham’	Residents	

	

26. It	has	been	conceded	by	the	Residents	that	traffic	management	during	the	5	day	Regatta	(i.e.	

as	is	currently	licensed	under	PR0242)	is	well-managed	by	Wokingham	Borough	Council	–	

being	the	Authority	responsible	for	the	maintenance	of	the	Highway.		

	

27. Each	year,	Wokingham	Borough	Council,	through	the	operation	of	its	own	Highway	

Maintenance	Management	Plan	(Annex	3)	and	through	the	creation	of	a	specific	Traffic	

Management	Plan	(Annex	4)	carry	out	(amongst	other	matters)	risk	assessments	to	ensure	

that	the	Traffic	Management	Order	implemented	during	the	Regatta	is	effective.		These	plans	

and	processes	(first	devised	many	years	ago	by	the	Police	and	the	Council)	include	specific	

consideration	of	emergency	road	access	provisions	to	ensure	(amongst	other	matters)	that	

emergency	vehicles	would	not	be	compromised	in	relation	to	reacting	to	any	emergency	
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occurring	during	the	(licensed)	Regatta	period	(Wednesday	to	Sunday).	

	

28. In	the	event	that	the	application	is	granted,	Wokingham	Borough	Council	will	no	doubt	

extend	its	traffic	management	orders	to	start	on	the	Tuesday	(instead	of	the	Wednesday)	as	

to	do	otherwise	would	clearly	amount	to	a	failure	to	fulfil	its	statutory	functions	(to	maintain	

traffic	flow	on	the	highway).				

	

29. Notwithstanding	the	fact	that	the	Traffic	Management	Plan	implemented	by	Wokingham	

Borough	Council	disadvantages	the	members	of	the	Applicant	(the	Regatta	site	being	at	the	

end	of	the	one	way	system	at	the	start	of	the	day	and	vice	versa	at	the	end	of	the	day)	the	

Applicant	defers	to	the	Council’s	plans,	in	addition	to	providing	staff	(through	its	contractors)	

to	operate	the	signage	(directing	the	one	way	traffic)	for	the	Council.				

	

30. There	is	no	credible	evidence	before	the	Sub-Committee	that	the	current	Regatta	(operating	

under	its	existing	Licence),	or	the	proposed	extended	operation	(to	include	the	sale	of	alcohol	

and	the	provision	of	live	music	on	the	Tuesday	each	year)	has	or	is	likely	to	impact	on	the	

traffic	management	negatively	for	that		‘extra’	day.				The	evidence	that	is	available	is	to	the	

contrary,	including	the	fact	that	the	Residents7	themselves	have	acknowledged	that	the	TMP	

adopted	by	Wokingham	Borough	Council	works	well	during	the	existing	5	days	of	the	Regatta.	

	

31. It	should	also	be	noted	that	other	residents	in	the	area	(including	within	Remenham	and	

nearby	Wargrave)	are	entirely	supportive	of	the	application	(see	for	example	the	positive	

representation	of	Mr	Peter	Jacobs	(page	153)	and	Mr	David	Gillard	(127).		

	

“Floodgates”	(or	“Events	Creep”)	argument		

	

32. It	is	long-established	law	that	the	Sub-Committee	cannot	take	into	account	possible	future	

applications	by	other	applicants	who	may	nor	may	not	choose	to	apply	to	its	Licensing	

Authority	in	due	course.			Each	application	must	be	considered	on	its	own	merits	and	the	

Applicant	will	argue	that	the	merits	of	its	application	are	unimpeachable.		

	

																																																													
7	This	acknowledgement	was	given	by	the	Residents	at	the	meeting	at	HRR	HQ	on	22	May	2019.		Further	note	
paragraph	6	RPC’s	objection,	page	70.	
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33. The	Residents	also	refer	to	“Cumulative	Impact”.		The	Applicant	addresses	this	assertion	later	

in	these	Submissions.	

	

Lack	 of	 need	 to	 extend	 the	 Regatta	 and	 lack	 of	 consultation	 with	 residents	

	

34. It	 is	the	considered	opinion	of	the	Applicant	(which	is	best	placed	to	form	the	opinion)	that	

the	 existing	 rowing	programme	 should	be	 extended	 for	 the	 reasons	 articulated	 above	 (see	

Representations	of	Mr	Grist	and	Ms	Phelps	at	pages	165	to	199).		

	

35. The	suggestion	made	that	 lunchbreaks/afternoon	tea	breaks	could	be	used	to	 include	more	

women’s	 races	 is	 not	 based	 on	 any	 evidence;	 the	 evidence,	 as	 confirmed	 by	 Mr	 Grist	 at	

paragraphs	10,	11	and	18	of	his	statement	(at	pages	167,	169	and	170)	is	to	the	contrary.			

	
36. In	 any	 event,	 the	 question	 of	 “need”	 is	 not	 related	 to	 the	 promotion	 of	 the	 four	 licensing	

objectives	and	is	not	a	matter	that	the	Sub-Committee	can	consider	in	its	deliberations	under	

section	18	LA	2003.		

	
37. In	 terms	 of	 consultation	 with	 local	 residents,	 the	 Applicant	 has	 gone	 beyond	 its	 statutory	

obligations.	 	 	 In	 recent	 times	 (in	 advance	 of	 the	 application	 being	 formally	 submitted)	 the	

Applicant	met	with	Henley	Town	Council	and	with	Residents	from	Remenham	(including	with	

most	of	those	who	have	subsequently	objected	to	the	application).		Representatives	from	the	

Applicant	 also	 attended	 a	meeting	 at	 the	 Remenham	Parish	 Council	 to	 answer	 any	 further	

questions	that	the	residents	or	Parish	Council	may	have	regarding	the	application.					

	
38. Further,	 the	 Applicant	 has	 already	 confirmed	 to	 the	 Residents	 that	 the	 Applicant	 sees	 the	

benefit	of	convening	a	forum	with	appropriate	representation	from	the	local	residents	so	that	

discussion	and	engagement	between	them	can	be	on-going	and	collaborative,	as	evidenced	

in	 its	 letter	of	21	June	2019	(pages	195	&	196)	 (in	reply	to	Mr	Brown’s	email	of	19	June,	at	

page	194).		A	copy	of	the	former	was	emailed	to	all	of	the	opposing	Residents	copied	into	the	

letter.			

	
39. Since	issue	of	the	application	and	indeed	during	the	Regatta	this	year,	Mr	Grist	has	again	met	

up	with	one	of	the	Remenham	Residents	to	hear	of	his	concerns	relating	to	activities	down	

the	river	from	the	Regatta	site	and	conducted	by	those	not	associated	to	the	Applicant.		
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40. In	 any	 event,	 the	 abovementioned	 assertion	by	 the	Residents	 (relating	 to	 lack	 of	 sufficient	

consultation	with	them)	does	not	relate	to	the	promotion	of	the	licensing	objectives	and	is,	

consequently,	 not	 relevant	 for	 the	 purposes	 of	 the	 Sub-Committee’s	 powers	 and	

deliberations	 concerning	 the	 proposed	 licensable	 activities	 under	 the	 terms	 of	 the	

application.	

	

Representation	by	Remenham	Parish	Council	(“RPC”)		

	

41. The	Representation	lodged	by	RPC	(pages	69	onwards)	falls	into	different	categories	of	

complaint	which	the	Applicant	submits	are	largely	irrelevant	to	the	application	that	is	before	

the	licensing	Sub-Committee	for	determination	(as	reiterated	in	paragraph	2	above).			The	

categories	–	together	with	the	responses	of	the	Applicant	-	are	as	follows:	

	

General	Summary	of	the	Law;	the	Revised	Guidance	to	the	Licensing	Act	and	to	the	Licensing	

Authority’s	own	Statement	of	Licensing	Policy.	

	

42. Paragraphs	1	to	17	of	its	Representation	(pages	69	to	72)	appears	to	be	a	general	discourse	to	

the	Licensing	Authority	on	licensing	law;	the	Revised	Guidance	to	the	Licensing	Act	2003	and	

its	own	Statement	of	Licensing	Policy.		The	Licensing	Sub-Committee	is	no	doubt	aware	of	the	

various	provisions	that	RPC	has	chosen	to	expound	in	these	paragraphs.			

	

43. RPC,	 in	this	representation,	demonstrates	 little	(or	no)	respect	to	the	Licensing	Authority	at	

Wokingham	 Borough	 Council	 clearly	 being	 critical	 of	 the	 terms	 of	 the	 Premises	 Licence	

granted	 to	 the	 Applicant	 (PR0242)	 (which	 is	 not	 the	 subject	 of	 the	 application	 being	

considered	by	the	Licensing	Sub-Committee	on	22	July)	and	with	assertions	that	there	have	

been	 “inadequacies	 of	 the	 current	 licensing	 control”	 over	 the	 Applicant	 –	 albeit	 without	

providing	any	evidence	to	support	these	criticisms.	

	

44. In	paragraphs	2	to	8,	the	Representation	is,	in	the	Applicant’s	opinion,	misconceived,	lacking	

clarity	and/or	simply	recounts	provisions	of	the	Act	relating	to	Guidance	or	Policy	which	are	

known	to	the	Sub-Committee	and	have	been	adhered	to	by	the	Applicant.		Specifically:	
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(i) The	application	before	the	Sub-Committee	is	not	for	a	“Women’s	Regatta	event”	8–	

the	latter	showing	that	RPC	has	failed	to	understand	the	scope	or	rationale	for	the	

application;	

	

RPC	 is	wrongfully	 attempting	 to	 bring	 the	 validity	 of	 the	 current	 Licence	 (PR0242)	

into	 question.	 	 The	 Sub-Committee	 will	 no	 doubt	 appreciate	 that	 it	 has	 no	

jurisdiction	to	‘open	up’	the	current	licence	on	the	application	which	is	before	it.		To	

allow	 the	 objectors	 to	 attempt	 to	 bring	 about	 some	 sort	 of	 review	 of	 the	 extant	

licence	 “through	 the	 back	 door”	 would	 expose	 the	 Council	 to	 the	 likelihood	 of	

Judicial	Review.				

	

(ii) The	procedural	irregularities	asserted	by	RPC	are	incorrect	and	without	foundation	–	

as	 further	 explained	 below.	 	 	 The	 Licensing	 Authority	 (by	 its	 Officer’s	 report)	 has	

already	confirmed	that	the	application	has	been	correctly	made	in	accordance	with	

section	18	Licensing	Act	2003.	

	

(iii) The	assertions	relating	to	“events	creep”	and/or	the	“floodgates”	argument	must	be	

viewed	 in	 the	 context	 of	 the	 licensable	 activities	 which	 it	 is	 being	 proposed	 be	

authorised	to	take	place	on	the	Tuesday	each	year	as	this	 is	the	application	before	

the	 Sub-Committee.	 	 	 The	 Sub-Committee	 is	 required	 to	 limit	 its	 consideration	 to	

those	 proposed	 licensable	 activities	 and	 the	 promotion	 of	 the	 licensing	 objectives	

relating	to	those	activities.		 	It	has	no	powers	to	consider	complaints	which	are	not	

directly	 related	 to	 the	 likelihood	 or	 otherwise	 of	 any	 negative	 impact	 on	 the	

promotion	 of	 the	 licensing	 objectives,	 of	 alcohol	 being	 sold	 and	 live	 music	 being	

provided	on	the	Tuesday	of	the	Regatta	“week”.		

	

(iv) In	 terms	 of	 traffic	 impact	 –	 RPC	 accepts	 that	 “traffic	 management	 is	 largely	 well	

managed	 by	 Wokingham	 Borough	 Council	 and	 HRR’s	 Stewards	 during	 the	 event	

itself,	 but	 not	 at	 all	 times	 during	 the	 set	 up	 and	 break	 down	 periods”.	 9			

	

This	 assertion	 does	 not	 relate	 to	 the	 proposed	 Tuesday	 licensed	 operation	 (or	

indeed	to	any	licensed	operation).		The	Sub-Committee	does	not	have	the	power	to	

make	decisions	relating	to	matters	which	are	unrelated	to	the	application	not	least	
																																																													
8		Paragraph	2	RPC’s	objection,	page	69	
9	Paragraph	6	RPC’s	objection,	page	70.	
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as	 the	 traffic	 management	 orders	 are	 out-with	 the	 Applicant’s	 control;	 they	 fall	

within	the	remit	of	WBC’s	statutory	responsibilities.	

	

(v) 	RPC	 appears	 to	 be	 conflating	 the	 (currently	 licensed	 5	 day)	 Regatta	 with	 other	

“events”	in	the	locality	which	do	not	form	part	of	the	Applicant’s	operation	and	over	

which	 the	 Applicant	 has	 no	 control.	 	 	 It	 is	 not	 for	 the	 Applicant	 to	 interfere	with	

other	 businesses	 in	 the	 locality	 at	 the	 behest	 of	 residents	 in	 Remenham,	 or	

otherwise.	

	
(vi) Assertions	 relating	 to	 Cumulative	 Impact	 are	 responded	 to	 below.		

	

45. Whilst	 RPC	 has	 referred	 the	 Sub-Committee	 to	 numerous	 paragraphs	 of	 the	 Revised	

Guidance	 to	 the	 Licensing	 Act	 and	 to	 its	 own	 Policy,	 and	makes	 bold	 statements	 that	 the	

residents	consider	that	the	Applicant	has	failed	to	adhere	to	both,	this	is	incorrect.				

	

46. Further,	with	respect	to	the	RPC,	it	fails	to	take	into	account	certain	fundamental	provisions	

in	the	Licensing	Act	2003	and	principles	expounded	in	the	Revised	Guidance,	and	reiterated	

in	the	Licensing	Authority’s	Policy.					These	provisions/principles	include	(but	are	not	limited	

to)	the	following:	

	

(i) The	form	of	the	application	must	comply	with	section	17	of	the	Act;	using	the	

prescribed	form	and	including	an	Operating	Schedule	containing	the	information	

required	in	section	17(4).			The	Application	made	by	the	Applicant	(relating	to	the	

proposed	Tuesday	licence)	is	fully	compliant	with	section	17	of	the	Act	and	has	been	

accepted	as	such	by	the	Licensing	Authority;	

	

(ii) The	Licensing	Act	2003	was	intended	to	provide	a	“light	touch”	and	not	to	

overburden	applicants	and	licence	holders.10	

	

(iii) The	(Revised)	Guidance	to	the	Licensing	Act	makes	it	clear	that	“the	Guidance	does	

not	replace	the	statutory	provisions	of	the	Act	or	add	to	its	scope….	The	Guidance	

does	not	purport	to	set	out	the	test;	impose	a	new	or	different	test	or	to	add	a	gloss	

																																																													
10	A	notion	repeated	by	District	Judge	Rose	on	the	appeal	of	AEG	against	a	decision	of	the	London	Borough	of	
Tower	Hamlets	(2018)	
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to	the	test	itself”.		11	

	

(iv) The	 use	 of	 schedules	 of	 ‘model’	 conditions	 can	 all	 too	 easily	 lend	 themselves	 to	

indiscriminate	 use	 without	 regard	 to	 the	 circumstances	 of	 the	 individual	 case”.12	

	

47. The	 circumstances	 of	 this	 individual	 case	 cannot	 be	 ignored,	 and	 in	 this	 instance	 the	

application	 makes	 it	 perfectly	 clear	 that	 if	 the	 Licence	 for	 Tuesday’s	 proposed	 licensable	

activities	 	 is	 granted,	 it	 will	 be	 subject	 to	 the	 same	 level	 of	 considerable	 event	 planning;	

management;	operations	and	review,	as	that	which	has	applied	extremely	successfully	for	the	

Wednesday	to	Sunday	licensed	activities.		

	

48. In	Mr	Grist’s	 statement,	 he	 goes	 into	 some	detail	 about	 the	 event	 planning	 and	 execution	

which	 operates	 currently	 and	 has	 confirmed	 that	 this	 would	 be	 extended	 to	 the	 Tuesday	

operation.	 	 	 	 This	 event	 planning	 is	 comprehensive	 and	 takes	 place	 over	 months	 of	

preparation	eventually	culminating	in	an	Event	Safety	Plan	(ESP)	-	this	year	running	to	some	

352	pages	-	to	which	all	the	Responsible	Authorities	have	access	on	request.	 	 	The	Contents	

index	 to	 the	 ESP	 for	 2019	 is	 at	 Annex	 5	 to	 give	 the	 Sub-Committee	 a	 flavour	 of	 the	

considerable	efforts	taken	to	ensure	that	the	Regatta	continues	to	be	a	highly	professionally	

run	event	with	the	four	licensing	objectives	at	its	focus.	

	

49. The	 ESP	 (and	 the	 considerable	 number	 of	 policies/procedures	 forming	 its	 Appendices)	 has	

been	developed	over	years	of	operations	but	the	Applicant	is	not	complacent	–	reviewing	and	

adopting	(as	appropriate)	good	practice	as	it	emerges.		The	guidance	provided	by	the	various	

Authorities	 at	 the	 “blue-light”	 meeting	 every	 year	 is	 invaluable.	 	 The	 Applicant	 also	

acknowledges	the	value	of	this	consultation	and	liaison	in	its	application	(as	noted	by	RPC	in	

paragraph	15	of	its	objection	(page	75).	

	

50. The	 suggestion	 by	 RPC	 that	 the	 Applicant	 has	 in	 some	 way	 failed	 to	 take	 on	 board	 the	

Guidance	to	the	Licensing	Act	is	without	foundation.			It	would	be	a	waste	of	the	Responsible	

Authorities’	time	and	resources	to	“re-invent	the	wheel”	when	those	Authorities	are	already	

																																																													
11	R	(on	the	application	of	South	Northamptonshire	Council)	v	Towcester	Magistrates	Court	(2008)	EWHC	381-	
Mr	Justice	Dobbs.			This	related	to	the	test	under	section	120(7)	of	the	Act	but	demonstrates	that	the	Guidance	
does	not	extend	the	requirements	of	the	Act.	
12	Footnote	to	section	18(3)(b)	Licensing	Act	2003,	in	Paterson’s	Licensing	Acts	
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privy	 to	 the	 extensive	 preparation	 that	 applies	 annually	 in	 the	 run	 up	 to	 the	 Regatta,	 and	

would	apply	to	the	‘extra’	day’s	operations	(licensable	and	non-licensable).		

	

51. The	above	responses	apply	equally	to	the	various	assertions	made	at	paragraphs	10	to	25	of	

RPC’s	objection	in	the	sense	that	it	is	an	entirely	artificial	exercise	(without	reference	to	the	

individual	 circumstances	 of	 this	 “Tuesday”	 application)	 to	 run	 through	 the	 Statement	 of	

Licensing	 Policy	 and	 the	Application	 form,	 ignoring	 the	 fact	 that	 the	Applicant	 is	 seeking	 a	

licence	in	the	same	terms	as	a	licence	which	has	operated	without	any	problems	of	note	for	

decades.		Indeed,	the	Applicant	considers	its	licensing	record	to	be	exemplary,	and	the	Sub-

Committee	may	take	the	view	that	the	fact	that	none	of	the	Responsible	Authorities	have	any	

objection	to	the	proposed	licence	supports	the	Applicant’s	position.		

	

52. Indeed,	 as	 RPC	 point	 out	 themselves,	 the	 Policy	 (in	 relation	 to	 the	 Operating	 Schedule,	

completed	as	part	of	the	LIC	2	application	form)	must	contain	measures	(if	any)	“relevant	to	

the	individual	style	and	characteristics	of	their	(proposed)	premises.”	13	

	

53. Further	 there	 is	 no	 obligation	 on	 the	 Applicant	 to	 propose	 draft	 conditions	 to	 support	 its	

application14;	it	may	choose	to	do	so	and	in	the	circumstances	(bearing	in	mind	that	the	Sub-

Committee	should	endeavour	to	make	its	decisions	in	a	consistent	way)	it	was	appropriate	to	

repeat	 the	conditions	on	the	extant,	successfully	operating,	 long-term	Licence.	 	 	 	 Indeed,	 in	

the	case	of	R	(On	the	Application	of	British	Beer	and	Pub	Association	and	Others	v	Canterbury	

City	Council	[2005]	EWHC	1318	(Admin),	Mr	Justice	Richards	at	para.	85	stated:	“The	scheme	

of	the	legislation	is	to	leave	it	to	Applicants	to	determine	what	to	include	in	their	applications,	

subject	to	the	requirements	of	section	17	and	the	Regulations	as	to	the	prescribed	form	and	

the	inclusion	of….specified	matters	in	the	operating	schedule.”	

	
54. In	paragraphs	15	to	25,	and	31	to	35	(SAG)	of	RPC’s	objection,	in	addition	to	the	Applicant’s	

assertions	 above,	 the	 Sub-Committee	 is	 requested	 to	 take	 note	 of	 the	 following	 points	 of	

response:	

	

Paragraph	15	–	Need	for	(ESP)	measures	to	be	reflected	in	the	licence	by	way	of	conditions	

	
																																																													
13	Policy	at	paragraph	5.3;	RPC’s	objection	at	paragraph	11	page	73).	
14	R	(on	the	Application	of	Bristol	Council)	v	Bristol	Magistrates’	Court	[2009]	EWHC	625	(Admin)	where	Deputy	
Judge	John	Howell	QC	at	Para.	20	stated:	“…	the	prescribed	form	does	not	require	an	applicant	to	state	what	
conditions	he	is	proposing	should	be	attached	to	any	premises	licence.”			
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The	Applicant	is	entirely	opposed	to	this	suggestion	as	a)	the	ESP,	to	be	properly	effective,	is	

a	‘live’	document	b)	contains	operational	information	of	no	relevance	to	the	licensable	

activities	and	c)	contains	confidential	information	which	should	not	be	included	in	a	

Premises	Licence.		Further,	this	would	result	in	a	disproportionate	and	inappropriate	

condition.				

	

Paragraph	16	–	Responsible	Authorities	should	feedback	to	Sub-Committee	on	whether	the	

Applicant’s	“event	management	to	date	has	been	adequate	or	not”.	

	

Such	a	suggestion	is	inappropriate	on	many	levels.		Firstly,	the	Responsible	Authorities	were	

all	consulted	about	the	current	application	and	their	responses	are	included	in	the	

Committee’s	Report.				The	Licensing	Sub-Committee	has	no	power	to	call	on	the	

Responsible	Authorities	to	provide	“feedback”;	the	Act	sets	out	the	statutory	process	(of	a	

period	in	which	representations	can	be	made	by	those	who	consider	it	appropriate	to	do	so)	

which	has	been	fully	complied	with.		

	

Paragraphs	18	to	25	–	The	conditions	(which	match	the	extant	Licence)	are	irrelevant	and	the	

approach	adopted	is	naïve	and	unsatisfactory…	

	

In	these	paragraphs	RPC	is	essentially	criticising	Wokingham	Licensing	Authority	for	issuing	a	

Licence	(PR0242)	subject	to	limited	conditions,	notwithstanding	the	fact	that	over	decades,	

there	has	never	been	cause	to	apply	(by	way	of	review	or	otherwise)	for	those	conditions	to	

be	updated.			

	

The	reality	is	that	the	extant	licence	has	‘stood	the	test	of	time’	and	in	any	event	is	not	the	

subject	of	the	Hearing	on	22	July.			

	

Further,	the	Sub-Committee	will	be	aware	that	it	must	act	in	a	consistent	fashion,	in	relation	

to	its	decision-making15	processes.	

	

Paragraphs	31	to	35	–	SAG	

The	Sub-Committee	will	note	that	there	is	already	a	process	in	place	which	has	operated	for	

decades	whereby	the	Responsible	Authorities	(and	others,	including	the	Environmental	
																																																													
15	R	(on	the	application	of	Spencer	Chisnell	and	Linda	Chisnell)	v	Richmond	upon	Thames	London	Borough	
Council	(2)		2005	EWHC	
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Agency)	are	invited	to	an	annual	“blue-light”	meeting	with	the	Applicant	(Mr	Grist’s	

statement	refers).		This	meeting	is	inclusive	and	effective,	a	fact	surely	evidenced	by	the	lack	

of	any	negative	representations	from	the	Responsible	Authorities.					

	

Assertions	relating	to	“Cumulative	Impact”	

55. In	 response	 to	 the	 assertions	made	 in	 paragraphs	 26	 to	 30	 of	 RPC’s	 submission,	 the	 Sub-

Committee’s	attention	is	drawn	to	the	following	facts:	

	

(i) In	the	context	of	the	review	of	its	Statement	of	Licensing	Policy	last	year,	RPC	(and	

the	 same	 group	 of	 Remenham	 residents	 who	 have	 objected	 to	 this	 application)	

sought	to	persuade	the	full	Licensing	Committee	to	 introduce	a	Cumulative	 Impact	

Assessment	for	the	Parish	of	Remenham;	

	

(ii) The	 Committee	 concluded	 that	 a	 Cumulative	 Impact	 Assessment	 should	 not	 be	

included	in	its	Policy16;	

	

(iii) RPC	now	asserts	(at	point	3,	page	70)	that	there	is	“a	new	cumulative	impact	policy	

at	paragraph	10	which	the	application	has	ignored”	and	again	on	page	77,	the	Policy	

“now	specifically	requires	the	assessment	of	cumulative	impact”,	and	finally	at	page	

78	“In	the	2018	Statement	of	Licensing	Policy,	WBC	were	persuaded	to	adopt	a	

general	cumulative	impact	policy….”.		

	

With	respect	to	RPC,	none	of	the	above	statements	are	accurate;	indeed	quite	the	

opposite	is	true.			

	

(iv) The	Policy	confirms	that	there	is	no	“Special	Policy”	relating	to	“cumulative	impact”	

of	 licensed	 premises	 in	Wokingham	 Licensing	 Authority’s	 area	 and	 no	 such	 policy	

would	be	 included	without	the	consultation	required	(under	section	5A	of	the	Act)	

being	first	fulfilled.17	

	

(v) For	many	 years	 (well	 in	 advance	 of	 2018),	 the	 Council	 has	 been	 able	 to	 take	 into	

account	 cumulative	 impact	 (under	 paragraph	 10.3	 of	 its	 2015	 Policy	 and	 previous	

versions)	 and	 under	 the	Act	 generally,	 subject	 to	 there	 being	 evidence	 to	 support	
																																																													
16	Relevant	documentation	is	included	at	Annex	6	
17	Paragraph	10.3	of	the	Policy		
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the	assertion	that	there	is	such	an	impact	with	reference	to	the	proposed	licensable	

activities.				

	

The	proposed	activities	are	the	sale	of	alcohol	and	some	live	music	on	the	Tuesday	

of	Regatta	 ‘week’	and	there	 is	no	credible	evidence	that	other	 licensed	venues	are	

currently	operating	in	the	same	locality;	at	the	same	time,	so	there	is	no	risk	that	the	

proposed	licence	could	have	an	adverse	impact	on	the	community	on	that	Tuesday.			

	

(vi) With	 respect,	 the	 assertion	 at	 point	 27	 of	 RPC’s	 objection	 is	 incorrect;	 the	

application	 for	 authorisation	 to	 operate	 on	 the	 Tuesday	 each	 year	 must	 be	

considered	on	its	own	merits	as	is	confirmed	in	the	Licensing	Act	(section	18)	and	as	

reiterated	in	the	Policy	at	paragraph	10.2.		

	

(vii) The	expectation	on	an	Applicant	expressed	 in	the	final	sentence	of	paragraph	10.4	

(page	 78)	 is	 entirely	 inappropriate	 when	 viewed	 in	 the	 context	 of	 the	 particular	

circumstances	of	this	application	(for	a	mirror	licence	to	an	extant	licence	(PR0242).		

	

CONCLUSIONS	

	

56. 	 	 The	Licensing	Sub-Committee	is	reminded	that	the	application	before	it	relates		

	 	 solely	to	the	proposed	sale	of	alcohol	and	live	music	at	the	Regatta	premises	on	the	

	 	 Tuesday	of	the	Regatta	“week”.	

	

57. 			 The	Licensing	Sub-Committee’s	duty	is	to	consider	the	proposed	licensable	activities	

	 	 and	whether	the	issue	of	a	licence	to	authorise	those	activities	will	promote	the		

	 	 licensing	objectives	(prevention	of	crime	and	disorder;	prevention	of	harm	to		

	 	 children;	prevention	of	public	nuisance	and/or	the	promotion	of	public	safety).		The	

	 	 Applicant	respectfully	submits	that	in	exercising	its	duty,	the	only	decision	that	the	

	 	 Sub-Committee	could	reasonably	reach	is	to	issue	the	licence.	

	

58. 	 	 If	the	Residents	at	Schedule	A	had	not	objected	to	this	application,	this	licence		

	 	 would	have	been	issued	under	delegated	powers.	
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59. 	 The	Residents’	objections	do	not	relate	to,	and	are	not	supported	by	any	evidence		

	 concerning	any	likelihood	of	any	negative	impact	arising	due	to	licensable	activities		

	 being	conducted	on	the	proposed	Tuesday	each	year	-	relating	to	crime	and		 	

	 disorder;	public	safety	or	possible	harm	to	children.			In	terms	of	public	nuisance,		

	 again,	there	are	no	objections	relating	to	the	potential	for	noise	nuisance	or	other		

	 forms	of	nuisance	directly	related	to	the	provision	of	alcohol	and/or	provision	of	live		

	music,	on	the	proposed	day.			Their	objections	relate	to	what	they	consider	to	be	the		

	wider	implications	(of	other	(late	night)	venues	attempting	to	“follow	suit”	and/or		

	 other	matters	which	would	not	even	take	place	on	the	Tuesday	(e.g.	traffic		 	

	management	by	the	Council	on	the	Friday	before).	

	
60. The	Council	will	however	be	familiar	with	Para.	2.4	of	its	Policy	which	states:	

	
	“….The	Licensing	Authority	will	 primarily	 focus	on	 the	direct	 impact	of	 the	activities	 taking	

place	at	the	licensed	premises	on	members	of	the	public	living,	working	or	engaged	in	normal	

activity	 in	 the	area	concerned.	 	The	Act	 is	not	a	primary	mechanism	 for	controlling	general	

nuisance	unconnected	to	licensable	activities	or	the	licensing	objectives.”			

	

61. The	 Council’s	 Policy	 is	 further	 supported	 by	 the	 Statutory	 Guidance	 at	 Para.	 9.4:	

“….representations	 should	 relate	 to	 the	 impact	 of	 licensable	 activities	 carried	 on	 from	

premises	on	the	[licensing]	objectives.”	

	

62. For	the	reasons	set	out	above	(including	the	considerable	Representations	lodged	in	support	

of	 the	application,	 the	 Licensing	Sub-Committee	 is	 invited	 to	 issue	 the	 licence	 in	 the	 terms	

sought,	 it	 being	 entirely	 consistent	 with	 the	 provisions	 of	 the	 Licensing	 Authority’s	 own	

Policy;	the	Statutory	Guidance;	the	provisions	of	the	Licensing	Act	and	indeed	its	duty	under	

the	Equality	Act	2010,	to	proceed	in	this	way.	

	
Submissions	by	Ms	Dowling	of	Blandy	&	Blandy	LLP	and	by	Mr	Phil	Crier	of	PBC	Licensing	

Solicitors		

For	and	on	behalf	of	the	Applicant	

11	July	2019	
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